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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FO R E S T S E R V I C E 

FLATHEAD NAT IONAL FOREST 

KALISPELL. MONTANA 59901 

FOREWORD 

"The Flathead Story" is a general history of the Flathead 
National Forest of Northwestern Montana. The story was written by 
Charles S. Shaw who worked on Ranger Districts of the Flathead 
Forest for 31 years. He started his assignment here in 1922. In 
addition to his work as a Forest Ranger, he served in the Supervisor's 
Office at Kalispell for 2 years and for 3 years in the Northern 
Region Headquarters, Division of Operations in Missoula. He retired 
June 30, 1964. 

The history covers establishment and development of this 
National Forest. The story includes exploration of the area by 
David Thompson in 1809 and his establishment of a trading post near 
the present site of Kalispell in 1811. Other explorers came into 
this area in 1810, including Finan McDonald, Michael Bordeaux, and 
Baptiste Bucher. Frontiersmen, trappers, loggers, and homesteaders 
all have a part in this history. 

Their history is the result of extensive research by Shaw. He 
searched records, interviewed oldtimers of the area, and has drawn 
on his extensive personal knowledge. 

R. D. Rogers, Flathead National Forest dispatcher, assisted Shaw 
in compiling the information and writing the story. "The Flathead 
Story" reflects credit on Shaw and Rogers. It will be a helpful and 
interesting publication for historians, educators, Forest Service 
employees, and others with interests and responsibilities in resource 
management. 

Kalispell, Montana 
October 24, 1967 

'J. M. POMAJEVieH 
Forest Supervisor 
Flathead National Forest 
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Introduction 

It had never occurred to me that I should be considered any 
kind of an "Old Timer" on the Flathead. But when Supervisor 
J. M. Pomajevich and his staff asked me to record some of 
the historical facts of this area, I considered it an honor 
and accepted. 

I first visited the Flathead in 1922. Since that time I 
have worked 31 years on a Ranger District in the Flathead 
Forest. Thirty of these years were spent on the South 
and Middle Forks of the Flathead River. I also put in 2 
years in the Flathead Supervisor's office at Kalispell and 
3 years in the Division of Operation in the Regional 
headquarters at Missoula. 

I have attempted to give credit for these stories in all 
cases where the source was known. Like many stories of 
this nature, fragments of incidents are picked up at various 
times and places which, when put together, make a story. 
Many instances are from personal experience, others are a 
matter of record. Stories gathered under these circumstances 
sometimes have more than one version. 

I have tried to write this history as concise and brief as 
possible. Some of the stories include psychological remarks 
which were intended to add impetus to the story. 

I would have liked to have listed the many men in the 
sub-Ranger class, the loyal, self-sacrificing and hard
working group serving behind the District Rangers. Only 
a partial list could be obtained. Therefore, there is 
no listing of sub-Ranger men in this volume. 

The Flathead Forest would never have developed into the 
smoothly functioning organization it is today had it not 
been for the loyal support of these men. Their job is not 
finished; their support is needed now and as long as there 
are National Forests. These men have come up the "hard way" 
and have obtained their knowledge through years of experi
ence and practical demonstration on Ranger District 
problems not taught in universities. 

Charlie S. Shaw 

Kalispell, Montana 
July 1964 
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I 

YESTERDAY AND TODAY 
IN THE 

FLATHEAD NATIONAL FOREST 

By Charlie S. Shaw, assisted 
by R. D. Rogers, Fire Dispatcher 

Glacier View Ranger District 

In 1898 Forest Service Rangers roamed the mountainous terrain 
of the Flathead at a salary of $60 per month. They had to 
supply their own horses, bedrolls, and subsistence out of 
this pay. 

Today, Rangers administer the same National Forest with 
better transportation in far less time. Today, their job 
is much more complex. 

One of the chief requirements of old-time Rangers was that 
they be exceptional woodsmen. The Ranger's principal jobs 
were clearing trails and patrolling for fires. Work assign
ments often took him away from civilization for months at 
a time. He had to be a rugged individual. 

Increases in the needs and uses of our natural resources 
require that the present-day Ranger and his assistants be 
more than just good woodsmen. They must be experts in all 
phases of forest management. 

Statistics from 1898 to 1964 show that the Flathead is a 
progressive National Forest. 

Thirty-six sawmills and four plywood plants now operate in 
this area, compared to three small sawmills in 1898. In 
1953, there were only 20 mills. 

Practically all timber cutting in the Flathead prior to 
1907 was in that part of the Forest now within Glacier 
National Park. Most of this timber was used for fuel and 
the construction of homes near Lake McDonald. 

The first major timber sale on National Forest land was in 
1913. Somers Lumber Company purchased a large block of 
timber near the head of Swan Lake. This sale created radical 
changes in local logging methods, camp accommodations, and 
equipment. Railroad logging equipment was barged across 
Flathead Lake from Somers, hauled overland to the foot of 
Swan Lake, and barged across the lake to the sale area. 
Nearly 90 million board feet of timber was cut in this 
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sale. Horses and oxen were used to skid logs before this 
railroad equipment was brought in. 

Timber purchasers cut approximately 144 million board feet 
of timber in 1963. This all-time record high for the Flathead 
was nearly double the 75 million board feet harvested in 1953. 

Strong emphasis was not placed on fire protection until 1909, 
when eight Ranger Districts were formed. Each Ranger was 
allotted a three-man fire protection crew. This was thought 
to be large enough to adequately handle any fire situation. 
Unfortunately, no one had anticipated the devastating 1910 
fire season, when the Forest Service realized the need for 
an expanded and improved protection force. 

Lookout towers and buildings were soon built. By 1939, there 
were 147 lookout structures on mountain peaks around the 
Flathead. 

The use of aircraft in fire detection dates from 1929 in the 
Flathead. Aircraft have been so effective in fire detection 
that the number of manned lookouts has been reduced to 21. 
Airplanes and helicopters also play an important role in fire 
suppression; they rush men, equipment, and retardant to 
threatening fires. 

The Flathead National Forest's only telephone line in 1910 
was from Kalispell to the Spotted Bear Ranger Station, approx
imately 45 air miles. By 1939, the Forest Service had con
structed 4,450 miles of trails and 1,675 miles of telephone 
line. 

Road construction and the introduction of radio communications 
eliminated the need for many trails and telephone lines. As 
late as 1939 there was only 275 miles of Forest Service road
ways in the Flathead. Today, there are 1,658 miles of National 
Forest roads and highways, 2,825 miles of trails, 590 miles 
of telephone line, and 223 radio sets on the Flathead. 

These improvements have played a major role in reducing fire 
damage. Sixty-seven fires in 1929 destroyed more than 65 
thousand acres of timbered National Forest land. Thirty-four 
years later, in 1963, the damage from 118 fires was held to 
1,372 acres. 

Work crews increased as the Forest developed. There were 19 
year-long and 200 seasonal employees on the payroll in 1939; 
by 1954 the number of year-long workers was 39 with 250 summer 
employees. Presently, 121 persons work the year around. Peak 
employment in 1963 was 386, excluding firefighters. 



Improved access to the Forest increased the need for recrea
tional facilities. The number and size of campgrounds and 
picnic areas are gradually increasing. In the Flathead there 
are 247 family units capable of accommodating 1,285 persons 
at one time at 22 locations. 

Reforestation of burned and cutover land is becoming more 
important each year as mature timber is harvested from the 
Flathead's forested slopes. The first trees were planted in 
the Flathead in 1909 at Essex as an experiment. A concen
trated effort has been made in this field since 1938. A 
total of 297,000 seedlings were planted on 655 acres of 
logged-over land. 

Foresters are improving the productivity of trees to increase 
the growth rate. In 1963, a total of 1,375 acres of seed
lings and sapling-sized trees in the Flathead were thinned. 

Logging slash must be disposed of after each timber harvest 
to reduce insect, disease, and fire hazards. Several thousand 
cutover acres of land are prepared each year for burning. 
This work is done by hand and with bulldozers. 

The Flathead National Forest has an interesting history. 
Many colorful personalities — too numerous to list — have had 
an active part in shaping the proud National Forest organi
zation of today. 

A brief review of some facts and dates gives some under
standing of the development of this area. 

1809—David Thompson, of the Northwest Trading Company, 
was the first white man to enter the Flathead 
country, in 1809. About 1811 he established a 
trading post near the present site of Kalispell. 

Captain Lewis of the Lewis and Clark Expedition 
viewed Marias Pass in 1806 from the Plains near 
Browning. Lewis named the Marias River. The 
Lewis and Clark party did not enter the Flathead 
country. However, it had long been rumored that 
this low pass existed. The first men to cross 
5,216-foot Marias Pass were Finan McDonald, 
Michel Bourdeaux, and Baptiste Bucher. They 
crossed from the west in 1810 with a band of 
Flathead Indians. 

1865—Charles McLean, George Dayton, and William Lugrave 
traveled through this area in 1865, en route from 
the Kootenai country to Helena. There were no 
permanent white settlers in the valley at that 
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time. They reported the only white man they saw 
was a man named McLaren who ran the Selish Trading 
Post on Ashley Creek for the Hudson Bay Company. 
Charles McLean passed this way again 2 years later 
and reported no white settlers. 

Old buildings on the slight rise just north of 
the present Forest Service Bigfork administrative 
site are the remains of an old trading post which 
dates back to early times as a supply center for 
the community. The late John C. Eckleberry, who 
died in 1950, remembered a visit to this trading 
post with his father about 1870, when the young 
Eckleberry was 12 years old. This place was later 
known as the late Jimmie Devine's place; it is now 
the property of the Bigfork Hotel, Inc. The trad
ing post buildings are now badly deteriorated and 
will soon pass into oblivion. 

Arthur Whitney provided this information about the 
trading post. 

1872--Col. Sievers, U.S. Army, made a trip through the 
South Fork of the Flathead River in the early 1870's, 
perhaps as early as 1874. The party was seeking a 
route for a railroad into this area. They killed 
an elk at Mud Lake for camp meat. This was the first 
report of elk in the Flathead country. 

1879—Who the first permanent white settler was has not 
been fully determined. Nick Moon settled along 
Ashley Creek near Kalispell in 1879. Joe Ashley 
also settled near Ashley Creek, but no date of his 
arrival could be established. One account credits 
a man named Ryden, who lived near the "Point of 
Rocks" near Olney, as being the first white settler. 
It is not known if this was before 1879. 

1884—The first lumber mill in the Flathead was constructed 
at Foy's Lake. Known as Foy's Mill, it was operated 
by waterpower. Logs were skidded into the lake 
with bulls and oxen and rafted to the mill. It had 
a capacity of 10,000 board feet per day. 

1888—Sheldon and Coats built the first steam-driven mill 
8 miles north of Demersville. 

1897--The Lewis and Clark Forest Reserve was established 
by President Grover Cleveland. Flathead National 
Forest was a segment of this huge reserve. 
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1898—W. J. Brenner was the first Supervisor of what is 
now the Flathead National Forest. He was appointed 
by President McKinley. The area for which he was 
responsible included the North Fork and what is 
now Glacier National Park. Gust Moser was Super
visor of the southern portion. 

1898--A lumber mill was erected on the Stillwater River, 
just north of Kalispell, by Lebert and Burns. The 
mill started with a lumber-producing capacity of 
20,000 board feet per day. Production reached 
70,000 board feet per day in 1905. A fire destroyed 
the mill that year. 

1898--Thomas Danaher and A. B. McCrea established home
steads in the upper basin of the South Fork of the 
Flathead River. 

1900—The John O'Brien Lumber Company constructed a mill 
at Somers. It had a yearly capacity of 40 million 
board feet. Logs were driven down the Stillwater 
and Flathead Rivers to Bigfork, Montana, where they 
were caught in a boom and towed to Somers. Logs 
from the Pleasant Valley area were shipped to the 
O'Brien mill by railroad. The mill was later owned 
by the Great Northern Railway Company and was 
operated under the name of the Somers Lumber Company. 

1902—Frank Liebig built the first Ranger Station at 
Cedar Creek, near the foot of Lake McDonald. 

1903--The first constructed Forest Service trail extended 
from Ovando to the Danaher Basin, a distance of 21 
miles. 

1905—Flathead National Forest headquarters were moved 
from Ovando to one room in the Conrad Bank Building 
in Kalispell. Rent was $10 per month, including 
heat. Supervisor Page S. Bunker asked for a clerk 
to remain in the office during his absence. He 
preferred a man who could use a typewriter. 

1905--The Forest Service was transferred from the jurisdic
tion of the Department of the Interior to the Depart
ment of Agriculture. 

1906—The first Spotted Bear Ranger Station was built by 
John Sullivan. 

1907--The name "Forest Reserve" was changed to "National 
Forest." 



Three Forks cabin, built in 1910 by Allen Calbick. The 
lumber was whip-sawed on the site. This photo was taken 
in 1928. 
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1908—The Lewis and Clark National Forest was divided into 
two National Forests: Blackfeet and the Flathead. 
Forest Service crews constructed the first telephone 
line; the line went from Kalispell and Coram. 

1909—The main line of the Great Northern railroad was 
pulled out of Kalispell and routed through Whitefish 
and Eureka. 

1910--Telephone line completed to Spotted Bear. Glacier 
National Park created. 

1912—Telephone line extended to Big Prairie. 

1914—Lookout was constructed on Spotted Bear Mountain. 
It was used as an observation tower until it was 
replaced in 1933. 

1921—Sixty-nine forest fires burned 7,740 acres in the 
Flathead National Forest. 

1923--Flathead National Forest started a winter elk study. 

1925—Hunters killed 140 elk in the Forest. 

1925—Forest Rangers A. E. Hutchinson, Roy Hutchinson, and 
Al Austin found the frozen body of a hermit trapper 
named Marshall in his cabin on Cabin Creek, in the 
South Fork drainage. Marshall had ended his life 
with a pistol. He had been dead for more than a month 
when the Rangers discovered his body in February. They 
made a sled and hauled the frozen corpse 35 miles over 
the snow-covered mountains to Ovando. 

1926--This was a bad fire year: 53 fires burned more than 
53,000 acres. 

1931—The last river drive of logs on the Flathead was made 
down the North Fork River. 

1933--The Blackfeet National Forest was eliminated. It 
was absorbed in the Flathead and the remainder was 
reclassified as part of the Kootenai National Forest. 
Land was withdrawn from the Flathead for the estab
lishment of the Coram Experimental Forest. 

1935—Flathead hunters killed 257 elk. 

1939—First air drop of a Flathead National Forest fire 
camp was made in the Bunker Creek drainage. 
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Coram Ranger Station, 1921. 



1940—The Forest had 350 fires; they burned 5,063 acres 
of timber. 

1941—The first use of Forest Service smokejumpers in 
the Forest. Thirteen jumped on a fire in the Dean 
Creek drainage. 

1947—A total of 75 smokejumpers jumped on a fire on Kah 
Mountain. This is the largest number of airborne 
firefighters ever dropped on a single fire in the 
Flathead. 

1953--Hunters harvested 920 elk. The 46-mile road along 
the west side of the Hungry Horse Reservoir was 
completed by the Bureau of Reclamation at a cost of 
$2 million dollars. 

1958—A fire near Frozen Lake, on the Glacier View District, 
initiated the first use of aircraft to drop chemical 
fire retardant in the Flathead National Forest. 

1963—Forest Service campgrounds were constructed at Lost 
Johnny Point and at Hungry Horse. Funds supplied 
by the Accelerated Public Works program made this 
possible. Annual payroll was $1,173,000. 

1964--The Flathead Forest had 2,625,427 acres within its 
boundary; 289,027 acres are privately owned; 
2,336,400 acres are public land. 
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II 

EARLY DAYS 

It seems that courage, daring, faith, and self-sacrifice have 
always been a part of the ecology of Flathead National Forest 
employees. The early Forest Service people were the typical 
western pioneer type: rugged individuals who loved the 
great out-of-doors and were willing to sacrifice comfort 
and endure hardships to accomplish their tasks. 

A permanent position required experience in wilderness 
living, the ability to use your hands and handle horses, 
rather than technical training. Technical problems of 
forestry were not a part of the assignment. However, 
technical problems were soon considered an important part 
of their work. 

For the first few years, following President Grover 
Cleveland's proclamation of February 22, 1898, all appoint
ments, periods of employments, salaries, and furlough dates 
were set by the Forester, Bureau of Forestry in Washington, 
D. C. All vouchers for salaries and miscellaneous expenses 
were processed in the office of Chief of Records, Bureau of 
Forestry, Washington, D. C. There were often considerable 
delays between the time the work was done and the man was 
paid. One typical letter written to Washington on June 22 
of 1898 reads in part, "Will you please advise me whether 
or not the salary vouchers of Deputy Ranger B. B. Holland 
for the months of April and May have been received by your 
office?" 

Examinations for Forest Rangers and examinations for Forest 
Supervisors were separate. It was possible, by passing the 
examination, to be appointed Supervisor without having worked 
for the Forest Service or having had technical training in 
forestry. At that time the wages for Forest guards was $60 
per month; Rangers received $75 per month. Each supplied his 
own provisions, horses, camping equipment (including bedding), 
and horse feed. The following is an excerpt of a typical 
appointment letter: "Frank Opalka, May 23, 1906. You have 
been appointed to Forest Guard at $60 per month to take effect 
June 1. On June 1 you will report to Ranger Sullivan at the 
U.S. cabin near Coram with your outfit and supplies for 2 
months. Tools and tents will be furnished by the Service. 

"You will work under the direction of Ranger Sullivan on the 
South Fork of the Flathead. Unless otherwise ordered by 
this office, you will not leave the Reserve before July 31. 
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Trapping beaver in Danaher Basin. Trappers 
were the first white men to explore the 
Flathead country. Along with prospectors, 
they did much to open up the Northwest. 

William H. Morrison 
(Slippery Bill) Photo taken 
in 1931. 
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"Your salary will begin the day you enter the Reserve on this 
ass ignment...." 

Ranger appointments were just as informal except they were 
required to take an "oath of office." 

When a Forest officer made a purchase for items from a previ
ously approved list, official telephone calls, rent, etc., 
the purchaser paid for them from personal funds, received a 
receipt, and was reimbursed by the Washington Office. 

Their work was custodial. They were to guard the Forest 
against fire and trespass, log out old routes and cut new 
trails. In these early times Forest Service employees were 
asked to report any insect infestations. They did not have 
the authority to enforce game laws until some time later. 
Grazing and timber cutting permits, mostly to the settlers 
for domestic stock and fuel, were issued as a matter of 
record to emphasize the changeover of these lands from va
cant public domain to Forest Service control and adminis
tration. Most of these permits were issued free. 

A few sales were made for commercial lumber. Sale rates were 
usually $1 per 1,000 board feet, 3 cents for 30-foot poles, 
and 15 cents a cord for fuel. 

The health and safety of these men were undoubtedly considered 
but I could find nothing in the early Flathead records that 
referred to plans for safety. There is mention of men being 
injured. One case involved a Ranger hospitalized in Missoula 
for a bad ax cut. There was no provision in the early days 
for sick leave or retirement. Forest Service workers did 
get 15 days annual leave but this was not accumulative. 

Initial instructions usually contained the statement: "Take 
your outfit and two months' supply of provisions in with you 
and do not leave the Reserve without permission from this 
office." 

Rangers were responsible for prevention and suppression of 
forest fires in their designated units. Communications were 
dependent on messengers. Travel was by foot or horseback 
along a few main river bottom trails. The system of locating 
fires was not from fixed vantage points. 

Rangers and guards each had a designated area for which 
they were responsible. They patrolled the area by traveling 
to mountaintops or other vantage points to look for fires. 
When a fire was discovered, they proceeded to put it out. 
If this was not possible, they went for help. A crew of 10 
or 25 men was considered sufficient for most fires. The 
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first permanent Flathead lookout tower was built on Spotted 
Bear Mountain in 1914. It was a two-story log structure, 14 
feet square, built on the ground. In 1933 it was replaced 
by a 14 x 14 foot frame cabin atop a 20-foot tower. 

The first Regional center was established in Missoula in 
1900 and the first Forest Superintendent was J. B. Collins. 
Reports were sent to the Regional Office but the Washington 
Office did not release controls over finances or personnel 
for many years. 

The Flathead National Forest was moved from Ovando to 
Kalispell in December 1905. It was located in one room of 
the Conrad National Bank Building. 
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Ill 

FLATHEAD NATIONAL FOREST 

During the last decade of the 19th century, the first National 
Forests were created by Presidential proclamations. At that 
time little was known of this vast, forested area. The West 
had not been mapped. No one had more than a general knowledge 
of the West's large wilderness areas. To describe an area 
designated as a Forest Preserve, it was necessary to use 
natural topographical features, such as: The Rocky Mountain 
to the east, the International Boundary to the north, the 
heads of the Flathead and Swan River and their tributaries to 
the south, the Flathead Valley to the southwest, and so on 
until the National Forest's boundary was established. 

President Cleveland created the Flathead Forest Reserve by 
proclamation February 22, 1897. Lewis and Clark and Flathead 
Forest Reserves were consolidated in 1903. When the area 
proved too large an administrative unit, it was divided into 
two Forests on July 1, 1908. One unit, known as the Black-
feet Forest, extended from Rexford to the prairie east of 
what is now Glacier National Park and south to the Great 
Northern Railroad, Columbia Falls, and to Lake Mary Ronan. 
The remainder of the Lewis and Clark Forest was designated as 
the Flathead Forest, bound on the north by the Great Northern 
Railroad, on the south by the divide that separates the Flat
head and Swan Rivers from the Blackfoot River, on the east by 
the Continental Divide, and on the west by the Flathead Valley. 

On May 11, 1910, President Taft signed legislation creating 
Glacier National Park. This National Park includes lands in 
the Blackfeet Forest Reserve. West boundary of the Park was 
the center of the North Fork of the Flathead River. The east 
boundary was the high waterline on the Middle Fork of the 
Flathead River; the Great Northern Railroad formed the southern 
boundary; the International Boundary to the north; and the 
Blackfoot Indian Reservation's west boundary marked the eastern 
border of Glacier National Park. 

As a result of this reduction in area and because of improved 
transportation, the Blackfeet Forest Reserve was divided between 
the Flathead and Kootenai National Forests in 1933. The 
larger portion was assigned to the Flathead National Forest. 

Only minor changes have occurred in the boundary of the Flat
head National Forest since 1933. It now comprises an area of 
2,625,427 acres; 2,336,400 of the acres are owned by the 
United States. 
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The first Forest Supervisors assigned to these areas were 
appointed by President McKinley in 1898. They were W. J. 
Brennen for the Blackfeet, with headquarters in Kalispell, 
and Gust Moser for the Flathead unit, with headquarters in 
Ovando. Flathead Forest headquarters were moved to the 
Conrad Bank Building in Kalispell in December of 1905. 

These early Supervisors provided their own horses, subsist
ence, and camp equipment from their annual salary of $1,000. 
Faced with a vast, unimproved wilderness with many complex 
problems, it was the duty of these Supervisors to protect 
the Forest from fire and trespass as well as to determine 
the many uses to be made of the Forest. 

Ranger Frank Liebig built the first Ranger Station on 
Cedar Creek near the foot of Lake McDonald, in 1902. Ranger 
Stations were built at Coram and Spotted Bear about 1906 and 
two more in 1908, one at Tally Lake and one at Swan Lake. 
During this time, trails were being built and old routes 
through the mountains were improved. Road, trail, and tele
phone systems were carefully planned. Many of these first 
trails are either in use today or have been surpassed by 
Forest roads or oiled highways. 

The first trail built in the Flathead Forest was the Danaher 
Trail, from Ovando to the Danaher Basin in the upper South 
Fork. It was built in 1903 and was 21 miles long. It is 
still one of the main trails entering the Bob Marshall 
Wildernes s. 

The Flathead Forest has eight Ranger Districts today. They 
are all on roads except Big Prairie, in the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness. There are now 1,509 miles of road and 2,760 
miles of trail in the Flathead Forest. 

National Forests are the same today as when they were first 
established before the turn of the century in that they 
are dedicated to the wise use of the resources for all the 
people. Just what constitutes wise use is exemplified 
in the general policy laid down in 1905 for the Forest Service 
by the Secretary of Agriculture in his instructions to the 
Foresters : 

"In the administration of the forests reserves 
(called National Forests since March 4 , 1907) it 
must be clearly borne in mind that all land is to 
be devoted to its most productive use for the 
permanent good of the whole people, and not for 
the temporary benefit of individuals or companies... 
In the management of each reserve (Forests) local 
questions will be decided upon local grounds; 
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the dominant industry will be considered first, but 
with as little restriction to minor industries as 
may be possible; sudden changes in industrial condi
tions will be avoided by gradual adjustment after 
due notice, and where conflicting interests must be 
reconciled, the questions will always be decided 
from the standpoint of the greatest good of the 
greatest number in the long run." 

This general policy is the basis for multiple use management 
of the National Forests today. 
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Tally Lake Ranger Station, built in 1908. This picture was taken 
in 1937. 
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IV 

SOME EARLY HISTORY OF THE FLATHEAD NATIONAL FOREST 

By F. J. Neitzling 

On June 1, 1898, Gust Moser at Ovando, Montana, received his 
appointment as Forest Supervisor of the northern division of 
the then Lewis and Clark Forest Reserve through J. B. Collins, 
Forest Superintendent, Missoula, Montana, Department of the 
Interior, General Land Office. 

One of the most colorful Rangers appointed for seasonal work 
that year was William H. Morrison, better known locally as 
"Slippery Bill." He provided his own headquarters at Summit, 
Montana, and was responsible for the Middle Fork of the 
Flathead River drainage. 

In those days, the Forest Supervisor made wet impression 
copies of all letters in a 500-page, thin paper book. A 
few of these books have been preserved. Entries show such 
names as Tom Danaher, an early Ranger (Danaher Meadows) who 
homesteaded about 20 miles above Big Prairie and grazed 400 
cattle in the upper South Fork. Other Rangers' names and 
their assigned Districts included A. R. Babcock (Babcock 
Creek), B. B. Holland (Holland Lake), and J. B. Seely (Seeley 
Lake). 

Forest Ranger Moser commented in his letter of May 1, 1901, 
to Superintendent Collins, "In making this list and selections, 
I have been careful to submit only such names as I know will 
make first class Rangers." Included is the name of 
W. H. Morrison—seventeenth on the list of 23 men recommended 
for 21 appointments. 

Grace Hansen, in "History of Flathead County—Great Northern 
Landmarks," wrote: 

Long before the railroad came to Montana, a man 
named William H. Morrison held a squatter's right 
to a small piece of land at Summit. When he heard 
that the Great Northern was extending its tracks 
through the Marias Pass, he installed a rosewood 
bar in his shack and was soon doing a flourishing 
business. The construction crews moved; but 
"Slippery Bill," as he was known, remained. 

Bill was about 84 when he died, but before his 
death he gave his small piece of land as a site for 
the obelisk in memory of Theodore Roosevelt. This 
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monument, we hope, will be a landmark for many 
years to come but we also hope that someone will 
keep alive the memory of the man who felt it was 
an honor to give the government the land on which 
his shack was built, as a site for the memorial 
honoring the father of modern reforestation. 

F. J. Neitzling 
Forest Supervisor, 1945-1962 

Kalispell, Montana 
January 28, 1960 
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Bill acquired "squatter's rights" to 160 acres of land at 
Summit. In the early 1930's, he donated this land to the 
Forest Service. Near the Roosevelt Memorial a large native 
boulder now carries a bronze plaque commemorating Morrison. 
He acquired the nickname "Slippery Bill" as a result of his 
astuteness in about 1890 during a poker game in a railroad 
construction camp at McCarthyville, now a flag station called 
Fielding, on the Great Northern Railway in the Middle Fork 
of Flathead River country. Bill won heavily. In the late 
hours of the game, it appeared unwise to leave with so much 
money, knowing he might be followed by his gambling 
associates and robbed of his winnings on his way home. 
Pocketing most of his money and leaving a small sum at his 
place at the card table, he excused himself, saying he 
would return in a few minutes. Once outside the room, he 
hurried away and didn't return, thus earning the title, 
"Slippery Bill." 

Morrison Creek and Slippery Bill Mountain, a few miles 
south of Summit on the Flathead National Forest, are named 
after this Forest Service pioneer. 

Another incident attributed to Morrison is that quite late 
in his life, while at Summit, the trainmen would thoughtfully 
give him a daily newspaper and chat with him. He was a tall, 
stately old man with long, white beard. Morrison became 
well known as a rustic philosopher. On the depot platform, 
passengers would promenade while the train made a 10-minute 
stop to take on water and undergo routine inspection. An 
eastern woman approached old Bill and inquired, "How do 
people make a living in this unpleasant, wind-swept, God
forsaken place?" Bill replied, "Lady, most of us make a 
comfortable living by minding our own business." 



V 

FLATHEAD DEVELOPMENT 

This was Indian country before the arrival of the white man. 
Blackfeet Indian country was to the east. Flathead Indian 
country extended from the valley to the west. These two tribes 
could never be considered very friendly or congenial toward 
each other and often met in pitched battles in this mountain
ous country. The Blackfeet had an abundance of buffalo to 
supply their wants, while there were no buffalo west of the 
Continental Divide, north of the state of Utah. The Flatheads 
crossed the mountains to secure their buffalo. The Blackfeet 
entered the mountains to their west to fish the mountain 
s trearns. 

There are brief reports of major battles between these two 
tribes. David Thompson, one of the earliest white fur traders 
in the area (about 1811) , mentions one battle that took place 
near the mouth of Morrison Creek on the Middle Fork of the 
Flathead River. In this skirmish the Flatheads, supposedly, 
lost heavily. A major battle took place in the 1840's in what 
is now the Bob Marshall Wilderness, in the vicinity of Camp 
Creek, above Big Prairie, on the South Fork of the Flathead 
River. The Flatheads had been to the prairie east of Augusta 
on a buffalo hunt and were returning with their meat and a few 
extra ponies. They were camped where the present Basin Creek 
landing field is located. Scouts had been left behind to 
report on any activity or to ascertain if they were being fol
lowed by the Blackfeet. Soon one of the scouts charged into 
the encampment to announce that a large number of hostile 
Blackfeet were approaching the Divide from the east. 

The Flathead broke camp immediately. Women and children 
moved the camp down the South Fork to the open meadows near 
the present site of the Big Prairie Ranger Station. The 
warriors and braves moved back up the creek, stationed them
selves in strategic positions on either side of the canyon, 
and awaited their foe. When the Blackfeet arrived, on a 
signal from their chief, the Flatheads opened fire from ambush. 

Taken by complete surprise, the Blackfeet were almost annihi
lated. A few Blackfeet raced back over the Divide in panic. 
Ranger J. R. Hutchinson told me this story in 1934, while we 
were on a snowshoe trip on game studies in this area. 

Camp Creek seems to have been a favorite camping site for the 
Flathead Indians. There were several prominent tepee rings 
on this flat. They were destroyed during the building of the 
present airfield in the early 19 30's. Many Indi .a artifacts 
have been found in this vicinity. 
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Large scars on many ponderosa pine trees are further evidence 
of the presence of early-day Indians. These scars are usual
ly on the south or west side of the trunk of the tree, from 
5 to 9 feet in height and encompassing nearly one-third of 
the trunk. The sapwood was never disturbed; only the bark 
was removed. None of the trees were ever girdled so as to 
cause them to die. There are many such scars on ponderosa 
pine in the Swan Valley, below the mouth of White River, 
Murphy Flats, and at other locations. There are some on the 
Spotted Bear River trail between Flat and Bent Creek. There 
have been several reasons advanced for this work. Perhaps 
the most acceptable is the one in the Lewis and Clark Journals 
that mentions the Indians used this thick, inner bark (cambium 
layer) for food during periods when there was a scarcity of 
other foods. 

There are Indian paintings at several locations just outside 
the Bob Marshall. Paintings at the junction of the North 
and South Forks of the Sun River appear to depict a symbol 
representing the Sun. Perhaps this is how the river got its 
name. 

There is a cave at the base of Union Peak, just southwest of 
the present Schafer Station, that has the appearance of having 
been inhabited—smoky ceiling at the entrance. There is no 
record of this cave having been studied by archaeologists. The 
last time I was there (1944) , the entrance was nearly closed 
by talus. 

Indians used many different routes to the buffalo country on 
the prairies. One main route was retraced and posted in 1932 
by Supervisor Kenneth Wolfe. This route is over Inspiration 
Pass from Goat Creek, from the Swan Valley, down Bunker Creek 
to Meadow Creek, down the South Fork, to the mouth of the 
Spotted Bear River, up the Spotted Bear and over Gunsight Pass, 
down Minor Creek, up Morrison, Lodgepole, over the Divide east 
of Big Lodge Mountain, down the Badger to the plains south of 
East Glacier. The route is still marked by a wooden sign 
near the mouth of Morrison Creek. There is also evidence today 
of the old Indian trail from the Flathead Valley over the 
Swan Divide; it crosses just south of Mount Aeneas, near 
Birch Lake. 

Mining and agriculture brought the first settlers to western 
Montana. Strangely enough, most of the early arrivals came 
from the west and south, not from the east as would be 
expected. There was little of mineral significance ever 
found in this area. There were "colors" found in many of 
the streams, some copper stains as well as a few small traces 
of galena and veins of coal, but nothing to encourage anyone 
except the more ardent prospectors. There is one active 



mineral prospect in the Wilderness on a 160-acre barite claim 
in section 16, township 23N, range 13W, P.M.M. (unsurveyed) 
on Black Bear Creek of the South Fork. It is about 27 miles 
from the end of the road at Spotted Bear. The claim was filed 
in 1958 by Levi Gaustadt. Material from this claim assayed 
as highly productive. By 1964, this claim was not patented, 
although Gaustadt has been doing his assessment work. 

The Forest Service frowns on such activities in a Wilderness, 
but their control is limited. Claim patents are administered 
by the Bureau of Land Management, U. S. Department of the 
Interior. No commercial loads of barite had been removed by 
the end of 1963. There is a very small vein of galena about 
100 yards southeast of the Bungalow Lookout house. Some 
exploratory work has been done on this vein, but it is consid
ered too small for commercial purposes. 

It is rather strange that a large mountainous area, the size 
of Flathead Forest, would have such a small amount of commer
cial mineral. Perhaps, the largest claims were the silver 
claims in Logan Creek of the South Fork. Also, there was 
a vein of coal near the mouth of Logan Creek which was flooded 
by the Hungry Horse Dam reservoir. A coal vein on Coal Creek 
in the North Fork has had some commercial activity, but nothing 
during the past 20 years. 
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VI 

PACKING SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 

Early Rangers furnished the packstock required to move their 
provisions and supplies. But as the Forest Service grew, 
so did the job of packing. Soon the Forest Service had its 
own packstock, principally horses, and hired the men to pack 
them. 

All saddles were "sawbucks"; the "diamond hitch" was used 
extens ively. 

Usually two men with from 15 to 20 head of horses worked 
together on long trips, such as from Coram to Big Prairie, 
which required about 2 weeks for a round trip. They didn't 
usually tail them together; they just herded them down the 
trail, one man on horseback up front and the other bringing 
up the rear. They camped in any spot with water and grass 
for the horses. Horses were turned loose in the hope the 
men could find them the next morning. These were long, hard 
days. The standard of living at some of these camps was not 
very high. It was not very pleasant when it rained or 
snowed. Packing continued this way until the 1920's, when 
the mules started to replace the horses and the Decker pack-
saddles replaced the sawbucks for general use in the Forest 
Service. The diamond hitch went out with the sawbucks. They 
were replaced by using "manta" on side packs, which was more 
convenient than top packs and the diamond hitch, and they are 
easier on the animal. The last diamond hitch that I can 
remember seeing "thrown" in the Forest Service was in 1928. 

Mule trains also brought more standardized packing. Mules 
were tied together in a string: eight mules, a "bell mare," 
and the packer's saddle horse. 

Mules have certain habits and characteristics that make 
them superior to horses for mountain packing. They are more 
sure-footed, require less feed, and can carry a heavier load. 
Side packs of 125 pounds each are considered a fair load for 
a mule, while 100 pounds would be sufficient load for a horse. 
Mules will not bump a pack against a tree if there is a 
possible chance of missing it. This is not true with horses. 
Also, if a "string" of horses is turned out to graze at night, 
they may scatter and be found in several groups. Even lone 
animals will be off by themselves. Mules will remain with 
the "bell mare." 

The height of packing came to the Flathead Forest during the 
late 1920's and early thirties. Roads began to replace trails; 
the big trail-building program was over. Packing has 
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steadily declined since that time. There are only two "full 
strings" left on the Flathead today: one at Spotted Bear 
and one at Big Prairie. 

To assume that packing supplies with mules was always a smooth 
operation would be grossly untrue. Packs were sometimes 
bucked off or would turn under the animal's belly. There 
are many instances of packstrings being wrecked by falling 
from the trail and rolling down the mountain. Many head of 
packstock have been killed by accidents of this kind. Some
times a packstring would get "spooked"; they would break 
apart and buck off packs all over the mountainside. 

When a mixup like this happens to a packer who is alone and 
a long way from camp, he has the discouraging job of round
ing up all of them, repairing broken equipment, finding his 
packs, and getting the string loaded again. 

This disheartening situation has happened to apyone who has 
ever done very much packing. I can't think of a much more 
discouraging situation, especially if the weather is bad, 
the terrain is rough, and it is getting dark. 

The grandest mixup of all, I believe, happened at Spotted 
Bear Ranger Station in the late 1920's. Eleven full strings 
(10 head each) were packing out of there for the Spotted 
Bear, Black Bear, and Big Prairie Districts. One morning 
nine of these strings were going to leave the station for 
various destinations. The strings were packed and were 
ready to leave at about the same time. Packstrings were 
tied up all over the place when Jack Langtree, the station 
cook, asked the packers to come in for a cup of coffee before 
they pulled out. 

While they were in the kitchen tent drinking their coffee, 
something"spooked" one string. They broke loose and started 
bucking, bawling, and running through the other eight strings. 
This caused every string to break apart and stampede. There 
were mules and horses bucking and running all over the 
Spotted Bear Ranger Station administration site. Ninety head 
of horses and mules were involved in this mixup. Some of 
them became tangled up. Some were down. But most of them 
stampeded into the woods, trailing packs and equipment as 
they ran. 

This happened at about 9 a.m. But nobody got his outfit 
together that day. Mules and packs were found the next day 
as far away as Harrison Creek, eight miles south of the 
Station. Some were found on Horse Ridge and in Twin Flats 
in the other direction. The next day, some mules were found 
still carrying their packs. Others lost their packs, saddles, 
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Early day pack string. Note top packs and diamond hitches. The rider 
is J. R. Hutchinson. Photographed in 1921. 



and halters. This was a tremendous job for these nine, expe
rienced men. Much of the equipment had to be repaired. It 
was difficult to identify individual packs and determine where 
they were to be taken. Some packs were torn open and the con
tents scattered over large areas. 

Some of the animals lost some hair or suffered rope burns; 
none were hurt seriously. The mess was eventually straight
ened out, and the packers were on their way. The packers, 
in a class by themsleves, accepted the mishap as part of the 
work of moving Forest Service supplies over mountain trails. 
E. H. (Slim) Buck, who now lives in Kalispell, was one of 
the nine packers. 

Much of this information is from personal experience in pack
ing. Glen Phanco, J. R. Hutchinson, and E. H. Buck, early 
packers in the Flathead, have told me many stories of their 
packing experiences in the Flathead. 
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VII 

HOMESTEADS AND SPECIAL USES 

Before the Flathead Forest Reserve was set aside in 1897, 
many homesteaders, people with preemptive claims, and others 
who had taken "squatter's rights" were living on and filed 
claim to tracts of vacant public domain lands. On the Tally 
Lake District, there were approximately 50 such tracts in and 
around Star Meadows. 

Early settlers took title to practically all the suitable 
land up on the North Fork and much of the land in the Swan 
Valley. Most of these areas remain in private ownership 
today. Except for the upper South Fork on Danaher Creek, 
the South Fork and the Middle Fork above the railroad were 
never filed on by these adventurous pioneers. Two homesteads 
of 160 acres each were filed in 1898 by Thomas Danaher and 
A. B. McCrea. These homesteads were purchased by the Federal 
Government after the area was included in the South Fork 
Primitive Area. Northern Pacific Railway land grants in 
the upper South Fork were all acquired by land exchange and 
are now part of the Flathead National Forest. 

Mickey Wagoner's homestead, above Martin City, was the 
farthest homestead up the South Fork. There were no home
steads on the Middle Fork River above Bear Creek. 

A special-use permit was granted on Morrison Creek, about a 
mile above the Three Forks cabin, in the early 1920's to a 
Denver attorney named Hunter. The Hunter family used it as 
a summer home until 1928. Today only the ruins of the cabin's 
rock chimney remain. 

About 1919, a special-use permit was issued on Hahn Creek, 
a branch of Young's Creek, on the upper South Fork above Big 
Prairie, to Ruby Kirchbalm. After divorcing her rich physi
cian-husband, Ruby fell in love with the "great out-of-doors." 
She bought a string of horses, hired "Smokey" Denow as a pack
er, and started a packing business. Ruby proved an able pack
er. Teamed with "Smokey", a rugged, Paul Bunyan type, Ruby 
Kirchbalm moved a lot of freight in the Flathead country. 
Often they packed for the Forest Service in the summer. They 
wintered their stock in the upper South Fork for several years 

After 5 years, Ruby's interest in the back country paled. 
She returned to the East in 1924. 

Ray Trueman was District Ranger at Big Prairie most of the 
time Ruby was in the Flathead. Shortly after she left, 
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Trueman went East to visit her. He overstayed his leave from 
the Forest Service and requested an extension. When the exten
sion expired, he asked for another. It was not granted. True-
man never returned to Montana. It was learned that Trueman 
and Ruby were married and later moved to California. 

Denow lived near Deer Lodge in his later years. He died in 
1955. 

Just east of the Forest Service's Hahn Creek administrative 
site cabin, you can still see the cement "pad" where Ruby's 
cabin was built more than 45 years ago. 

About 1919, Joe Murphy of Ovando started packing hunters into 
the South Fork. He always camped on the open flats below 
Holbrook Creek across the South Fork from White River. Today 
this area is known as Murphy Flats. The Forest Service issued 
Murphy a special-use permit for the area in 1922. He built 
some nice log cabins and a lodge. They served as his hunting 
headquarters until about 1937 when the permit was terminated 
by mutual agreement. The area was then in the South Fork 
Primitive Area. Murphy and his sons still use the area as their 
headquarters when in the area with fishing and hunting parties. 

In the fall of 1949 when the Murphys were breaking camp near 
the end of the hunting season, their party consisted of 22 
hunters, not counting Murphy's help. Each hunter had an elk. 
Murphy, his sons, and packers moved this party and meat, all 
in one trip. Each hunter had a saddle horse. Murphy had seven 
pack strings of ten head each. There was a total of nearly 
100 horses and mules. Murphy's outfit is perhaps the largest 
and best that has used the Bob Marshall Wilderness for any 
length of time. Joe Murphy has personally used this same area 
for 45 continuous years. 

The Murphy and Kirchbalm special-use permits — first issued 
over 40 years ago—are the only ones ever issued on the South 
Fork above Spotted Bear. Creation of the South Fork Primitive 
Area in 1931, and subsequently the Bob Marshall Wilderness in 
1941, precludes any permanent camps in this area. 

There have been many special-use permits issued by the Flathead 
Forest. In the towns of Belton and Essex the school and many 
of the homes are built on Federal land. 

Perhaps the best known Flathead special-use permit is that 
for the Big Mountain ski resort. Part of this recreation 
area is on National Forest land. It operates under a special-
use permit to Winter Sports Incorporated, Whitefish, Montana. 
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Homestead on North Fork of the Flathead River, 1926. 
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In September of 1937, when I was Ranger at Tally Lake and 
Lloyd Muldown was teaching in Whitefish, Muldown contacted 
me about a permit to build a one-room warming cabin on a 
spring in the Big Mountain area. There was no Whitefish 
skiing organization at that time, but a few Whitefish and 
Kalispell people hiked up the trail to enjoy the area's 
excellent skiing. 

While they knew just where they wanted to build the cabin, 
they didn't know if it was private or National Forest land. 

Muldown and I rode horses up the trail on Labor Day of 1937 
to where they wanted to build the warming cabin. I set up 
my compass and took several shots at known mountain peaks in 
order to "3 point" the location on a half-inch scale map. 
Lloyd was pleased to learn that the proposed location was on 
National Forest land. We placed a stake near the spring and 
the cabin was built there later that fall. 

This was the beginning of the Big Mountain ski resort, today 
the largest and best-known Montana ski area. Lloyd Muldown 
is now superintendent of the Whitefish school system. 
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VIII 

FLATHEAD PERSONNEL 

(Dates inclusive) 

Forest Supervisors 

South Division (Flathead) 

1898 - 1903 Gust Moser 
1904 - 1905 A. M. Bliss 
1905 - 1913 Page S. Bunker 
1913 - 1914 Major F. A. Fenn, Acting Supervisor 
1914 - 1915 Donald Bruce 
1916 - 1923 Joseph D. Warner 
1923 - 1930 Lloyd G. Hornby 
1931 - 1934 Kenneth Wolfe 
1935 - 1945 James C. Urquhart 
1945 - 1962 Fred J. Neitzling 
1962 - Joseph M. Pomajevich 

North Division (Blackfeet) 

1898 - 1903 William J. Brennan 
1904 - 1910 F. N. Haines 
1911 J. F. Preston 
1912 - 1919 Robert P. McLaughlin 
1920 - 1921 Eldon H. Myrick 
1922 - 1924 L. F. Vinal 
1925 - 1927 James E. Ryan 
1928 - 1932 William Nagel 
1933 - Ralph Space, Acting Supervisor 

At this time the Blackfeet (North Division) was combined 
with the Flathead (South Division). 

Ranger Districts 

The following is a list of Ranger Districts and the period 
they were served by certain Rangers. Many Districts have 
been eliminated and recreated. There have been continuous 
boundary changes made due to changes in workloads, communi
cations, and other reasons. 

Holt-Swan Lake District 

1899 - 1902 Ernest C. Bond 
1903 - 1904 Isaac Cilley 
1905 - 1910 0. Vandawarka 
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Fred Herrij, early day Forest 
Ranger on the Upper North Fork. 
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Holt-Swan Lake District [con.] 

1911 Baigrie Sutherland 
1912 Frederick J. Holbrook 
1913 - 1914 Frank W. Syler 
1915 - 1919 George A. Perry 
1920 - 1924 Arthur J. Halvorson 
1925 Frank Leibig 
1926 - 1934 A. E. Hutchinson 
1934 - 1938 William H. Ibenthal 
1939 - 1942 J. F. Shields 
1943 Millard Evenson 
1944 - 1945 Abner W. Foskette 
1946 - 1952 Virgil Eastman 
1953 - Arnold H. Dillard 

Echo District 

1910 - 1934 J. E. Thompson 

Added to Swan Lake District. 

Upper Swan (Condon) District 

1899 - 1913 B. B. Holland 
1914 Charlie Anderson 
1915 - 1926 Elmer Billsborough 
1927 - 1931 Thomas M. Wiles 
1932 - 1933 George Stoltz 
1934 Albert C. Campbell 
1935 William Gaffney 
1936 - 1942 Henry Thol 
1943 - 1945 C. A. Scovel 
1946 - 1947 Clarence Stillwell 
1948 Aubrey Arthurs 
1949 - 1950 Ray C. Gardner 
1951 - 1952 Jack Alley 
1953 - 1955 Robert Fry 
1956 - 1959 B. R. Van Gieson 
1960 - 1962 Fred Matzner 
1963 - Barney G. Sedlacek 

Lower Holland District 

1910 - 1912 Richard Groom 

Added to Condon District in 1912. 

Belton Ranger District (included Glacier National Park) 

1901 John D. Reuter 
1902 - 1903 Frank Leibig 
1904 - 1905 George R. Rhodes 
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Belton Ranger District [con.] 

1906 - 1907 Richard Bradley 
1907 Included Middle Fork. 

1908 Allen Calbick 

Headquarters moved to Coram 

Coram Pis trict 
1909 - 1911 John Kruse 
1912 - 1917 Baigrie Sutherland 
1918 E. H. Myrick 
1919 Frank Leibig 
1920 - 1928 James Ready 
1929 - 1931 Fred J. Neitzling 
1932 - 1936 Thomas M. Wiles 
1937 - 1940 John G. McDonnel 
1941 - 1942 Jack Jost 
1943 - 1944 Jack Root 
1945 Virgil Eastman 
1946 - 1956 Bert A. Bealye 
1957 - 1959 Richard Baldwin 
1960 - Lloyd Weir 

Essex District (included Lower Middle Fork) 

1901 C. F. Van Allen 
1902 - 1905 F. J. Summer 
1906 - 1908 R. A. Allen 
1909 - Richard Bradley 

(records not complete) 
Added to Middle Fork District 

1926 - 1928 Fred J. Neitzling 
1930 J. E. Ready 

District discontinued. 

Upper Middle Fork District at Java (included Schafer) 

1901 W. H. "Slippery Bill" Morrison 
1902 - 1904 Phillip Giefer 
1905 - 1906 Fred Wyman 
1907 - 1909 Richard Shields 
1910 Allen Calbick 
1911 - 1912 A. E. Havens 
1913 - 1918 Ellis B. Hoke 
1919 - 1921 James E. Adams 
1922 - 1925 Thomas Wiles 
1926 - 1927 C. L. Pierce 
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Upper Middle Fork District at Java [con.] 

1927 Headquarters moved to Three Forks. 
1928 - 1933 J. R. Hutchinson 
1933 Headquarters moved to Schafer 
1934 - 1938 John N. Root 
1939 Leif Anderson 
19 4 0 Ray West 
1941 - 1942 C. W. Wetterstrom 
1943 - 1944 Charlie S. Shaw 
1945 Patrick W. Taylor 
1946 August Schafer 
1947 - 1954 Earl McConnell 
1948 Carter J. Helseth, Acting for McConnell 

Schafer District added to spotted Bear District. 

Hungry Horse District (above Coram on South Fork; 
later known as Elk Park) 

1908 - 1909 Hugo Knieff 
1910 - 1917 Records not complete 
1918 - 1919 James Ready 
1920 - 1925 A. E. Hutchinson 
1924 Moved to Elk Park 
1926 - 1928 Al Austin 
1929 - 1930 No Elk Park District during this period 
1930 Added to Spotted Bear District. 
1930 District reestablished 
1931 - 1932 James Ready 
1933 Albert C. Campbell 
1934 Aaron Knapp 
1934 District abandoned 

In 1958 a new Hungry Horse Ranger District was created 
west of the lower South Fork. 

1958 Robert Damon 
1959 - 1960 John Morrison 
1961 - John C. Robertson 

Spotted Bear District 

1899 - 1900 Archie Marlette 
1901 - 1903 William J. Marshall 
1904 John R. Fitzpatrick 
1905 - 1906 John Sullivan 
1907 Jack Clack 
1908 - 1909 Baigrie Sutherland 
1910 Hugo Knieff 
1911 - 1912 Ellis B. Hoke 
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Spotted Bear District [con.] 

1913 - 1914 Richard Dean 
1915 - 1917 Eldon H. Myrick 
1918 - 1922 Henry Tho 
1923 - 1930 Myron B. Mendenhall 
1931 - 1935 Henry Tho 
1936 C. J. Lillevig 
1937 - 1938 J. F. Shields 
1939 - 1942 J. N. Root 
1943 - 1944 Leif Anderson 
1945 - 1958 Charlie S. Shaw 
1959 James E. Dewey 
1960 - Richard A. Strong 

Big Prairie District 

Until 1907, Big Prairie was in two separate units. The 
area was divided when the Black Bear District was created. 

Upper Big Prairie 

1899 - 1904 Thomas Danaher 
1905 H. N. Zenor 
1906 R. D. Dewell 

Big Prairie District Proper 

1907 - 1912 Phillip Clack 
1913 - 1914 Fred Holbrook 
1915 David H. Lewis 
1916 - 1924 Ray Trueman 
1925 - 1930 Henry Thol 
1931 - 1932 Dewey Sousley 
1933 - 1934 Leslie Eddy 
1935 - 1939 William Gaffney 
1940 - 1942 Leif J. Anderson 
1943 Henry Thol 
1944 - 1945 Horace Godfrey 
1946 - 1947 Russell Cloninger 
1948 Ray C. Gardner 
1949 - 1952 Glen Maryott 
1953 - 1954 Oliver W. Meyer 
1955 - 1957 Arthur H. Olson 
1958 - 1962 David Owen 
1963 - Kenneth Haffly 

Black Bear District 

At one time there was a Black Bear District between Big 
Prairie and Spotted Bear. Records are incomplete for this 
District. 
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Big Prairie Ranger Station, 1924. 



District abandoned. 

Records of the North Fork of the Flathead are incomplete. 
Until about 1930, the area was in two units: Upper and 
Lower North Fork Districts. Upper headquarters were at 
Moran; Lower headquarters, near the junction of the 
Middle Fork and the North Fork, were later moved near the 
present site of the Big Creek Ranger Station. The combined 
District was called the North Fork until 1948, when the 
name was changed to Glacier View. 

Upper North Fork District 

1900 - 1903 Fred Herrig 
1904 - 1905 Theodore Christenson 
1906 - 1908 A. E. Clark 
1909 - 1912 William McCormack 
1913 - 1914 George Steppler 
1915 Bert Reed 
1916 - 1917 Emil Anderson 
1918 - 1922 George Steppler 
1923 - 1924 William Kickbush 
1925 - 1926 F. L. DeWald 
1926 - 1930 Rolf Fremming 

District abandoned. 

Lower North Fork District 

Four Rangers are listed prior to 1917: John C. Wood, Jr.; 
Emil Anderson; Marion C. Heikes; and William Winston. 

1918 - 1924 Charles H. Lawreace 
1925 - 1926 William Kickbush 
1926 - 1927 M. S. Spink 
1928 S. S. McNelly 
1929 C. J. Lillevig 

In 1930, the Upper North Fork and Lower North Fork were 
combined to form the North Fork District. 

1930 - 1935 C. J. Lillevig 
1936 - 1946 Frank Foltz 
1947 - 1949 John R. Castles (Castles was- absent 

after August 1949, and 
Gordon M. Daugharty ran the District) 
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Black Bear District (con.) 

1917 - 1918 Spaulding 
1919 - 1928 James Diehl 
1929 J. E. Adams 
1930 Neil Smith 
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Lower North Fork District [con.] 

1950 George Fahnstock 
1951 - 1952 Arnold H. Dillard 
1953 - 1954 Dale Arnold 
1955 - 1956 Robert E. Gillespie 
1957 - 1961 Melvin Yuhas 
•1961 - 1963 Harold R. Howard 
1964 - Henry E. Hays 

Tally Lake District 

Records are incomplete to 1918. Early Rangers included: 
Frank Leibig, Charlie Strodbeck, and Herbert Harmon. 

1918 - 1919 John M. Brocken 
1920 - 1923 Paul F. Redlingshafer 
1924 - 1925 John D. Lamey 
1926 - 1927 C. J. Lillevig 
1928 Leslie E. Eddy 
1929 - 1936 John C. McDonnel 
1937 Charlie S. Shaw 
1938 - 1939 Neal Rice 
1940 - 1949 Harley H. Hartson 
1949 - 1950 Willaim H. Ibenthal 
1951 - 1954 Ray C. Gardner 
1955 - 1960 W. W. Ensign 
1961 - 1965 Paul D. Weingart 
1965 - Jerry G. Allen 

Supervisor's Staff 

The following men have served on the Supervisor's staff in 
various capacities since around the turn of the century. A 
complete list is not available; some names may be missing. 
They are not necessarily listed in chronological order. 

W. W. White, D. M. Hunsecker, Jack Clack, C. P. Fickes, 
W. I. White, K. Wolfe, Adolph Weholt, Clyde S. Webb, Harve 
Marsh, E. M. Kapp, Charles J. Hash, R. R. Fitting, Clyde D. 
Blake, James Bosworth, R. S. Ferguson, W. L. Baldwin, Ralph 
Space, Myrtle Lake, E. F. Barry, Harry Gruner, Favre Eaton, 
Stan Larson, H. C. Woods, Mike Skones, William H. Ibenthal, 
Herb Larsen, A. C. Adams, Roger Thaanum, Jack Jost, Abner W. 
Foskette, Roscoe H. Windbigler, E. E. Morris, Victor Carter, 
Les Morris, Vern Collins, Ed Daigle, Kenneth B. Yeager, Robert 
S. Morgan, Robert E. Gillespie, George Weyermann, John R. 
Castles, J. Frank Meneely, R. F. Croskrey, Walt Kasberg, John 
Hall, and James Freeman; although Carter J. Helseth is substaff, 
he has been making high-level decisions on Flathead National 
Forest fires for 30 years. 
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Flathead National Forest Supervisor and Ranger force and staff of 1950. Sitting 
left to right: Fred Metcalf, Les Morris, Bert Bealey, Ray Gardner, John Stentz, 
Carter Helseth, Floyd (Flip) Darling, Charlie Shaw, Pete Danielson, Virgil (Stubby) 
Eastman, Harry Gruner, Stan Larson, Clarence Robertson, Earl McConnell, Walt Peter
son, Jack Jost, Joe Steppler. Standing left to right: Wm. H. Ibenthal, Ralph 
Thayer, Pat Taylor, T. W. (Toad) Paullin, Robert Croskrey, Art Whitney, Gordon M. 
(Bud) Daugharty, Glenn Maryott, Oliver (Slim) Meyer, Les Darling, C. A. (Scoop) 
Scovel, Fred Neitzling, Roscoe Windbigler, John Castles, August Schafer, and 
John Pike. 



IX 

GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 

Schafer Meadows & Schafer Creek are named for William Schafer, 
a trapper. His headquarters cabin was at Schafer Meadow. He 
was found dead in his cabin in 1908. Circumstances indicated 
he had been robbed. He was buried on Morrison Creek near the 
mouth of Lodgepole Creek. 

Calbick Creek is named for Allen Calbick, early Ranger who 
still lives in Kalispell. 

Flathead is a misnomer for the Indians of this area. The 
true Flathead Indians were west of here. They flattened 
the heads of their babies with a board and were known as the 
Flatheads. 

Grimsley Creek & Grimsley Park are named for "Chick" Grimsley, 
early-day trapper and guide. Grimsley came from Texas with 
a trail herd as a boy and located near the Blackfoot Indian 
Agency. He came into the Middle Fork in 1896. The last time 
I saw him, in 1942, I asked, "How are you, anyway, Chick?" 
He said, "I was born 75 years ago without hair, teeth, or 
money, and I am still holding my own." 

Clack Creek is named for Jack Clack, early Assistant Super
visor of the Flathead. Retired, he now lives in Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

Dean Ridge, Dean Creek, & Dean Lake are named for Richard Dean, 
early Ranger in the area (1913-1914). 

Big Bill Creek & Mountain are named for a trail foreman of 1914. 

Hart Creek & Hart Basin are named for Evert Hart, Forest 
employee who built the Limestone and Black Bear cabins in 1925. 

Wall Creek is named for Chet Wall, Forest employee. Wall 
later made his home in Kalispell. 

Baptiste Creek & Mountain are nemed for Felix Baptiste; some 
knew him as Baptiste Zeroyal. Ha was an early-day trapper and 
was instrumental in naming Spotted Bear. He is buried near 
his cabin on Hoke Creek. Felix Creek is also named for Baptiste, 

Aeneas Creek & Mountain are nan.ed for a Flathead Indian chief. 
Mount Cameahwait is named for a Nezperce Indian chief, 
Sacajawea's father. 
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Hoke Creek is named for Ranger Ellis B. Hoke. 

Bruce Creek is named for Flathead National Forest Supervisor 
Bruce (1914-1915). When Donald Bruce was married, a large 
branch of this creek was named Addition Creek. When the Bruce's 
first child was born, a large fork of Addition Creek was named 
Little Creek. 

Bunker Creek is named for Supervisor Page S. Bunker (1905-1913). 

Holbrook Creek & Mountain are named for Ranger Fred Holbrook. 
A Mormon, Holbrook was raised by Brigham Young's favorite wife, 
Amelia. 

Gordon Creek & Doctor Creek are named for Dr. Gordon,of Butte, 
who established the Gordon Ranch near Holland Lake. 

Shaw Creek & Mountain are named for Ezra Shaw, early-day Ranger 
at Seeley Lake. 

Hahn Creek is named for a packer and Ranger. 

White River is named for Steward Edward White, famous author. 

Murphy Flats, between Holbrook and Salmon Forks, is named for 
Joe Murphy, outfitter from Ovando. He has used this area 
as a campsite since 1919. 

Slippery Bill Mountain & Morrison Creek are named for 
William H. Morrison, early-day trapper and Forest Ranger. He 
had squatter's rights on 160 acres at Summit, where he lived by 
his wits until he died in Kalispell in March 1932. He is 
buried in Conrad Memorial Cemetery, 

Shields Creek & Mountain are named for Thomas Shields, 
Great Northern Railroad telegraph operator and Essex post
master. Marion Lake is named for his daughter; and Almeda Lake, 
for his wife. 

Danaher Creek & Mountain are named for Thomas Danaher, early 
Ranger who homesteaded here in 1898. His homestead was in what 
is now the Bob Marshall Wilderness. 

Marshall Creek is named for a trapper. He died about 1918. 

Barlett Creek & Mountain are named for a Forest employee. 

Phil Creek is named for Phillip Clack, former Ranger, and 
brother of former Assistant Supervisor Jack Clack. 

Lewis Creek is named for Ranger D. H. Lewis. 
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Sullivan Creek is named for a former Spotted Bear District 
Ranger, John Sullivan. 

Logan Creek is named for Sidney M. Logan, who worked mining 
claims in this area. 

Creeks in the Lower South Fork—Mazie, Anna, Pearl, Goldie, 
Emma, Fl.ossie, Elya, Maggie, Mamie, Doris, and others--were 
named for "girls" U.S.G.S. men met in town. 

Coram is named for William Coram, early-day Kalispell timberman. 

Hungry Horse got its name because two horses became lost in 
the area and nearly starved. 

Belt on is named for James Belton, early trapper. 

Great Bear Creek & Mountain were named by Senator Penrose of 
Pennsylvania. 

Paola Creek is named for a Great Northern Railroad contractor. 

Mt. Forester is named for W. J. Forester, member of a U.S.G.S. 
crew of 1914. 

Mt. Furlong is nemed for James Furlong, early trapper and 
prospector. He worked for the G.N.R.R. from 1900 to 1924. 

Giefer Creek is named for Phil Giefer, Forest Ranger who 
homesteaded in the area and lived in old McCarthyville. 

Mt. Bradley & Bradley Creek are named for Richard Bradley, 
early-day Forest Ranger in the area. 

Dirty Face Creek is named for "Dirty Face" McDonald, early 
trapper and prospector. 

Bergseiker Creek is named for E. F. Bergseiker, a trapper 
and guide for U.S.G.S. in 1914. He. also worked for Great 
Northern as an agent and telegrapher. He died in 1955. 

Mt. Leibig is named for Frank Leibig one of the Flathead's 
first Forest Rangers. 

There are several very small veins of copper on the southwest 
shoulder of Running Rabbit Mountain. Thirty years ago, before 
vegetation became so abundant, you could count over 40 prospect 
diggings near the head of Edna Creek looking north into this 
area. There is a long tunnel in solid rock about one-fourth 
mile east of the Java Station. There were two tunnels on 
Bear Creek that went under the railroad tracks and into the 
mountain. There was a railroad in one of the tunnels. In 1933, 
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Dan Hotel and I took up some of this track from inside the 
tunnel for use in making cattle guards. There was a large 
single-cylinder gas engine just outside this tunnel. The 
flywheels on this engine weighed over 1,000 pounds each. 

The quality of the copper ore was good, but the quantity was 
low. No commercial mining operations were undertaken after 
1910 when the area became Glacier National Park. 

Elbow Lake was changed to Lindbergh Lake after the famous 
flyer visited the area in 1928 

Names of physical features in the North Fork and Tally Lake 
take a different pattern. Nearly all of the North Fork Creek 
and Mountain names are of Indian origin. 

Kimmerly, McGinnis, Mathias, Moran and others are named for 
early Flathead settlers. 

Mt. Thompson Seton is named for the famous author, who once 
visited this area. 

South and Middle Fork features are generally named for early 
trappers, prospectors, and early Forest Service employees. 

The pattern for names in the Tally Lake District is different 
again. Most of the names are for early settlers: Logan, 
Sheppard, Griffin, Johnson, Engalls, Swaney, Sanders, Good, 
Swanson, Miller, Martin, Ashley, Reid, Daggett, Plume, Bowen, 
Gergen, Keith, LaBeau, Listle, Dunsire, Sinclair, Sullivan, 
Hand, Oettiker, Taylor, Evers, Gregg, McGovern, and others. 
Most of these names are familiar to anyone who has lived for 
any length of time in the Flathead. Many of these people 
became famous in building the Flathead. 

The name Tally is for a Mr. Tally who filed on land on the 
north shore of this lake. His log cabin was in the Tally 
Lake Campground flat. 

The name Columbia Falls suggests there must be a falls in the 
nearby Flathead River. But, there are no falls anywhere near 
this area. I was talking to Peter Gutenshon about this in 
1937. Pete was an early-day trainman on the Great Northern 
Railroad. The naming of Columbia Falls came about according 
to Pete at the time the Great Northern went to Whitefish. 
Jim Hill, builder of the railroad, experienced some difficulty 
negotiating for suitable land in this vicinity for division 
headquarters of his railroad. The town was then known as just 
Columbia. When negotiations failed, Jim is reported to have 
said, "Here is where Columbia falls." He built the railroad 
division headquarters at an entirely new location, Whitefish, 
Montana. But the name Columbia became Columbia Falls in 1908. 
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Waldblllig Mountain, near the head of Gordon Creek on the Big 
Prairie District, is named for a Forest employee and game 
warden. About 1906, while attempting to arrest a group of 
Flathead Indians caught violating game laws in the Pendant 
Creek area, he was killed by the Indians. Another game warden 
by the name of Morgan from Ovando came in and packed out the 
body. The Indians fled. No one was ever convicted for this 
murder. 

The gathering of these names was accomplished by various means, 
mostly by long-time association. F. S. June, Great Northern 
employee at Essex and former Forest employee, provided much 
ass is tance. 
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X 

NAMING OF SPOTTED BEAR 

"Spotted Bear" is one of the oldest known names in the Flat
head National Forest. This name has been attached to a river, 
a mountain, and a Forest Service Ranger Station in the South 
Fork area. 

The story of how this name originated was related to me years 
ago by the late Harry Wilson, one of the more rugged individ
uals who trapped and prospected for a living in this country. 
It was in the winter of 1933-34. Wilson invited Ranger Albert 
Campbell and me to spend the night in Wilson's cabin on Sullivan 
Creek. We were making a big-game study in the area. During 
the evening, Harry told us his version of how the name "Spotted 
Bear" came into being. I've never heard any story to the 
contrary. 

Wilson explained that back in about 1861, two prosperous Cal
ifornia miners were looking for a guide to pack them through 
the mountains to the east side of the Continental Divide. In
quiring at the Hudson Bay Trading Post at Selish for a good 
guide, they were referred to Baptiste Zeroyal, better known 
as Felix Baptiste or just Baptiste. Few men in those days 
were more familiar with this wilderness area than Baptiste. 

Because the Blackfeet Indians were on one of their more-or-
less perpetual "warpaths" at that time, Baptiste decided the 
best route to travel was up the South Fork and Spotted Bear 
Rivers and down Sun River. One day on the journey, while camped 
near the mouth of the Spotted Bear River, they saw a black bear 
with an unusual amount of white on its breast and underside. 
Thus, the name "Spotted Bear" was created. 

An incident that could, perhaps, be tied in with this 1861 
trip was the discovery, in 1924, of two bullets deeply embedded 
in the wood of a 20-inch fir tree during the clearing of the 
Spotted Bear Administrative Site. Over the old scar that 
marked the entrance of the bullets were the proper number of 
annual growth rings to coincide with the time of the 1861 
journey through this area. The two bullet holes are only about 
an inch apart; their direction of travel indicated they were 
fired from the same angles and could have been the results of 
target practice. The section of wood showing the bullets is 
on display in the Supervisor's Office. 

No difficulties with the Indians were encountered on the trip 
to the prairie; and Baptiste returned to his cabin on the South 
Fork, where he continued to prospect and trap until he died. 
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His body is buried near the remains of his cabin on 
Hoke Creek, just below Baptiste Creek, which bears his 
name. 
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XI 

BEAR DANCE 

This small community, on the east shore of Flathead Lake, was 
named in 1891 by Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Robbins, early settlers 
from the vicinity of Creston. They were making a trip by team 
and wagon from Poison to their home over the rough, undevelop
ed road on the east shore of the Lake. They stayed overnight 
in this community which was more or less struggling for its 
meager existence. Someone had killed a bear that day. As 
was the custom, the meat became community property. On such 
occasions, the people gathered together, divided the meat and 
staged a dance in celebration of the good fortune. The Robbins 
gave the community the name "Bear Dance." 

The Flathead forest has established a campground near here on 
the only lakefront property owned by the National Forest. It 
is called Bear Dance Campground. 

A Forest cabin was built on this property in 1909 by 
C. P. Fickes. It was used as a fireman's cabin until it was 
removed in 1958. Jim Frye was a fire guard at this cabin for 
2 7 years — probably the longest tenure in the history of the 
Flathead. 

The Bear Dance cabin was sold to the Rocky Bar-0 Ranch at 
Woods Bay. It is used today and is known as the Bear Dance 
cabin. 
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XII 

NAMING OF KALISPELL 

In 1809, David Thompson, of the Northwest Fur Trading Company, 
gave the name Kullyspel to the Indians on the shores of Pend 
Oreille Lake in northern Idaho. He named the lake Kullyspel 
Lake and called his trading post Kullyspel House. With its 
various spellings, Kullyspel is one of the oldest names in the 
Northwest. 

When the French-Canadian explorers, trappers, and voyagers came 
south, they applied the name Pend Oreille to almost everything 
Thompson had named Kullyspel. Today, the lake Thompson called 
Kullyspel Lake is named Pend Oreille Lake. 

The naming of the town of Kalispell has long been a subject 
of controversy. Various tales have been told of the naming, 
but the commonly accepted story is that it was named by 
C. E. Conrad. Conrad is credited with coining the modern spelling. 
In order to insure the correct pronunciation, he changed the "C" 
to "K" ; Conrad added an "1" at the end of the word to make it 
more probable that it would be accented on the syllable. 

Northwest historians discredit the story that James Hill, 
builder of the Great Northern Railway, named the city of 
Kalispell. 

Kalispell, previously called Ashley, was made the county seat 
of Flathead County in 1894. The Great Northern Railroad was 
extended through Flathead County in 1891-92. The main line 
was built through Kalispell. Later, the main line was routed 
through Whitefish. Kalispell was then served by a spur from 
Columbia Falls. 

In 1880, there was a small town 5 miles southeast of the 
present location of Kalispell on the Flathead River. It was 
called Demersville. Later, the town of Demersville was moved 
and became the city of Kalispell. 
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XIII 

MIKE BERNE STORY 

Mike Berne, born in 1869, has spent 75 of his 95 years in the 
Flathead. He had a preemption on some land in the upper val
ley, south of the Blue Moon. In 1894, he homesteaded in the 
"home-ranch bottom" of the North Fork. He still owns this 
land. Mike's brother homesteaded at the west end of Bad Rock 
Canyon; the Berne Memorial Park is located on this homestead and 
is maintained by the Montana Highway Department as a public 
picnic area. 

Mike says the North Fork coal mine was discovered by Frank 
Emerson in 1886. The Northern International Improvement 
Company, headed by James A. Talbott, an early-day promoter of 
Columbia Falls, laid out the townsite of Columbia. The company 
also laid out a townsite near the coal vein, at the mouth of 
Coal Creek. Northern International intended to build a town at 
this location and mine coal. But the project failed. Loss of 
the companyls steamboat contributed to this failure. 

In 1892, the company built a 75-foot, stern-wheel steamboat, 
The Oakes, to haul coal from the North Fork mine. Berne and 
others built the boat. Machinery from a Mississippi river 
boat was installed in The Oakes on the Flathead River banks, 
near the old red bridge in Columbia Falls. Powered by two 
engines operating off a single boiler, the boat had a broad 
beam and had a power winch in front for use in mooring and for 
anchoring to trees when the boat had difficulty in fast water 
or rapids. Northern International's boat had a crew of 14. 
Steve Lerean served as captain and Christian Presby as pilot; 
both were experienced rivermen. A man named "Doyle" was engi
neer, and Clyde Slemmer was the fireman. The boiler was heat
ed with wood. Talbott, Mike Shannon, Bob Hunter, and Tom 
McDonald were also aboard on The Oakes' maiden voyage May 1892. 

The boat's daring crew steamed away from the mooring near 
Columbia Falls. Bucking the swollen flood waters of the Flat
head River, the two engines used steam at a rate greater than 
the capacity of the boiler. It was necessary to moor the boat 
to a tree to permit the boiler to build up sufficient steam 
for the engines. At times, the crew used the winch to pull 
the boat through the fast current. The Oakes was almost lost 
in a whirling pool of logs and debris. Out of control, the 
boat milled 'round and 'round. Even in this hazardous situ
ation, the crew dared the hazardous currents and successfully 
fastened the winchline to a tree and pulled the boat to safety 
just below Canyon Creek on the North Fork River. After several 
days, they had progressed less than 15 miles from Columbia 
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Falls. A less persistent crew would have given up in despair, 
but these pioneers wouldn't consider turning back. 

A short distance above Canyon Creek, The Oakes was moored for 
the last time. It was snubbed to the only strategically lo
cated tree, and the winch began to haul. The Oakes rolled 
and rocked dangerously as the swollen current struck at var
ious angles. The boat was taking water in the hold as she 
rolled. Water in the hold set in motion by the rolling, added 
to the craft's instability. This all proved too much for the 
mooring tree. It was pulled out by the roots. 

As the boat and tree drifted downriver, The Oakes turned over 
on her side. Most of the crew scrambled to the east shore. 
Talbott and two men were still aboard, riding the top side, when 
the boat grounded, nearly upside down, on a bar in midstream. 
The situation was critical for the three men; the boat might 
roll over at any minute. The men on shore had a piece of rope, 
but it was too short to reach the boat. They unstranded the 
rope, tied the strands together, and tied it to a dry fir log 
they floated down to the boat from above. This was repeated 
until all three men were safe on the east bank of the river. 
Wet and very cold, they were without tools, food, or matches 
in a wilderness without a trail on their side of the river. 
Claude Slemmer and a young man called "Slim" suggested they 
fashion a raft of dry logs and attempt to cross the river with 
poles. The others did not think this idea sound. However, 
Slemmer and Slim made a raft and rode it through the fast water 
for a considerable distance. After many mishaps, they reached 
the west bank. They proceeded on to Columbia Falls while the 
others worked their way toward Belton. 

The Oakes soon dislodged from the gravel bar and began to break 
up. Some of the wreckage was recognized as it passed Talbott's 
house on the banks of the riv^r at Columbia Falls. A rescue 
party set out immediately to investigate; they were met by 
Slemmer and "Slim." 

It took the others of the party 3 days to get to Belton. The 
boiler of The Oakes lodged at a point near the mouth of the 
Middle Fork and was half buried in the gravel. It was visible 
from the banks of the river for half a century. Many tools 
and pieces of equipment were recovered when the water reced
ed. A fisherman found one of the two engines in a deep hole 
near the mouth of Canyon Creek. 

The Oakes was the only steamboat to operate on the Flathead 
River above Kalispell. 

Marcus Daly, of the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, visited 
the area in 1893. As a result of this visit, Mike Berne, 
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Shannon, and four other men whipsawed lumber at the site of 
the mine and built a huge raft. They brought out several 
tons of coal for testing in Butte. A second raft was 
wrecked. The Anaconda Company found the coal such a low 
grade that it was not economical to mine. 

The First National Bank of Butte purchased the defunct mine 
and is the present-day owner. Just prior to 1920, Mike Berne 
located the North Fork road from the Junkins Ranch on the 
south to Coal Creek on the north. The road was built by 
Flathead County. About this time, Claude Elder leased these 
holdings and successfully operated this coal mine until the 
late 1930's. At this time, the demand for this low-grade 
coal diminished, and the mine was shut down. It has remained 
closed for more than 25 years. 

This story of the North Fork coal mining venture was told 
to me by Mike Berne. A few details were taken from 
Donald H. Robinson's history "Through the Years in Glacier 
National Park," published in 1960. 

Mike Berne helped name Hungry Horse Creek, now a much-used 
name in this area. He said that, in the fall of 1900, the 
Printiville brothers were freighting to the Kintla Lake 
oilfields. They were fording the South Fork of the Flat
head near its confluence with the main river. Traveling 
light, they tied their lead team—Tex and Jerry--behind one 
of their rigs. As they started into the river, the two broke 
loose. Thinking the team would follow them, the brothers 
went on to Columbia Falls. Tex and Jerry didn't cross the 
river but worked their way up the South Fork. They couldn't 
be located. When it snowed, the horses were given up as 
lost. Later, a trapper saw them in the area of Hungry Horse 
Creek in a starving condition. He reported his find when 
he reached Columbia Falls; the Printiville brothers knew 
these must be their horses. They had Mike Berne pack in 
some hay and oats to Tex and Jerry. Soon, the two horses 
had sufficient strength to be brought out over the trail 
broken out by Berne's packhorses. 

When the party came into Columbia Falls with Tex and Jerry— 
still in a starving condition—a bystander remarked, "That 
must be a hungry horse country up there." This name stuck. 

Mike Berne also told me he named "Mickey Wagoner," another 
oldtimer who still lives on the land he homesteaded on the 
east side road above Martin City in 1908. Only a few of 
Mickey's acquaintances have known throughout the years that 
the name Mickey Wagoner was not his real name. His land is 
listed in the county courthouse under the name of 
John Skubinzncke, his real name, as his Navy discharge confirms. 
Most of his friends only know him as "A. J." or "Mickey." 
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In 1908, Mike was foreman of a trail crew building for the 
Forest Service the first trail from Swan Lake to Spotted Bear 
Ranger Station. John Skubinzncke was one of his crew. Mike 
said he had trouble pronouncing John's name, and it was 
difficult to spell on the time reports. So, one day Mike said, 
"From now on your name is Mickey Wagoner." The young fellow 
seemed to like his new name. He has used it for more than 
55 years on bank accounts, time reports, and, in fact, every
where, except on his most official papers and records. 
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XIV 

FRANK LIEBIG 

Any story of the early Flathead must include Frank Liebig. 

Trained in Germany as a forester, Frank came to the Flathead 
at the turn of the century. His first Flathead National 
Forest Ranger District assignment, in 1901, contained one 
million acres, in which is now Glacier National Park. He was 
the first Ranger assigned to this area. He was assigned to 
various Ranger Districts and the Supervisor's Office until 
his retirement in 1935. 

Frank had two special hobbies: taxidermy and botany. Liebig 
died in 1950. His private collection of mounted birds and 
animals was given to Glacier National Park by his family. 
It is on display in the Park headquarters at West Glacier, 
Montana. He left several large herbariums. His plant collec
tion and identification work will be of influence for a long 
time to come. 

His personal herbarium was given to the University of Montana 
at Missoula. 
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XV 

BAPTISTE 
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Baptiste was one of the earliest of the independent trappers 
and prospectors in the South Fork. Some say his name was 
Felix Baptiste. I have heard his name was really Baptiste 
Zeroyal. Like many of the area's early settlers, he trapped 
during the winter to finance summer prospecting. He never 
found anything in the South Fork of any significance, but he 
spent the greater part of his adult life in this area and 
remained in the South Fork until he died in 1909. 

Mickey Wagoner told me of his part in finding Baptiste's 
body. In the spring of 1909, Wagoner was living on a home
stead he had filed on the previous year on the present east 
side South Fork road above Martin City. One day Baptiste's 
dog, bedraggled and hungry, came to Wagoner's place. Mickey 
knew something must be wrong with his master. Mickey notified 
the sheriff. When Sheriff O'Connell arrived, Mickey accompa
nied him up the South Fork to Baptiste's cabin on Hoke Creek. 
Wagoner and O'Connell found Baptiste in his bed; he had been 
dead for some time. They buried him near his cabin. 



XVI 

FRED HERRIG STORY 

Fred Herrig was a rough and ready, early-day Forest Ranger. 
He administered the area of Ant Flats, Tally Lake, and part 
of the North Fork during his tenure. Herrig was from Alsace-
Lorraine, was very dark, and wore a handlebar mustache. 

A veteran of service in the Spanish-American War with 
Roosevelt's Rough Riders, he was the largest man in the 
regiment. He punched cows for Roosevelt on his ranch on the 
Little Missouri in North Dakota. When Roosevelt organized 
the Rough Riders for his Cuban campaign, Fred was packing 
ore in British Columbia. Roosevelt wired him from San Antonio, 
Texas, to come down and join them. Herrig did. In 
Roosevelt's book "The Rough Riders," Herrig is mentioned 
several times. He was breveted second lieutenant (a commission 
higher than that for which he received pay) for special 
services for tracking a string of mules, loaded with machine 
guns, that got away during a skirmish. Several full-blooded 
Indians gave up the job. Then Fred tracked the mules into 
Spanish territory and recovered the mules and the guns. 

After Roosevelt became president, he appointed Herrig as 
Forest Ranger with headquarters at Ant Flats. Herrig 
built the first Ranger Station there in 1904. 

Herrig told the story that, in 1905, he sent in a monthly 
diary with a lot of daily records reading, "Rained hard, 
stayed in camp." When his next check was quite a bit short, 
Herrig saw to it that it never rained so hard again. A 
story which persisted over the years was that the Super
visor became perturbed at Herrig one day and relieved him 
of his responsibilities as Forest Ranger. When President 
Roosevelt learned of this, he immediately sent out orders 
for Fred to be reinstated. 

There is also a story that Teddy Roosevelt, on a western 
tour, saw Fred in the audience and motioned for him to come 
to the speaker's platform. But before this big, dark, 
villainous-looking fellow got very far, he was collared by 
two plainclothesmen. 

(Some of the details regarding Fred Herrig were provided 
by material written by Edward G. Stahl. Stahl left the 
Forest Service in 1911; he died in 1957.) 
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XVII 

McCARTHYVILLE, 1890-1892 

Although short-lived, as an incorporated town, McCarthyville 
was a rousing community in the tradition of the early West. 
This community grew up, lived, and died in a period of only 
3 years. 

McCarthyville was founded in 1890 by Eugene McCarthy, a young 
man of only 20 years. While in the area locating railroad 
tie timber, he found a level area five miles west of 
Marias Pass. The railroad ties were for use in building the 
Great Northern Railroad tracks through this area of the Rocky 
Mountains. McCarthy wanted to file on railroad land, but 
there were two things that created a problem: (1) the land 
was unsurveyed, and (2) McCarthy was not of age. He got 
around both obstacles by filing a "Declaration of Occupancy." 
It was the only land west of the divide for many miles that 
was suitable in size or topography for a railroad construction 
camp site. McCarthy knew this. 

The railroad construction contractors, Shepard and Seims, 
wanted this site for a work camp. They disputed McCarthy's 
rights to the land and threatened to take it to court, 
but a compromise was achieved by dividing the area; McCarthy 
was to build the town on one side of the creek and the con
tractor on the other side. 

The townsite was plotted and sales made; soon a town of 1,000 
residents sprang up. The town was incorporated because the 
State law prohibited the sale of liquor within 2 miles of a 
construction camp except within the city limits of an incor
porated city. McCarthy was elected mayor; and for 18 months, 
the town flourished. 

It was in McCarthyville that "Slippery Bill" Morrison earned 
his reputation as a gambler and a man who could live by his 
wits. The town supported a hospital and a post office. The 
post office was operated by a merchant named Jacobs. 

The community flourished. It reached its height of notoriety 
in the summer and fall of 1891. As the rails moved on, there 
was nothing to support the community. It soon became deserted. 
Now, more than 70 years later, it is almost forgotten. Eugene 
remained in the Flathead. For 26 years, until his death about 
1941, McCarthy was Justice of the Peace in Kalispell. 

McCarthyville was a rough town. Many men died from disease 
and brawls. A cemetery was laid out, and over 100 people are 
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buried in this plot. The cemetery is north of the townsite, 
on the slope of the hill about half way from the tunnel and 
the curve in the track that turns north into the siding at 
Fielding. It is on Forest Service land. 

Duncan McCarthy, Eugene McCarthy's son, provided most of this 
information. 
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XVIII 

WILLIAM H. "SLIPPERY BILL" MORRISON, 1848-1932 

Not even his close associates knew anything about William H. 
"Slippery Bill" Morrison's background: where he was from or 
where he was born. A bachelor, he lived at Summit, Montana, 
before the arrival of the Great Northern Railroad. Well 
educated, Morrison used excellent grammar and demonstrated a 
bright, unusual vocabulary. Some said he was a graduate of 
Oxford University. But his speech was Western in character. 

He worked as a conductor for the Great Northern Railroad. One 
day his train rammed a work train. No one was hurt. But 
Morrison did not wait for demerits. He walked off the job 
and left the railroad for others to run. 

He worked for a time as a Forest Ranger in the Flathead 
National Forest. But most of his life he was a trapper and 
prospector, living by his wits. 

Morrison was an elderly man when I knew him. At that time, 
he would rather make $10 playing cards than make $100 any 
other way. At the time (1890-92) McCarthyville, five miles 
west of Marias Pass, was booming, Morrison spent most of 
his time playing poker there. The fact that he came out of 
this rough frontier town with all his hide was quite an 
achievement. Morrison told me that the melting spring snows 
in McCarthyville 1 year later revealed nine bodies as evidence 
of the cruel and exacting moral code of the town. 

John F. Stevens, credited by the Great Northern Railroad with 
the discovery of Marias Pass, spoke at the dedication of the 
Stevens statue at Summit. In the course of his speech, 
Stevens told of hardships in searching out the pass over the 
Continental Divide. He explained that it was December, and 
he had nearly perished in a blizzard at the pass. At this 
point, Morrison spoke up from the crowd: "Why didn't you 
come over to my house? I was living right over there," he 
said, pointing to his cabin. 

Morrison had "squatter's rights" on 160 acres at Summit. It 
was never surveyed. The boundaries were not defined, but he 
claimed all the suitable land in the area. When someone 
proposed to stake a claim anywhere, Morrison would protest 
and say that his claim took in that area. His claim reverted 
to the government upon his death. 

His cabin was near the railroad tracks at the Summit, and he 
was a friend of all the trainmen. Often he rode in the engine 
cab to Essex and back for his mail and supplies. He maintained 
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a bar in his cabin and was set up for a poker game any 
time someone was foolish enough to play him. He had many 
friends and no enemies that I ever knew. Although he never 
worked at any legitimate job during the last 30 years of his 
life, he was never at odds with the law during the time I 
knew him. 

Morrison was a reader of heavy literature. At times, his 
vocabulary ranged beyond the comprehension of his listeners. 
As a frontier philospher, he often expounded theories in 
areas of his experience. He maintained that whiskey was 
a virtue and that gambling was a privilege and was an 
essential part of modern man's activities. 

He died in Kalispell in 1932 after a short illness. Morrison 
was 84. He was buried in the Conrad Memorial Cemetery 
March 6, 1932. Charles Hash, then Assistant Supervisor, 
Flathead National Forest, was one of the pallbearers; the 
other pallbearers were railroad employees. 

The people around Summit secured permission from the Forest 
Service to tear down Morrison's cabin, which has become 
badly deteriorated. His land reverted to the Federal 
Government. I took his bar top from the cabin and later 
made it into a clothes chest. It was a redwood (Sequoia 
Sempervireus--not rosewood, as some believed). It was 
14 feet long, 30 inches wide, and 5/4 inches thick. It 
was clear, select timber; but I found one .45 bullet and 
some shot imbedded in it. The bar top was brought to 
Summit by ox team before the railroad. 
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XIX 

ROUSH GRAVE AT BIG PRAIRIE 

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Roush and their two-year-old daughter 
spent the winter of 1923-24 at Big Prairie. Roush was look
ing after the Flathead National Forest stock wintered there. 
In January the daughter became very ill. 

Roush snowshoed out to Missoula to get medical advice and 
medicines. This is a distance of about 100 miles, much of 
it over Forest trails. The trip was made in the least time 
possible under these conditions, but when he returned to 
Big Prairie he learned the sad news that his daughter had 
died just a few days after he left. The grief-stricken 
parents buried their only child on the small knoll that 
overlooks the Big Prairie Ranger Station site and the South 
Fork of the Flathead River. Flathead Forest personnel plan 
to put up a permanent marker in the near future. 

There are two Indian graves on the hill back of the old 
powder house west of Big Prairie. They are just north of 
the present trail bridge across the South Fork, near the north 
end of this ridge. They have been there for many, many years 
and are unmarked. Local folklore is that the graves are of 
an Indian woman and a small boy who died while an Indian 
party was camping in the Big Prairie meadows. 

Henry Thol, longtime Ranger in the Flathead National Forest, 
related this information to me in 1940. 
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XX 

THE CANOE 

About 1/4 mile south of the Spotted Bear Ranger Station, on 
a bluff along the east side of the South Fork are the remains 
of a "dugout" canoe that was never finished. The ponderosa 
pine tree stump stands near the hewed log. 

In the spring of 1904, Charlie Fair, trapper, had his camp 
near the present site of the KNL resort, where he and his 
partner, Ora Reeves, had been trapping the previous winter. 
They planned to make a canoe and use it to take their furs 
down the South Fork. 

Fair built a makeshift raft to cross the Spotted Bear 
River to get to the canoe location. The river was running 
high during the spring thaw. He was crossing alone when 
something went wrong; the raft turned over and Fair was 
thrown into the water. The last Reeves saw of Fair was when 
he was swept into the main channel of the South Fork, around 
the vertical cliff at the mouth of the Spotted Bear River. 
His body was never found; the canoe was never finsihed. 

Reeves packed their furs out of the wilderness. But Fair's 
dog would not follow Reeves. The dog was never seen again. 

Ora Reeves told me this story in 1940. He died in Columbia 
Falls in 1964. 
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Sunburst Lake and Swan Peak in the Bob Marshall Wilderness. 



XXI 

BOB MARSHALL WILDERNESS 

Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace established the 
950,000-acre Bob Marshall Wilderness August 16, 1940. Ex
tending into the Lewis and Clark and Flathead National 
Forests, the Bob Marshall Wilderness was created by 
combining and reclassifying three primitive areas: 
South Fork Primitive Area (established in 1931); Pentagon 
Primitive Area (established in 1933): and Sun River Primitive 
Area (established in 1934). 

The Wilderness is named for Robert Marshall, explorer, 
forester, student of nature and a conservationist, 
dedicated to the development of effective and meaningful 
wilderness management policies. Marshall was familiar with 
and interested in the mountain country of western Montana. 
Trained as a forester, he served for some years at the 
Forest Service Experiment Station in Missoula. He used his 
energy, personal wealth, and organizational ability to 
establish the Wilderness Society in 1935. 

Marshall died September 19, 1939, at the age of 38, less 
than a year before the first National Forest wilderness 
was established. At the time of his death, he was assistant 
to the chief of the Forest Service, responsible for 
recreation and lands activities. He devoted much of his 
energy and intelligence to the development of the National 
Forest wilderness system. Marshall said of wilderness: 

"It is the song of the hermit thrush at 
twilight and the lapping of waves against 
the shoreline and the melody of the wind 
in the trees. It is the unique odor of 
balsams and of freshly turned humus and of 
mist rising from mountain meadows. It is 
the feel of spruce needles under foot and 
sunshine on your face and wind blowing 
through your hair. It is all of these at 
the same time, blended into a unity that 
can only be appreciated with leisure and 
which is ruined by artificiality." 

Approximately three-fourths (710,000 acres) of the wilder
ness is in the Flathead National Forest. It extends 60 miles 
from north to south along the Continental Divide and includes 
the headwaters of the Flathead River on the west and the 
Sun River on the east. Elevation varies from 5,000-foot 
valley floors to more than 9,000 feet along the Continental 
Divide. 
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Bob Marshall Wilderness. Chinese Wall at the head of 
Moose Creek. K. D. Swan took this picture in 1934. 



South Fork Primitive Area, established in 1931, contained 
584,000 acres. It included the South Fork of the Flathead 
River, from above Meadow Creek, and some of the tributaries 
of the Spotted Bear River. Two 160-acre tracts of land 
had oeen homesteaded in the area in 1898 by Thomas Danaher 
and A. P. McCrea. Also, the Northern Pacific Railway owned 
69,000 acres, acquired under the July 2, 1864, railway land 
grant. The remaining acreage was publicly owned. Under 
the provision of the General Exchange Act of 1922, the 
Forest Service acquired the private land holdings in 1935, 
1940, and between 1950 and 1955. 

No roads existed or were to be built in the South Fork 
Primitive Area. Improvements in the area were limited to 
trails, telephone lines, and other improvements necessary 
for administrative purposes. No private developments were 
permitted. Landing of private planes on the administrative 
airfields, except in emergencies, was prohibited. One area, 
at Murphy Flats, had been under special use permit to 
Joe Murphy of Ovando since 1922. Murphy abandoned the area; 
and the improvements were removed soon afterwards, when the 
lease expired. Campers were not permitted to stay longer 
than one week at any one camp in the primitive area. 

Establishment of this primitive area received wide, general 
public support, voiced in particular by the late Howard Toole, 
a Missoula attorney. There was no organized resistance to 
establishment of the primitive area. Within the Forest Service, 
perhaps the most prominent figure in the establishment of 
this and the other primitive areas now contained in the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness was Meyer H. Wolff, Assistant 
Regional Forester for Recreation and Lands in Missoula. Wolff 
located the major boundaries on a map in his office. 

Pentagon Primitive Area, established in 1933, contained 
95,000 acres of public land, including the upper Middle Fork 
of the Flathead River and part of the Upper Spotted Bear 
River. The Forest Service imposed restrictions similar to 
those in the South Fork Primitive Area . 

The Pentagon Area was separated from the South Fork Area by 
a nonprimitive strip of 31,000 acres of public land on the 
headwaters of the Spotted Bear River. This was not included 
in the original Pentagon Area because there was a possibility 
of waterpower development or a road connecting Spotted Bear 
with the road at Bench Mark on the Sun River. 

This narrow strip of nonprimitive land along the upper reaches 
of the Spotted Bear River between the two primitive areas 
caused some controversy. Six years later, following con
siderable discussion, this strip was added to the Pentagon 
Primitive Area in 1939 with similar restrictions on develop
ment and use. 
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Flathead Alps in the Bob Marshall Wilderness, 
at the head of the South Fork of the White 
River. Ranger in the picture is Henry Thol. 
The picture was taken in 1927. 
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Sun River Primitive Area (240,000 acres) was established in 
1934, east of the Continental Divide, joining the South Fork 
Primitive Area on the east and the Pentagon Primitive Area 
on the south. While the Sun River Primitive Area was entire
ly within the boundaries of the Lewis and Clark National 
Forest, the South Fork and Pentagon Primitive Areas were 
within the Flathead National Forest. 

There was no private land, farming, mining, or other occupancy 
in the Sun River Primitive Area; there were some commercial 
cattle and horse grazing permits. The Bureau of Reclamation 
held an 18,000-acre reclamation withdrawal in connection with 
the Sun River project. This was later released. There was 
divided opinion among Forest Service personnel at first; 
eventually establishment of the primitive area was favored. 
Public sentiment remained divided. Those catering to tourists 
and hunters favored a primitive area, but some local groups 
preferred to keep the area open for grazing, summer home 
leases, and road building. 

Restrictions quite similar to those imposed on the other 
primitive areas were to be applied in the Sun River Primitive 
Area. There were to be no commercial grazing permits, except 
for the grazing of the stock of outfitters, guides, dude 
ranchers, or others using the area for recreational purposes. 

Any area of this size and nature does not lend itself to 
proper elk management and harvest, and problems are sure 
to present themselves. To properly understand the situations 
that are apt to develop, we must look back at the beginning 
of the buildup of the Sun River's elk herds. 

Due to the laxity of enforcement or the nonexistence of game 
laws, the game population was at its lowest ebb at the be
ginning of the 20th century, not only in the West, but 
nationwide. At about this time, game law enforcement became 
effective. Then, in 1910, these areas were ravaged with many 
large forest fires; hundreds of thousands of acres were burned. 
Browse plants sprang up over most of these burned areas. As 
a result, the elk thrived and multiplied. By the late twenties 
and early thirties, there was not sufficient food on their 
winter range. Large numbers of elk died of malnutrition. 

In the spring of 1933, a winter of deep snow and severe 
temperatures, 500 elk carcasses were counted in one 10-mile 
strip on the South Fork between White River and Cayuse 
Meadows. Graphically, the elk population curve reached the 
apex of the carrying capacity curve late in the 1920's. 
Then both curves started to descend, the carrying capacity 
falling much faster than the game population. 
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Today, they are both at a very low ebb. The carrying capacity 
of the range must be increased in order to provide more winter 
elk range. 

Logging operations will increase the capacity of the winter 
game ranges in the Swan Valley and the lower South Fork, but 
the situation in the Wilderness is stagnated. During the 
1920's, there were thousands of whitetail deer in this area. 
Because deer cannot compete with elk on an overcrowded winter 
range, the deer have almost passed out of the picture. 

I spent seven winters in the South Fork during the 1930's on 
big-game studies. Following the decline of the great herd, 
it was easy to predict the outcome. Nature alone will not 
correct the situation, created by civilization driving these 
animals from their native prairies into the mountains. 

Buffalo and antelope were also driven from their native prairies, 
but they are grass eaters and cannot survive for long periods 
on browse plants alone. Therefore, they did not become 
indigenous to the mountains like the elk and deer. 

The Montana State Fish and Game Commission and the Forest Service 
did not stand idly by and watch the decline of this great elk 
herd. In 1936, the Spotted Bear Game Preserve was eliminated. 
Established in 1923, it encompassed 206,000 acres east of the 
South Fork, from the mouth of the Spotted Bear River to Cayuse 
Creek and extended to the Continental Divide on the east. The 
Forest Service also considered the possibility of reducing the 
elk herd by allowing hunters to fly into the administrative 
airfields on the South Fork on an emergency basis. To do this 
would have been in opposition to the Forest Service policy; 
but since this had not been publicly proclaimed for the 
South Fork area, it was a possible alternative. It was vigorousl 
discussed; there was considerable divergency of opinion among 
Forest Service officials. The Montana Fish and Game Department 
favored opening the primitive area airfields and lengthening 
the 1937 hunting season to help reduce the herd. Groups, such 
as the Dude Ranchers Association, opposed use of the airfields. 

On September 7, 1937, Bob Marshall, then Chief of the Division 
of Recreation and Lands in the Washington Office of the 
Forest Service, wrote Northern Regional Forester Evan W. Kelley 
opposing the use of airfields for public purposes: "(I) do not 
think the area should be opened to airplanes even with the rigid 
restrictions you propose. Precedent of opening a Primitive Area 
to commercial airplane entry will be very serious." The project 
was dropped September 8, 1937. 
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Head of Lick Creek in Bob Marshall Wilderness. 
Photo taken in 1925 by Henry Thol. 

Spotted Bear Ranger Station, built in 1906 by 
Ranger John Sullivan. This photo was taken in 
1924 by Chance Beebe. 
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In my opinion, the use of airplanes would have been of little 
significance in reducing the size of the herd. A few more 
elk would have been harvested; a few less would have starved. 
But it would not have saved the herd. 

One thing that did help--or at least prolonged the decline--
was the Montana Fish and Game Commission extending the regular 
hunting season in this area from 30 to 75 days. There is an 
extended season in this area today, although there is now only 
a fraction of the elk population that was there during the 
early 30's. Further attempts are being made to reduce the herd 
to a point below the current carrying capacity of the range and 
to hold at this low level until the range can recover. 

The Sun River Game Reserve, in the Bob Marshall Wilderness, 
was established in 1911. It has little or no effect on the 
wintering of the elk herd as it is mostly on eastern slopes 
and does not provide critical winter range. It is an ideal 
calving area and summer range, but the herd leaves the area 
during an average bad winter. Summer range for game has 
never been a problem in this area. 

Bob Marshall was a man of energy and dedication, trained in 
forestry. He was a great hiker, often going 60 to 70 miles 
in a day through rugged back country. Always interested in 
its preservation, he wrote at length on the importance of 
wilderness. 

In the Scientific Monthly in 1931, Marshall wrote 
of wilderness as follows: "I shall use the 
word wilderness to denote a region which contains 
no permanent inhabitants, possesses no possibility 
of conveyance by any mechanical means and is suf
ficiently spacious that a person crossing it must 
have experience of sleeping out. The dominant 
attributes of such an area are: first, that it 
requires anyone who exists in it to depend ex
clusively on his own efforts for survival; second, 
that it preserves as nearly as possible the pri
mitive environment. This means that all roads, 
power transportation, and settlement are barred, 
but trails and temporary shelters, which were com
mon long before the advent of the white race, are 
entirely permissible 

"A thorough study should forthwith be undertaken 
to determine the probable wilderness needs of the 
country. . . .Once the estimate is formulated, 
immediate steps should be taken to establish enough 
tracts to insure everyone who hungers for it a 
generous opportunity of enjoying wilderness isolation." 
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Marshall became Chief of the Division of Recreation and 
Lands for the Forest Service in 1937. He applied in 
practice his ideas of what a wilderness should be. 

Reflecting public concern over the effectiveness of 
Regulation L-20 for primitive areas, Marshall developed 
Regulation U-l, U-2, and U-3 to supersede it. These 
new regulations defined Forest Service policy on wilder
ness and delineated area values and criteria. They were 
issued on September 19, 1939, 2 months before 
Bob Marshall's untimely death at the age of 38. 

Primitive areas were to be reclassified to come under 
the U-l regulation. The three primitive areas (South 
Fork, Pentagon, and Sun River) met the requirements of 
the new U-l regulation. The three were classified to
gether under this regulation on August 16, 1940, and 
named in honor of Bob Marshall. In the U-l classifica
tion document for the Bob Marshall Wilderness, it was 
stated: 

"The L-20 conditions are adequate for U-l, no 
change in requirements; therefore, advertisement 
and 90 days notice to change to U-l are not 
necessary Local public sentiment has 
staunchly supported establishment of Primitive 
Areas and no questions regarding change are 
expected." 

In many instances the wilderness boundary does not follow 
any topographic feature. In some cases, the boundary is 
on a hillside, somewhere between the creek and the 
nountaintop , thus making it difficult to determine the 
location on the ground. Wilderness boundaries should be 
established definitely on the ground, just as the bound
aries of private land, National Forest, or National Park 
boundaries. This is not the case in the boundary of 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness. This is something that will 
draw more attention in the near future as timber-cutting 
boundaries are established near the wilderness boundaries. 

It is the policy of the Forest Service to refrain from 
violating the sanctity of the Bob Marshall Wilderness 
by its own people as well as the public. A few airplanes 
have landed on wilderness airports and one on Big Salmon 
Lake unlawfully. In each case, evidence was presented 
in court; and, in each instance, the courts have decided 
in favor of the Government, or the party pleaded guilty 
and was sentenced. 
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Homesteading on the Great Plains and railroad construction 
brought a local demand for lumber and railroad ties. In about 
1886, Charles Biggs and others built a wagon road from what 
is now Hannah Gulch up Sun River to Gates Park. This is now 
about 14 miles inside the Bob Marshall Wilderness. They 
proceeded to cut railroad ties on Headquarters Creek and 
Biggs Creek and float them down the North Fork of the Sun 
River. Their main camp was on Headquarters Creek, not far 
from Gates Park. They cut 200,000 ties and hauled out 
25,000 cords of fuelwood between 1886 and 1899. The operation 
was not economical due to insufficient water at times in 
Sun River and the long distance to market. 

Construction of Gibson Dam on the Sun River above Hannah 
Gulch in 1929 inundated several miles of the lower end of 
this road. The 14 miles of road in the wilderness have now 
grown over; the logging scars have healed and most of the 
stumps are no longer in evidence. It is again a true 
wilderness. However, following the logging operations near 
Gates Park, a homestead claim was filed in 1911. It was never 
occupied. In 1913, four tracts of land in the Danaher Basin 
were homesteaded beside the Danaher and McCrea homesteads of 
1898. They were filed but never occupied. Climatic condi
tions, together with the long winters and distance to market 
over a rough trail, made farming and stockraising in these 
areas uneconomical. There are no roads, private land, special 
uses or any commercial establishments in the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness Area today. 

In the late 1940's and early 1950's, extensive exploration by 
gas and oil interests brought pressure on the Forest Service 
for leases in the wilderness. The Forest objected to this 
exploitation as incompatible with wilderness preservation. 
The Bureau of Land Management, Department of Interior (the 
granting agency), agreed with the Forest Service. As a result, 
no leases were ever granted in the wilderness. 

In November 1949, a severe windstorm blew down a large volume 
of timber in the Flathead National Forest. Englemann spruce, 
being quite shallowly rooted, was especially vulnerable to a 
storm of this intensity. Fallen timber provides an opportun
ity for insects to breed and incubate, especially the spruce 
beetle. An epidemic of these insects struck most of the major 
drainages containing spruce, including Bunker Creek, just 
north and outside of the proclaimed boundary of the Bob 
Marshall Wilderness. 

An on-the-ground survey in the fall of 1953 revealed that the 
spruce in the Bunker Creek area was heavily infested. To 
salvage the infested timber, the Forest Service announced 
plans to offer 23 million board feet of this timber for sale 
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early in 1954. Harvesting plans called for a road up Bunker 
Creek, paralleling the wilderness boundary for about 5 miles. 
At the nearest point, the road would have been within about 
1/4 mile of the wilderness boundary. A total of about 30 
miles of road construction was required to complete the sale, 
control the beetles, and salvage this valuable timber. The 
road was to join the existing road at Spotted Bear. 

Local opposition to this salvage program was aroused by an 
article in the Kalispell Daily Interlake. The article was 
written by a local outfitter and dude rancher whose interest, 
as well as the interest of other outfitters, would have been 
affected by the road development. 

The Forest Service publicly explained its plans, including a 
presentation to the Flathead Lake Wildlife Association and 
other groups. The Wildlife Association, however, with 
support from outside groups, presented a petition against 
the timber salvage operation to the Secretary of Agriculture. 
The petition also asked that an area of some 279,000 acres of 
roadless National Forest land between the north boundary of 
the wilderness and near the south boundary of Glacier National 
Park, including the Bunker Creek drainage, be added to the 
wildernes s. 

In addition to the northern extension of the wilderness bound
ary, various groups wished to extend the south boundary of 
the Bob Marshall to include another 50,000 acres of road
less multiple-use area on the North Fork of the Blackfoot 
River. A memorial to Congress from the Montana legislature, 
asking for an extension of the wilderness, was unsuccessful. 
Not all people in high places were in sympathy with this 
memorial. The Governor of Montana failed to sign it. 

Local people opposing the timber salvage plan were vocal and 
effective on this issue. Outside aid came in the form of 
letters to Washington from influential clients of local out
fitters. The Montana Fish and Game Department also opposed 
the Bunker Creek plan and backed extension of the wilderness 
boundaries. Several groups, including the Rocky Mountain 
Sportsmen of Columbia Falls, the Kalispell Chamber of Com
merce, the Flathead County Commissioners, and others were 
in favor of the Forest Service plan. 

Although the road up Bunker Creek was viewed by some as 
violating the wilderness, it would not, in fact, have done 
so. Many people were of the opinion that a road was 
actually to be built into the wilderness and that wilder
ness timber would be removed. This was not the case. There 
was much infested timber inside the wilderness at various 
locations, but the Forest Service had no plans at any time 
to remove any of it. 
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This illustrates the need for a definite wilderness boundary 
that can be identified on the ground. In this particular 
case, the boundary is somewhere south of Bunker Creek; it 
does not follow the creek, but is along the toe of the slope 
in this rather wide valley. The road in question was to be 
back away from the creek, on the north side. Wilderness 
boundaries should be definite and treated as such. Logging 
or other commercial activities should be _t_o this boundary, 
just as if the wilderness were private land or a National 
Park. 

Because of road building costs and because much of the timber 
was already dead and would "check" before it could be removed, 
the Forest Service made an economic analysis and concluded that 
the operation was not feasible without appropriated road funds. 
Late in 1954, the insect epidemic having passed its peak, the 
salvage program and road plans were dropped. It is estimated 
that 20 million board feet of timber was lost. It is now 
planned to build a road up Bunker Creek and harvest the re
maining timber in the near future. 

The wilderness boundaries were not extended as petitioned. 
The Forest Service did assign a Regional committee to study 
the wilderness boundaries with particular reference to the 
proposed extension sections. The committee proposed some 
boundary adjustments in the Bunker Creek, Spotted Bear 
River, and Middle Fork areas. After considerable discussion, 
the Secretary of Agriculture rejected any boundary change, 
partly due to possible complications with the Bureau of 
Reclamation's proposed Spruce Park Dam project. 

Controversies of this nature between the Government and the 
local public have occurred in the Flathead before. As an 
example, the following excerpt was taken from "Through the 
Years in Glacier National Park" by Donald H. Robinson, 
published in May 1960. 

"It is interesting to note the opposition to the 
bill to establish the Park. Grazing and lumber 
interests, the ones who would seem most likely to 
object, showed little interest in it. Mining 
activity had almost completely died out, so there 
was little objection there. But certain local 
groups, mainly from Kalispell, cried out loud and 
long that it was a scheme of the Great Northern 
Railway to prevent other roads from entering the 
region. The truth of the matter was that the late 
Louis W. Hill, Sr., then president of the Great 
Northern, was foremost among the sponsors of the 
bill, hoping with Senator Carter, Congressman Pray, 
George Bird Grinnell, and others to create a public 
recreational area for Montana which would attract 
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tourists and,subsequently, a source of passenger 
traffic and income dollars for the state. Op
position came from legislators who contended that 
it was not the function of the government to dabble 
in recreation. 

"After passage of the bill seemed certain, the op
position interests began to backtrack and explain 
their reason for it. The following excerpt from 
an editorial in the Kalispell Daily Interlake 
attempted to clarify their stand on the matter: 
'The establishment of the Park is not a calamity. 
The original opposition was due mainly to personal 
interests, such as a loss of hunting grounds, 
locking up of the area, no settling on the North 
Fork, etc.'" 

The people of the Flathead have accepted Glacier National 
Park wholeheartedly today and point with pride to its natural 
beauty and proclaim the Flathead Valley as the Gateway to 
Glacier National Park, seemingly having forgotten that they 
tried to block its creation. 

The geologic aspects of the Bob Marshall Wilderness are cer
tainly worthy of mention and should be reviewed. There are 
a few known locations where trilobites can be found. The 
one best known was found in 1929 by Dr. Charles Deiss, 
formerly Associate Professor, Department of Geology, Montana 
State University. It is on the Continental Divide at the 
head of Open Creek and Basin Creek, just east of Kevan 
Mountain. The trilobites were animals whose bodies were 
divided longitudinally into three lobes. They belonged to 
the class of Crustacean of which crabs and lobsters are 
living representatives. They are from very small up to 
about 2 inches in length. Found in rocks from the Paleozoic 
era, they lived from 300 to 500 million years ago. They are 
the oldest fossil found with the exception perhaps of sponges 
and ferns. They dominated the earth for a period 75 times 
longer than man's total existence. Many specimens of 
brachiopods can be found; they are bivalved animals whose 
shells resemble an extremely symmetrical clamshell. Many 
invertebrates which made their shells of lime (calcite) 
also lived in such profusion that the accumulation of their 
shells on the sea bottoms formed, to a large part, the 
hardened limestone deposits that later formed many of the 
mountains in the Bob Marshall Wilderness. 

The South Fork trail cuts through a very unusual deposit 
above Spotted Bear Ranger Station. This vein is about a 
foot thick; the material is black but does not resemble 
coal in texture. It can easily be ignited with a match. 
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Dr. Lowden, then head of the geology department at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, analyzed some of this material in the lab
oratory and stated that it was unique, that he had never 
analyzed anything quite like it. Lowden said it probably was 
"sludge" that had settled in an ancient oil pool. 

The often-mentioned "Chinese Wall" forms the Continental 
Divide from Larch Hill on the north to Haystack Mountain to 
the south, a distance of about 12 miles. This sheer cliff 
faces the Sun River drainage to the east. It is unscale-
able except for experienced, properly equipped mountain 
climbers. It is nearly 1,000 feet in height for the entire 
distance and is made up entirely of Cambrian limestones which 
are over 300 million years old. The layers of rock have been 
subjected to tremendous stresses from within the earth, and 
sediment deposited there began to be folded and broken by 
great faults and elevated into systems of mountain ranges, 
resulting in many gigantic faults that can be traced in the 
Swan, Flathead, and Lewis and Clark ranges. The most widely 
known and one of the grandest of these faults is the Lewis 
overthrust which has been traced and mapped from Canada 
southward through Glacier National Park and throughout the 
length of the Sun River unit where it lies several miles west 
of the North Fork of Sun River. 

Along the surface of this break in the earth's crust, the 
ancient Beltian rocks were shoved up over the younger Mesozoic 
rocks and moved eastward as much as 12 miles in the Glacier 
Park region and probably 9 or 10 miles in the eastern por
tion of the wilderness. 

The glaciers in the wilderness were formed at two, or more, 
different times: first, possibly 2 million years ago; and 
second, sometime between 30 and 50 thousand years ago. The 
present glaciers in Glacier Park and elsewhere are dying 
remnants of what were once vast ice sheets covering the 
mountains. 

The sheer cliff of the "Chinese Wall" is the result of ice 
action, as are many U-shaped valleys formed as glaciers filed 
or rasped their way downward through the solid rock as they 
flowed to lower elevations. Today, geologists know that the 
mountains of the Bob Marshall Wilderness were elevated from 
an old sea bottom and were built of sedimentary rocks composed 
of sands, mud, shells of animals and limey deposits of plants. 
Rainwater and streams eroded the rocks during millions of 
years; and, finally, within the last 50,000 years, ice sculp
tured the mountains to their prese. rugged, scenic beauty. 

Although Firefighter Mountain is no; in the wilderness, it 
is the same strata and formation as Great Northern Mountain 
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immediately to the east, except that it is upside down, indi
cating that it has broken away from the parent mountain and 
rolled half over. 
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XXII 

MISSION MOUNTAINS PRIMITIVE AREA 

The Mission Mountains Primitive Area's rugged scenery is un
surpassed anywhere in the Flathead National Forest. 

Attention was drawn to this area comparatively early. 
The first organized exploration in this area was in September 
1922 by a Northern Pacific Railway Company party that included 
0. D. Wheeler, a company writer, and Asabel Curtis, a noted 
photographer, often called "The Father of Rainier National 
Park." The company owned several thousand acres in this area, 
set aside for them under the 1864 railroad land grant. Forest 
Officer Theodore Shoemaker and Jack Clark accompanied the 
party on this first organized exploration of what is now the 
Mission Mountains Primitive Area. 

Many still and moving pictures were taken of the area's 
many lakes, waterfalls, and rugged scenery. Curtis called 
it one of the most, if not the most, scenic areas in the 
United States. The party was awed by the unique 
glacier sculpturing, the exposed bedrock terrain with ever
green trees striving to exist in the cracks and crevices. 
The soil mantle is extremely thin in these high alpine basins. 
Numerous permanent glaciers added to the line and color of 
the landscape. 

Shoemaker conducted parties of the Montana mountaineers into 
the Missions in 1923 and 1924. In general, the parties cover
ed most of the area, having advanced as far west as McDonald 
Peak which is west of the divide and is not within the area. 
Shoemaker made field notes of triangulations from various 
peaks and from these notes made the first map of this country. 
This high area has never been surveyed. 

The Mission Mountains area was classified by Chief Forester 
R. Y. Stuart as a primitive area under regulation L-20 on 
October 31, 1931. The Northern Pacific Railway Company holds 
title to approximately 2,860 acres in six tracts in the east
ern portion of the area. Negotiations are progressing with 
the railway company regarding exchanging National Forest land 
outside the primitive area boundary for the company's remain
ing holdings within the area. The Forest land inside the 
area consists of 73,340 acres plus the 2,860 acres of rail
road land, which makes a total of over 76,000 acres. 

At present the area is without adequate trails, although con
struction of a major, high-standard access trail from Glacier 
Creek northward is in progress. The present trail system does 
not lend itself to through travel. Until a through trail 
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system is developed, the area will be more for hikers rather 
than parties using stock. Long-range plans include the im
provement of approach roads and construction of adequate 
road-end parking and camping facilities. This area calls for 
a detailed management plan which presents a challenge to 
provide for the use and enjoyment of the area by people and, 
at the same time, preserve its natural environment. The 
slopes are steep; the soil mantle is thin and slow to heal. 
Also, there is very little grass for the grazing of pack 
stock. 

The Forest Service was faced with a major decision after 
wind blew down about 1,000 acres of heavy timber in 1949. 
The Chief of the Forest Service authorized the salvage log
ging of blowdown timber in the primitive area to prevent a 
serious insect outbreak. But the logging operators were not 
interested in removing this timber, as it did not appear to 
be economically practical. By 1953, spruce bark beetles 
had built up to epidemic proportions in the blowdown areas 
and had spread to adjoining timber stands. Control logging 
was initiated, and the decision was made by the Chief of the 
Forest Service to log infested stands within the classified 
area adjacent to the boundary to prevent further spread of 
the epidemic. Eight road penetrations were made into the 
area by the Forest Service and the Northern Pacific Rail
way Company. After logging was completed, all roads were 
permanently blocked. About 2,000 acres were logged inside 
the boundary; 425 acres of this was National Forest land. 
The railway company has the prerogative of harvesting its 
timber inside the classified area without the consent of 
the Forest Service. Scars, created by the roads used to 
harvest the infested timber, will heal and become over
grown, as have the 14 miles of road up the North Fork of 
Sun River in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area. This road 
was built nearly 80 years ago and was blocked off permanently 
by the building of the Gibson Dam in 1929. 

The Mission Mountains Primitive Area is one of the last 
strongholds of the grizzly bear. This will perhaps be the 
grizzly bear's last retreat in the Flathead Forest. There 
are Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in these mountains as 
well as a limited number of deer and elk and mountain goat. 
But the range for any grass-eating animal is limited due to 
the scarcity of soil. There are many lakes and waterfalls 
here. They are the most beautiful of any in the country. 
Gray Wolf Lake is the largest in the primitive area. High 
Park Lake covers 224 acres. 

Visitor-use records for 1963 show that 2,370 people visited 
the primitive area. The average stay was 1 1/4 days. This 
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Looking east to High Park and Gray Wolf 
Lakes in the Mission Mountains Primitive 
Area. 

Looking west toward McDonald Peak in the 
Mission Mountains Primitive Area. 
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suggests the interior of the area is not being used. The 
purpose of reserving this area was to preserve it for the 
use of man. It could be destroyed by overuse, if the area 
is interlaced with trails for stock use. This would en
courage concentration around the limited camping spots and 
would drastically change the delicate ecology. 
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Blackfoot Lake on Graves Creek in Jewel Basin. 



XXIII 

PROPOSED JEWEL BASIN SCENIC AREA 

In addition to the 950,000-acre Bob Marshall Wilderness and 
the 75,000-acre Mission Mountains Primitive Area, there is 
another scenic, roadless area in the Flathead National Forest. 
Local conservation leaders have proposed that about 15,000 
acres on the eastern slope of the Swan Range, in the vicinity 
of the headwaters of Graves Creek, be classified as a 
wilderness. 

This area is small, but it has all the beauty and wilderness 
characteristics necessary to become a very popular recreation 
area. As it is accessible by both east and west approach 
roads, it would be of particular interest to hikers. 

Known as the Jewel Basin Area, it contains more than thirty 
mountain lakes. The largest lake is 45 to 50 acres in size. 
Flathead National Forest officials are planning to classify 
the area as the Jewel Basin Scenic Area. With further study, 
it will be considered for eventual wilderness classification, 
as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
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XXIV 

FOREST FIRES 

Forest fire prevention and suppression were principal respon
sibilities of the early-day Forest Ranger. They continue to 
be among his most important jobs today. During the dry, hot 
days of summer, there is always the feeling of expectancy in 
the minds of those who carry these responsibilities. 

There have been fires in the forests as long as there have 
been trees to burn. Lightning has always been the cause of 
most of the fires in the forests. Before the white man, the 
Indians started fires to clear debris to provide better graz
ing near their favorite camping areas and to dispose of brush 
and logs from their trails. There are also accounts of the 
Indians starting forest fires to repel an enemy attack. 

It is difficult to find an area today, even in the best stands 
of dense timber, that doesn't show evidence of past burns. 

As climatic conditions determine burning conditions, some years 
give more trouble than other. In 1889, the present site of 
the Spotted Bear Ranger Station and the surrounding area were 
burned. There were also large fires that year in the Tally 
Lake District, as well as in Marshall, Shaw, Camp, and Basin 
Creeks in the upper South Fork. There is evidence of the 
1903 burns at the present site of Limestone Cabin, Milk Creek, 
most of Whitcomb Creek, and nearly all of upper Twin Creek 
above Nanny Creek, as well as a large area including Hart 
Basin in the upper Spotted Bear River Country. 

The next bad fire year was 1910, generally considered the 
granddaddy of all fire years for northern Idaho and western 
Montana. In 1910 millions of acres burned and nearly a hun
dred lives were lost. Following this unparalleled year of 
disastrous destruction, the Forest Service began to reorga
nize to be in better position to meet the challenge of forest 
fires. More guards were employed, communications were im
proved, more equipment was made available, and detection pro
cedures improved. 

In 1919 approximately 150,000 acres of the present Flathead 
National Forest burned. Communications and transportation 
were still big problems at that time. There was a large 
fire burning in the upper portion of White River on the South 
Fork. It required two weeks for a pack train to make the 
round trip from Coram to this fire. Trenches and swaths 
made to control this fire are still visible. The big fire 
south of Java that year started from a burning building at 
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Dr. Stanley's sanitarium on Bear Creek. It burned approx
imately 30,000 acres. 

In 1926, the North Fork, Big Prairie, and Tally Lake Districts 
had large fires. But the largest one was the Lost Johnny 
fire on the Coram District. This man-caused fire burned from 
Lost Johnny Creek, west of the present Hungry Horse 
reservoir, to the Middle Fork of the Flathead River above 
Nyack. 

There were two large fires in 1929. One was the Sullivan Creek 
fire; it burned 35,000 acres on the Spotted Bear District. I 
was dispatcher (called commissary clerk in those days) on the 
Spotted Bear District that year. I had time charged to this 
fire from August 9, when the fire started, to November 18, 
when it snowed: a total of 101 consecutive days. 

The largest fire in 1929 was the Half Moon fire. It started 
north of Columbia Falls and burned an estimated 100,000 
acres of National Forest, private, and Glacier National 
Park lands. This fire started from private debris burning. 
The Swan Valley had another bad fire year in 1934. 

Although the Flathead has had no destructive fires since 
that time, the Forest continues to average about 100 fires 
annually. The most fires in any one year were the 360 
fires of 1940. Improvements in communications, transportation, 
firefighting tactics, better utilization of manpower, and 
the use of modern equipment are responsible for keeping many 
fires small. However, we cannot take anything away from the 
earlier Forest personnel in regard to their courage, loyalty, 
and self-sacrifice in carrying out their responsibilities 
against seemingly insurmountable odds. 

The use of airplanes in transporting men and equipment, drop
ping of retardants and smokejumpers, the use of bulldozers, 
chainsaws, and other mechanized equipment, along with air
plane detection, are also contributing to better firefight
ing results. 

The battle against big forest fires is not over; we will 
always have them in some areas under certain conditions— 
for example, the circumstances under which the Sleeping 
Child fire started on the Bitterroot Forest in 1961. Light
ning struck and the fire started around 4 p.m. It was 
in an area of lodgepole pine windfalls, piled 10 to 15 feet 
deep with thick reproduction growing up between the logs. 
It was near the top of a rather flat, round-topped ridge. 
Burning conditions were very high. The report was radioed 
to headquarters immediately. Thirty-five men from a fluorite 
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Half Moon forest fire, 1929. 
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mine with tools and a bulldozer were within a mile of the 
fire and were dispatched immediately, as were retardant 
planes from Missoula, less than 50 miles away. The men, 
bulldozer, and retardant planes were on the fire within 
an hour but when they arrived, the fire was four acres in 
size and so hot that control was impossible. This fire 
burned more than 20,000 acres before it was controlled. 
Although this fire was an exception, there will be other 
exceptions in the future. 

I think it fitting to relate here an example of present-
day action taken on another fire in the Bitterroot Forest. 
In late August of 1961, a fire was started by lightning 
just before dark on a round-topped knoll just northwest 
of where the Sleeping Child fire had started a couple of 
weeks earlier. The fuel on the ground was almost iden
tical to that of the Sleeping Child fire. It looked to 
those concerned as though there was to be another big fire. 

"By" Amsbaugh, who was in charge of the Sleeping Child 
fire at the time, radioed the fire desk in Hamilton and 
gave this message, "I want all the retardant planes 
Missoula can supply to hit this new fire (Two Bears Moun
tain) in the morning as early as possible and to keep coming 
until I tell them to stop." I was on the fire desk in 
Hamilton at the time and gave this message verbatim to 
the fire desk in Missoula. It so happened that quite a 
large number of retardant planes had returned from other 
fires in Idaho and were standing by in Missoula. At 
daybreak they all headed for the Two Bears Mountain fire. 
The planes dropped their loads of chemical fire retardant 
and returned for more. After about two hours of this, 
one pilot called me and asked where this fire was. I 
gave him the information and he said, "That is what I 
thought. But all I can see now at that location is a 
mountain that looks like its top is all covered with snow 
(borate)." About this time "By" Amsbaugh cut in by radio 
from a helicopter and said to cancel all retardant planes, 
that the men now on the ground could "mop-up" the fire. 
Thus, one potentially large fire was prevented. 

Due to the difference in burning conditions, this same 
action could not have stopped the Sleeping Child fire. 
Both fires were on the Bitterroot Forest but the action 
would have been the same on any Forest under similar 
circums tances. 

Man-caused fires are of the greatest concern to the 
Forest Ranger. Man-caused fires usually start at lower 
elevations. Lightning fires, however, usually start at 
higher elevations where there is less timber. Also, 
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lightning is usually accompanied by some moisture or higher 
humidity. 

Twenty-five years ago the Flathead Forest manned 147 lookout 
points during the fire seasons. About this number was main
tained for several years. The first reduction came in 1945 
when air patrolling was substituted for the Continental Unit 
which included the Schafer, Big Prairie, and greater portion 
of the Spotted Bear District. Air patrolling proved to have 
great advantages over fixed positions and is more economical. 
At the present time, the Flathead Forest maintains only 21 
lookouts. Their primary function is to record lightning 
storm paths and serve as lookouts at night or at other times 
when patrol planes are not in the air. 
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XXV 

SPECTACULAR FIRES 

The most spectacular forest fire I have ever witnessed was the 
Heaven's Peak fire of 1936 in Glacier National Park. After 
this fire had burned for several days, the winds came up and 
the Forest Service was asked to assist Glacier National Park 
in suppressing the fire. It was burning on a high plateau 
that sloped to McDonald Creek to the east. 

My first assignment was to take a crew up the cliffs to the 
top of this plateau. We had to use ropes in nine places to 
make the top. Some of these stretches were for 150 to 200 
feet. This area is called the Granite Wall. We made it to 
the fire, but we were not in sufficient numbers to accomplish 
much. However, we were on the back side of the fire andmade 
some progress in flanking that end. But the front of the fire, 
where it dropped off into McDonald Creek, was too much for 
the crews working that end. When high winds came up in the 
afternoon, the fire took off. 

At about this time, I met Supervisor J. C. Urquhart on the 
fire line. He asked me to go with him to scout the head end 
of the fire near the Granite Chalets. We went to camp, got 
his car, drove to above the switchback on the Going-to-the-
Sun Highway, and hiked to Granite Chalets, and on north to 
the north side of the fire. It didn't appear to us at that 
time that the fire would gather enough momentum to jump the 
Garden Wall and threaten the area of Swift Current Valley 
on the east side of the Continental Divide. 

We were wrong and realized it in just a few minutes; the fire 
blew up in McDonald Creek proper, just below the switchback. 
(I believe this area is known locally as "Packers' Roost.") 
We just had time to make it back south along the Garden Wall 
through the thick smoke ahead of the fire. Flames were leap
ing 2,000 feet into the air, with tongues of flame licking 
outward for 200 yards from the main flames. The roar of this 
fire was frightening. Tom Wiles and Casey Streed became con
cerned about us and met us as we came down toward the road on 
the south side of the fire. 

When we reached the road, we found the car still above the 
fire but we couldn't go back to camp on McDonald Creek as 
the fire was burning across both legs of the switchback. 
I told Mr. Urquhart that if he wanted to cut through to the 
road below the switchback and go on into camp (a distance 
of about a mile) I would take the car around and come into 
the camp from below. He said, "O.K." and we separated. 
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It was a long way around by St. Mary's Lake, East Glacier, Java, 
Belton, and back to our camp on McDonald Creek just to cover 
that mile back to camp. 

When I got to the top on Logan Pass, I found a lot of people 
watching the fire from this vantage point. The Park officials 
were, of course, not letting anyone proceed to the west beyond 
this point. I stopped there for just a minute to look back on 
what was going on down McDonald Creek. I encountered Joe 
Dzivi, a Forest Service employee, who was bringing in a load 
of supplies from East Glacier. While we were exchanging re
marks about the fire, a lady stepped up to Joe and said, "Mr. 
Ranger, how do you go about putting out a fire the size of 
that one?" Joe replied, "Lady, that's just what we are trying 
to figure out." Joe's answer may not have been the best from 
an Information and Education standpoint, but it sure was the 
truth. 

It was late when I got back to camp. Most everyone was sleep
ing. There were about 500 men in this camp. The kitchen was 
open so I got something to eat, located my pack sack and bed
roll, and bedded down by the side of the car I had just driven. 
I put my packsack and clothes inside the car for safekeeping. 
When I awoke the next morning, the car was gone. Supervisor 
Urquhart had been called to go to Many Glaciers, had located 
his car, saw me sleeping there and had quietly driven away 
not knowing my clothes were inside. 

So, there I was out in the middle of Glacier Park with a crew 
of men to take out on the fireline and all the clothes I had 
was a pair of shorts. My Flathead friends came to my rescue. 
They dug into their packsacks, and soon I was fully clothed. 
The timekeeper loaned me a pair of calked boots. Urquhart 
returned to camp that night with my own outfit. 

I was in charge of a sector of that fire for about three weeks. 
This fire burned about 7,500 acres, which is small compared 
to many of the larger fires. But it was by far the most 
spectacular forest fire I have ever seen. 

No human lives were lost on this fire. Most of the crews in 
the area that blew up were Civilian Conservation Corps boys. 
When their foreman realized their situation, he gave orders 
to drop most of their tools in the trenches they had built and 
follow him. He lead them into a burned area that was hot but 
safe. The men stayed together, nobody panicked, and they were 
all led to safety. Had they panicked and scattered—as is 
sometimes the case of pickup fire crews under similar situations--
some of them would undoubtedly never have come out alive. These 
boys were, of course, almost scared to death; but they had been 
trained to follow orders, and it certainly paid off. 
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Lost Johnny Burn near Murray Creek, 1926. 



Today the scars of this fire can be seen by Park visitors, but 
the flames and the deafening roar are only a memory to those 
of us who think back on this fire as the one we lost to the 
high winds on September 1, 1936. 
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XXVI 

LIGHTNING 

Along with insects and disease, lightning — and the resulting; 
fires—must be classed as a prime enemy of the forests. We 
have had lightning as long as we have had atmosphere. Its 
destructive force is ever present during the fire season. 
Nothing can cause more nightmares and cases of high blood 
pressure to those responsible for fire action than a 
lightning storm during the dry season. 

Lightning causes about 90 percent of the fires in this area. 
Only a very small percent of the actual strikes start fires. 
Many trees are struck and shattered, but no fire results. 
I have always wondered why more of the wild game is not 
killed by lightning. I have come across many trees recently 
struck by lightning and have gone to many fires started by 
lightning, but I have never seen any evidence of wild game 
having been killed by a lightning bolt. Nor have I ever 
had anyone tell me that they had found any such evidence. 
In the range country, frequently cattle or horses have been 
killed by lightning. We had a horse killed on the Black 
Bear airfield in 1957. While wild game doesn't know when 
or where lightning will strike, you never see mountain goats 
on the high peaks during a lightning storm. 

About 25 years ago, Ray Samuelson, on Pot Lookout of the 
Spotted Bear District, would each evening report to 
Les Darling, the dispatcher, whether the goats were on the 
exposed peaks in his area or not. Ray maintained that he 
never saw goats up high on nights when lightning storms 
occurred. We relied more on his observations than on the 
daily weather forecast. 

Some lightning strikes cause destruction over quite a large 
area. There are times when lightning will strike a telephone 
line and travel along the wire for several spans, shattering 
the poles or trees. Lightning may do no damage to the wire, 
or it may burn the telephone wire completely. Sometimes the 
ground is badly torn up where the charge entered the ground. 

Lightning came in on the telephone line at Green Mountain 
Lookout in 1938. The wooden telephone box exploded as if a 
stick of dynamite had gone off inside. Parts of the tele
phone were scattered all over. Some parts went out through 
the windows. This lightning did not start a fire. The 
tower was unoccupied at the time. 
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Lightning has never hurt anyone inside a Flathead lookout 
building. I am sure, however, that some thought they had 
been killed—until they took a better inventory. August Nelson, 
dispatcher at Big Creek, received quite a shock and was badly 
injured in 1939 when lightning came in on his desk phone. 

Lightning came in on the telephone line at the Schafer office 
on June 1, 1956. It just about wrecked the place, started 
several small fires in the office and caused an explosion that 
blew the office windows out. It happened at 1:30 in the morn
ing. "Red" Rogers was sleeping in the dispatcher's bed in 
the office. He was badly shaken up and his eardrums were dam
aged either from the terrific blast or pressure of the explo
sion. He also received a few minor cuts from flying glass 
and other objects. He didn't think his injuries were of any 
significance at first, but his ears have not responded to 
treatment and his injury seems to be permanent. 

Telephone installations at both the Big Creek and the Schafer 
stations were up to lightning protection standards. These 
telephone systems were grounded to the water systems. 

One evening in August of 1951, during a lightning storm, the 
lookout from Spotted Bear Mountain Lookout called the dispatcher 
to report that lightning had just struck the Kah Mountain 
Lookout. It was a direct hit, but he could see no fire. 
Les Darling, the dispatcher, immediately attempted to call Kah 
Mountain by both telephone and radio, but could not get any 
response. 

It was seven miles by trail to Kah Mountain, but we could fly 
there in minutes in the patrol plane. We still had about 30 
minutes of daylight, so we cranked up the 195 patrol plane 
and took off. As we circled the point to gain altitude, we 
could see the lookout, Harold Howard, (now a District Forest 
Ranger in Alaska) out in the yard. He seemed to be very busy 
doing something. As we gained sufficient altitude to fly 
over the point, we could see that Howard was busy spelling out 
"No communications" by using 16-inch stove wood from his 
wood pile. He waved to us, indicating that he was all right 
personally. The next day, Ike Weaver, our communications 
technician, went up and restored communications to the lookout. 

Harold Hatton and Roy Root were maintaining the telephone line 
from Pagoda Lookout to Turtlehead, when a lightning storm 
came up in July 1937. They started back to the lookout. 
As they walked along the trail, about six feet apart with 
Harold in the lead, the lightning struck. Both men were 
knocked down and rendered unconscious. When Root regained 
consciousness, he found Harold still breathing, but he was 
unable to revive him. He went to the lookout and reported 
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to Les Darling at the Black Bear guard station. Plans were 
set in motion to get Harold to a hospital. Darling went to 
the lookout to help Roy carry Hatton to ttie lookout, a 
distance of about a mile. A doctor was flown into the Black 
Bear airfield; he covered the 11 miles to the lookout on 
horseback. It was about 11 miles from Black Bear. Other men 
came up from Spotted Bear, a distance of 30 miles, to assist 
in packing Hatton to the airfield. Ranger Jack Shields, 
"Toad" Paullin, John Pike, and others I can't recall were 
in this group. By the time they all got to the lookout, it 
was late at night. The men and the physician stayed at 
the lookout until daybreak, before packing the victim down 
the trail to the Black Bear airfield, to be flown to Missoula. 
Hatton never regained consciousness. 



XXVII 

TRAGEDIES 

Even though the mention of tragedies and deaths may be de
pressing for some readers, the history of any area would not 
give a true account of happenings if it did not take note of 
the accidents. 

Information about the first Flathead fatality came from 
James Harbin, brother of Forest F. Harbin, who was killed in a 
Great Northern Railway accident near the Cut Bank bridge, 
Cut Bank, Montana, in 1906. Harbin was on official duty for the 
Forest Service, traveling from Summit to Cut Bank for supplies. 
He was riding in the last car of a freight train when it was 
rammed from the rear by another train. Forest Harbin and three 
other men were killed. Thomas Dillon, who built the Dillon 
Hotel in Kalispell, was one of the victims. 

A young man was killed by a dynamite blast at Star Meadows 
in the late 1920's. I can't recall the victim's name; his 
parents lived at Kila. Jack Lillevig was the District Forest 
Ranger . 

Lester Rude died of a heart attack while working on the Sullivan 
Creek forest fire in 1929. 

A Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) enrollee from Columbia Falls 
was killed in 1934 when struck by a falling snag on a forest 
fire above Nyack. A CCC enrollee was drowned in 1935 in the 
South Fork River at Elk Park. 

A falling snag killed a pickup firefighter on a fire in the 
Swan about 1935. 

In July 1937, Harold Hatton was struck by lightning and later 
died. (A detailed account of this is in the chapter on 
lightning.) 

Another CCC enrollee drowned in 1939 in the North Fork. 

No Flathead National Forest employees lost their lives in 
Forest accidents during the 12-year period of 1939 to 1951. 
In 1952, Oscar Norman, of Somers, was killed on the South Fork 
road when his car collided with a logging truck. The same 
year, Charles Labalmo, an Eskimo firefighter, died in his bed 
in a fire camp at Camp Misery on Noisy Creek. This camp is 
high, and it was quite cold in late September. Les Darling 
discovered the body. Labalmo died of heart failure. 
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Ranger Virgil (Stubby) Eastman was killed November 3, 1953, 
when struck by a falling tree, on a control burning project 
on Crane Mountain. Ranger Glen Maryott was struck by the 
branches of the same tree, but was not injured. 

Ranger Oliver (Slim) Meyer died of a heart failure in 1954 
while helping set up a temporary cruising camp in the North 
Fork. W. N. (Bill) Chilton and J. C. (Bob) Robertson were 
with him. 

Eugene Tuininga was killed in the crash of a Forest patrol 
plane in Fatty Creek on the Condon District in 1955. Gene Cole, 
the pilot, and Fred Wagner, a passenger, were also killed in 
this crash. Tuininga was the first Forest Service employee 
killed in Region 1 in an airplane crash while on active 
duty. 

Many incidents involving Forest users have not been taken 
into account in this chapter. In September 1958, a Univer
sity of Montana student Eugene Prange went into the Mission 
Mountains Primitive Area. Prange has never been heard of 
since. In 1960, William Whitney went prospecting northeast 
of Echo Lake, in the Strawberry Lake Area. He failed to 
return; his body was never found. 

Usually, when a major accident occurs, even though Forest 
Service personnel are not involved, the Forest Service is 
asked to assist in transporting the victim or for other 
emergency services. Until the helicopter came into local 
use about 1954, transporting the injured or sick required 
carrying them on a stretcher, if they were unable to ride 
a horse. This was hard work. The longest trip I can re
call was in 1937. A crew from Spotted Bear packed a woman 
by the name of Mason, who had become very sick, from Bun
galow Lookout to the road at Spotted Bear--a distance of 
about 35 miles—over a rough trail for the most part. The 
woman recovered with no ill effects. 

In the late 1940's, a hunter from Missoula became very sick 
in his camp about 16 miles from Big Prairie. Members of 
the party asked for help carrying him to the Big Prairie 
airstrip. This man weighed nearly 300 pounds; it looked 
like it was going to be a real task. Theodore "Toad" 
Paullin was alternate Ranger at Big Prairie and quite an 
ingenious packer. Paullin contrived a travois behind one 
of his gentler mules, fashioned a bed on the poles, and 
brought the big fellow out in good time. 

In 1955, a hunter got mauled by a grizzly bear in "Shirt-
tail Park," on Gordon Creek above Big Prairie. The hunter was 
in serious condition, in need of medical attention, and in 
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no condition to be packed on a stretcher. A call for help 
was made by phone to Big Prairie; they notified the Regional 
Office, realizing that fast action was required if this young 
man's life was to be saved. The Regional Office dispatched 
a crew of smokejumpers, with first-aid supplies and tools, 
to jump at this location. The smokejumpers, specially trained 
in this type of service, gave first aid, while other jumpers 
cleared an area for a helicopter to land with a physician. 
The injured hunter was flown to a Missoula hospital. Thanks 
to proper first aid and fast action by the smokejumpers, he 
recovered. 

When the services of a physician or the use of helicopters or 
other hired equipment (that does not belong to the Government)— 
such as ambulances, planes, etc.--is required, the bill for 
payment is the responsibility of the victim or the person who 
makes the request for such services or equipment. There is 
no charge for the use of ordinary Government equipment or for 
the wages of Government employees while employed on emergency 
rescue missions. 

As a footnote to tragedies, it is fitting to mention that 23 
men lost their lives on various projects during the construction 
of Hungry Horse Dam. 
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Big Mountain recreation area. 
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XXVIII 

A SNOWSLIDE 

Ralph Thayer and I made a big-game study in the Pentagon area 
of the Spotted Bear River in February 1937. On one of the few 
days we didn't plan to travel together, I was to go up Pentagon 
Creek; and Ralph, up Wall Creek. We were to meet at the Pen
tagon cabin that night. The weather was quite cold and there 
was about 24 inches of new, light snow on top of a heavy crust. 

1 was walking on a narrow flat, along the creek bottom, about 
2 miles up Pentagon Creek above the cabin. Timber on both 
sides was sparse, with many openings. I noticed loose snow 
on the right side of the canyon starting to slide, then the 
whole hillside of loose snow was moving down toward me. A 
150-yard wide swath was moving through the trees and open 
areas. 

My first instinct was to run. But I didn't get more than 40 
feet when the snow caught me. I was covered over and moved 
along the ground for probably 50 feet by a moving mountain 
of snow. When the movement stopped, I was stretched out flat 
with tons of snow on me. It was totally dark; the pressure 
was so terrific I couldn't have breathed had there been air 
to breathe. I was fully conscious and unhurt. Before I could 
fully comprehend my predicament, I felt myself being moved 
again in the other direction, as the snow from the other side 
of the canyon began to slide. I was moved back about 100 
feet and was pushed upward. When the slide stopped, I was 
on top of the snow in a more or less standing position, 
buried up to my waist in snow. I was still unhurt. I quick
ly freed my snowshoes, got out fast, and headed for camp. I 
was, naturally, badly shaken up. 

As I neared the Pentagon cabin, I met Ralph. He had heard the 
snowslide and, knowing I was somewhere in the vicinity, was 
returning from Wall Creek to investigate. 
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XXIX 

AIRPLANE CRASHES 

This chapter is intended to deal with airplane crashes, 
rather than their general use. 

Airplane use was first employed for scouting going forest 
fires and message-dropping in the late 1920rs. Then, planes 
were used in the transportation of men and supplies for fire 
and administrative use. They were used for the first time 
in 1941 to drop smokejumpers; in 1945, to replace lookouts 
in fire detection; in 1958, to drop chemical fire retardant 
on fires in the Flathead. Helicopters have been employed 
for administration and fire duty extensively for the past 
ten years. 

All airplane crashes have been on the Big Prairie and Spotted 
Bear Districts, except the Stinson Sedan contract patrol 
plane that crashed in Fatty Creek on the Condon District. 
This 1955 crash killed three men: Gene Cole, the pilot; 
Fred Wagner, a passenger; and Gene Tuininga, a Forest Service 
employee. Tuininga was the first Northern Region employee 
killed in a plane crash while on active duty. I believe 
the only other Forest Service employee in the Region to be 
killed in a plane crash while on duty was Supervisor Blackerby 
in 1959. This accident took place at Moose Creek Ranger 
Station in the Nezperce National Forest. 

The following is a list of plane crashes in the Flathead 
National Forest. Only those in which the plane was a 
total loss are listed. 

The first plane to crash on the Forest was an Army plane, 
wrecked in landing on the Bartlett Meadows near Big Prairie 
in 1931. No one was injured. 

Dick Johnson totaled out a Tri-motor Ford in landing at Big 
Prairie in September 1938. Dick was injured, but was soon 
back flying. 

A pilot named MacNamer crashed a Luskum in the timber near 
Schafer in 1943. No one was injured. 

An Army trainer crashed into Corrugate Ridge, at the head 
of Trail Creek above Schafer, in 1943. Both occupants were 
killed. 

Two private planes collided in midair near the Schafer 
field in 1952. One plane was a Piper Cub; the other was an 
Aronica. Four people were killed. 
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In 1953, a trimotor Ford had engine failure on takeoff at the 
Spotted Bear field and crashed in the lodgepole timber near 
the airfield. Of the eight men aboard, three, including the 
pilot, were injured; all recovered. 

Jack Little of Poison crashed his Stinson Sedan into the 
mountainside near the head of Little Salmon Creek in April 
1955. Little and his passenger were killed. The wreckage 
was not discovered until October 1956. 

In June 1955, three uranium prospectors from Tacoma, 
Washington, flying in a gull-winged Stinson, crashed into the 
-fountain in Jungle Creek, south of Spotted Bear, killing all 
three. The wreckage was not found until October 1956. Of 
all the crashes in the South and Middle Forks to date, this 
is the only plane that caught fire and burned; the plane 
that crashed on the Condon District also burned. 

Bob Young crashed in making a forced landing on a gravel bar 
in the Middle Fork, about a mile below the Schafer airstrip. 
The plane, a Stinson Sedan, was completely wrecked; but no 
one was injured in this 1955 crash. 

A Great Falls flying club Stinson crashed in the stumps at 
Meadow Creek in 1956. No one was injured. 

A National Guard plane from Great Falls crashed just west 
of the Chinese Wall in 1961. All three occupants were 
killed. In 1963, the Spotted Bear patrol plane got tangled 
up in some crosswinds on the Big Prairie field and was a 
total wreck. No one was injured. 

A total of 14 planes have crashed with a loss of 17 lives. 
I personally saw the two trimotor Fords crash and have visited 
the scene of all but four of the other crashes. 

The Flathead National Forest has eight airstrips. Four of 
these airstrips are within the Bob Marshall Wilderness and, 
therefore, are not open to the public except in emergencies. 

The first airstrip was built in the Flathead in 1928 on the 
plateau about a mile south of Three Forks. It was not a 
good location and was never used. About 1932, Dick Johnson 
landed a Travelaire on this field. This was the only plane to 
ever use this field. It has now grown over with lodgepole 
pine and has completely lost its identity as an airfield. Con
struction was started on an airfield on Young's Creek just above 
Hahn Creek in the early 1930's. It was never completed. 

Montana Fish and Game pilots have landed light planes success
fully in Little Salmon Parks and on the meadows in Danaher 
Basin. There have been many planes land on the improvised 
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strip in Bartlett Meadows just west of Big Prairie. In case 
of an emergency, a small plane could land on top of Sugar 
Loaf Mountain. 
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XXX 

BIG GAME STUDIES 

While wildlife in the National Forest was always a concern of 
the early-day Rangers, wildlife studies were not started until 
the early 1920's. 

Rangers traveled in pairs on snowshoe, usually with provisions 
and supplies on their backs. Cabins were few and far between; 
they made camp where night overtook them. These trips took 
from 2 to 3 weeks. Rangers counted the game in the areas they 
passed through and noted the condition of the wildlife and the 
condition of the winter range. They also checked for poaching 
or illegal trapping. 

Dog teams were tried as a means of transporting supplies on 
these game-study trips. These dogs and sleds, however, did 
not prove to be very satisfactory because much of the travel 
was on steep side slopes and through the brush off the trail. 
This system was soon abandoned. 

The building of more cabins added to the convenience of these 
trips. Until 1928, the Three Forks cabin was the only build
ing on the Middle Fork. This one and one-half-story log cabin 
was built in 1910 by Allen Calbick. Lumber for the cabin was 
"whip-sawed" near the site. It was used until it was damaged 
by heavy snow in 1956. 

These annual game trip reports showed that the game had in
creased beyond the carrying capacity of the winter range. 
Some of the Rangers who carried on these studies were 
A. E. Hutchinson, Al Austin, M. B. Mendenhall, Fred J. Neitzling, 
Tom Wiles, J. Roy Hutchinson, Henry Thol, and F. S. June (Forest 
employee). There may have been others I do not recall. 

In the early 1930's, it was realized that the elk population 
was getting too large for the winter range. As a result, a 
more intensive study was initiated in the fall of 1933. Three 
crews were organized to spend the winter in the area to study 
the problem. One crew was headquartered at Big Prairie, one 
at Spotted Bear, and the third on the Middle Fork at Schafer. 

The crews, with 6 months' supplies, went into these areas in 
early November and did not come out until late the following 
April. There were no plans for receiving fresh supplies or 
mail. Each crew carried a short-wave battery-powered radio 
for contacting the Supervisor's Office in Kalispell. Some
times these radios worked. Crews heard from their families 
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through the Forest Supervisor. I learned one day that I 
was the father of a baby daughter and that my wife and 
daughter were doing fine. 

These men went through the usual dangers and hardships that 
go along with winter traveling on snowshoes in the mountains: 
snowslides, breaking through the ice in crossing rivers, 
short on rations, getting caught in storms, the cold weather 
(one time at Spotted Bear it was 57° below zero), and camping 
out in the snow. These were all taken in stride. Perhaps 
the fact that there was a national financial depression had 
something to do with the men taking all of this in stride. 

Bob Casebeer (now on the Supervisor's staff of the Teton 
National Forest, Jackson, Wyoming) and I came into a cabin 
on our first trip in the winter of 1933 and found that 
someone—perhaps late fall hunters—had broken in and re
moved all our winter's supply of food. The only thing 
eatable was some yellow cornmeal in a dirty cloth sack. 
The meal was full of weevils. As it was late and a long 
distance to another cabin, we planned to stay that night. 
The more we searched, the hungrier we became. Finally I 
went outside, took a screen from the window, and used it 
to sift the weevils from the cornmeal. I put it on the stove 
and started to boil it. Bob, a young college student 
raised in Iowa, said, "I won't be able to eat that anyway 
after seeing all those creatures that came out of it." 
I said, "Well, I'll tell 'em where you passed out on the 
trail tomorrow." When the cornmeal was cooked, it smelled 
and tasted fine. We both ate our fill for supper, ate 
some more for breakfast, and carried the rest along with 
us for lunch on the trail. On other trips to this cabin 
that winter we carried our supplies. 

These wildlife studies were continued, in much the same 
manner, for the next four winters. The situation was 
analyzed and steps were taken to do something about the 
overstocked winter elk range. Spotted Bear Game Preserve 
was eliminated in 1936. The Montana Fish & Game Department 
extended the 30-day season to 75 days. Odds did not favor 
such large numbers of game; the winter range was greatly 
reduced; and, of course, the elk herd was reduced prin
cipally by malnutrition. 

It will take many years of intensive management before the 
winter range in the back areas will recover sufficiently 
for the elk population to increase to the levels of those 
of the late 1920's and early 1930's. 

Following the four winters of intensive studies, yearly 
winter game patrol trips were made by the Forest Service 
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through the area until 1941-42. Then, the Montana Fish & 
Game Department put crews in the area for the winter study. 

In January and February of 1941, Ranger Leif Anderson and I 
went through the South Fork from Coram and, after taking side 
trips up the major drainages, came out 32 days later at Ovando. 
We traveled on skis. However, I don't recommend skis for 
travel on mountain trails; they are too dangerous. You are 
a long way from help if an accident should occur and, due to 
the increased speed on downhill trails, you are much more 
prone to accidents than when traveling by snowshoes. 

Many Forest Service personnel were on these winter-game 
studies during the 1930's. Besides some of those mentioned 
earlier, a partial list follows as I remember them: Max 
Rogers, Jack Root, Ray Wedge, Carl Wetterstrom, Horace 
Godfrey, Les Darling, Albert Campbell, Joe Dzivi, Jelmar 
Wirkala, Ralph Thayer, Bill Gaffney, Bill Ibenthal, Norm 
Schappacher, Orville Sparrow, E. H. Buck, Richard Lynch, 
Bob Casebeer, "Casey" Streed, Jack Lillevig, Don Egan, and 
perhaps others I don't recall. I spent seven winters in 
this work in the South Fork. 

In recent years, game census and range condition trend 
studies have been carried on by the Montana Fish and Game 
Department, mostly by the use of airplane and helicopter. 
The range conditions in the back country are not improving 
at this time. But range conditions will continue to improve 
in National Forest multiple use areas, such as in the lower 
South Fork and Swan Valley due to the harvest of timber. 
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Elk in 40 inches of snow along Black Bear Creek. 
Photo taken by Charlie Shaw, March 1936. 
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XXXI 

BIG GAME CENSUS 

Game census—the actual number of animals using an area— 
is not the significant element in game management. The 
condition of the range is the important factor. If the range 
is being depleted, there are too many animals, regardless 
of whether the animals number in the tens, hundreds, or 
thousands. The same thing is true if the range is not being 
properly utilized; it is understocked regardless of the number 
of animals using it. 

About the time the Forest Reserves were established (1891-
1907), the number of game animals was at a very low ebb. 
Range conditions indicated game was in need of better pro
tection and management. At first, the Forest Rangers did not 
have the authority to enforce State game laws. Soon it was 
determined this authority was necessary, and it was added 
as one of the Rangers' duties. 

The first mention of elk in the Flathead National Forest 
was by Colonel Severs about 1874, while making a recon
naissance with a detachment of army engineers for a possible 
route for a railroad through the South Fork. They came 
upon a band of elk near Mud Lake between Black Bear and 
Big Prairie. They shot one for camp meat. The report doesn't 
state the numberof elk they saw, but it is believed they 
were an uncommon sight in those days. It is known that 
Lewis and Clark, on their trips through the area south of 
here in 1805 and 1806, saw little or no elk or buffalo 
west of the Continental Divide. They reached the coastal 
range on the Columbia River before they found elk. 

The actual number of game animals on a timbered, mountainous 
range can never be determined accurately; but range con
ditions will always indicate whether there are too many or 
too few. Hunting pressure in the Flathead Forest was not 
heavy until the 1930's. At this time, it was advertised 
that there were too many elk for the range. Also, the nation 
was experiencing an economic depression; and people wanted 
meat. Estimates of the number of animals in a given area are 
the product of someone's imagination. I say this in all due 
respect to the judgment of the Forest and State officials 
who have made these figures available for these reports. I 
think that I personally have made as many guesses as anyone 
in the last 30 years. The estimate of elk on the Forest for 
the past 30 years has varied from 4,000 to 6,000 head with 
no set pattern or trend to indicate changes in the condition 
of range. I feel the spread is much greater than this. I 
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Bull elk above Limestone Cabin on Spotted Bear River. 
Photo taken March 1936 by Charlie Shaw. 
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believe the early 1930's saw more elk on the Flathead than 
at any other time. The estimates of actual number have 
always been conservative. The number has fluctuated at times 
due to winter climatic conditions, but gradually has become 
fewer and fewer until today (1964) it is at about its lowest 
ebb. This statement is strictly my own personal estimate; 
no game estimate can be taken as gospel truth. Range con
ditions tell the story. 

Hunters' kill records are, of course, more accurate than 
population estimates, but they too involve a certain element 
of human judgement and are, therefore, subject to human error. 

Forest records over the past 30 years range from 700 to more 
than 1,800 elk killed annually. The largest kill ever re
corded was in 1946. It wasn't that there were more elk or 
more hunters that year, but it was a year in which early 
snow conditions favored the hunter. There were 600 elk 
killed on my Ranger District alone that year. 

If someone were to make the flat statement that more game 
had died of winter-kill and predators since 1930 than the 
recorded hunters' kill, I would be inclined to go along with 
the statement. 

The Montana Fish & Game Department has done whatever they 
could, in cooperation with the Forest Service, to improve 
range conditions. Various systems of measuring browse 
plants have been advanced to determine the carrying capa
city of the range. The problems of game management are 
recognized; but solutions in any large, roadless area are 
not easy. Cooperation between the Montana Fish & Game 
Department and the Forest Service has always been very good. 
The State is responsible for the game animals and regulation 
of hunting seasons and bag limits, while the Forest Service 
is responsible for the game animal habitat. 

Perhaps, in the near future, management will be able to 
regulate the numbers of animals by hunter harvest rather 
than having the herd build up as a result of mild winters 
and then be reduced by starvation in severe winters. 

Most of the big-game attention has always been focused on 
the elk, especially on the South and Middle Forks of the 
Flathead, the problem areas. However, there are today fewer 
elk in these problem areas. In those areas where timber 
harvesting is continuing, the carrying capacity of the range 
will increase; and there will be more game. The problem of 
providing winter range in these more accessible areas will 
never be as great as the problems that have for the past 
30 years plagued the management of the back country. 
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The number of mule deer has not fluctuated as much as the elk 
and white-tailed deer populations. They are not as inclined 
to yard-up and become congested on their winter ranges. Also, 
they were never in as great numbers as were the whitetail 
or elk. 

The whitetail have almost disappeared in the interior of the 
forest, where they were in competition with the elk. The 
very nature of white-tailed deer contributed to their down
fall. They band up and winter together in large herds. 
Thirty years ago, the main deer yards were: Bowser Lake Area 
on the Tally Lake District; the Swan Valley floor above Swan 
Lake; Dry Parks Area of the South Fork, around Tea Kettle 
Mountain near Columbia Falls. These small areas could not 
support such large numbers year after year. As a result, 
the deer died of malnutrition. 

Following a severe winter, Jack Lillevig and I made a trip 
into the Dry Park Area about the middle of April in 1936. 
We counted 180 dead deer in a half-mile stretch of the South 
Fork through the Dry Park deer yard. They had all died 
within the past 2 weeks. The 500 to 600 deer in this area 
that were alive were in poor condition. The deer had used 
this area as a winter yard for many years prior to this. 
There are no white-tailed deer using this area in winter 
today (1964). They have passed from the picture; the area 
is overrun with elk. Some of this Dry Park deer yard was 
flooded in 1953 by the Hungry Horse Reservoir, but the 
deer had been gone for some time before it was flooded. 

There are quite a few deer left in the Flathead today, 
mostly in the foothills of the valley in scattered bands. 
They are held in check by regulated hunting. 

Frequently, the question is asked, "Why didn't the Montana 
Fish and Game Department or the Forest Service provide feed 
for these starving animals?" The financing of such undertakings 
was a minor factor. It was determined long ago that when 
wild game are artificially fed, they immediately become 
dependent on this unnatural existence and quit foraging 
for themselves. They become more or less domesticated 
and unnatural in their habit. Herds would build up; the 
feeding job would grow accordingly and would soon be out 
of control. It has been demonstrated that it is better to 
leave them in their natural state, dependent on nature, 
rather than to start a program that would soon get out of 
control and have to be curtailed. 

No historical record would be complete without considering 
the largest of our carnivorous animals, the grizzly bear. 
The Flathead Forest probably has more grizzly bear than any 
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National Forest, with the exception of Alaska. It is estimated 
that there probably are 250 of these majestic animals in the 
Flathead Forest. They are concentrated mostly in the Bob 
Marshall Wilderness. Their numbers do not fluctuate as with 
most of our other big-game animals. Authorities are of the 
opinion that the number of grizzlies is gradually declining 
here, as they are in other areas. The reason seems to be a 
natural one, rather than an act of mismanagement. The grizzly 
has disappeared completely from the State of California. There 
were many in California a hundred years ago. They were pro
tected in many areas of their natural habitat; for instance, 
in Yosemite National Park, created in 1892. At that time, 
Yosemite had many grizzlies, but the last grizzly bear seen 
in its natural habitat in California was in 1919--45 years ago. 

States, such as Colorado and Idaho, do not boast of their 
grizzly today. Perhaps the grizzly has outlived its useful
ness as part of the biological balance of nature and is now 
becoming extinct, as have other creatures in the past. Per
haps it is in the natural scheme of things. It is extremely 
difficult to breed grizzlies in captivity. It is reasonable 
to predict that, some time in the future, they will disappear 
as completely as have the saber-toothed tiger and other 
animals of the past. When this happens, they will be missed; 
and for fellows like me, who have spent many years in the 
back country, they will be missed in a very pleasant way. 
They wouldn't have survived as long as they have if it were 
not for the fact that they can hibernate during the deep snow 
period of winter. 

Grizzlies were found originally in the western prairies and 
bushy area. They were driven into the mountains by civili
zation. They were first seen by the Lewis and Clark party 
on the Dakota prairies. The grizzly is the master of his 
domain and has sufficient strength and agility to do as he 
chooses, whether it be to kill an elk, a human being, break 
into a cabin, or wreck a packstring. Grizzlies are considered 
a trophy animal in Montana. The meat may be left in the woods; 
however, those of us who have eaten grizzly meat find it quite 
palatable. The Flathead Forest is open to hunting of grizzly 
bear subject to regulations of the Montana Fish & Game Corn-
miss ion. 

Black and brown bear are numerous in the forest. Their 
numbers do not seem to have changed appreciably through the 
years. It is estimated that there are approximately 1,200 
in the forest. They will be with us for a long time, damaging 
fruit trees, breaking into cabins, and wrecking tent camps. 
All wooded areas of the United States still have a few bear, 
which indicates they can thrive in spite of civilization. 
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The Flathead Forest is not especially favorable for moose. 
But there have always been a few in the marshy areas. The 
North Fork probably has more of these majestic animals than 
any other drainage. The Forest total is estimated at from 
450 to 500 head. There are two species of moose in this 
area—the ones with light-colored legs and those with dark 
legs. There is a hunting season by permit only in most 
areas. This species of big-game animal seems to be holding 
its own. 
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XXXII 

BEAjtS_ 

Bears are necessarily a part of the ecology of any forest. 
They are a game animal, a tourist attraction, and contribute 
to the overall balance of nature. Bears can also be classed 
as a necessary evil. They do more damage to Forest Service 
buildings than fire, all che elements of nature, and other 
vandalism combined. 

No building for human inhabitance is immune from their attack 
in the forest. About 1955, a bear broke into the Big Prairie 
combination building. He upset and wrecked all the furniture, 
including the stove, broke the door off the refrigerator, 
threw the typewriter through the window, and destroyed every
thing in the line of food. At the same time, a bear entered 
the Ranger's dwelling and thoroughly wrecked the place. After 
ripping up the upholstery on the overstuffed furniture, he also 
went into the bathroom, cut his paw in breaking the mirror, 
and got blood all over the place. 

In the back country you can leave a clean, orderly cabin in the 
morning and return at night to tind it in shambles. You never 
know when you approach a cabin — left unoccupied for even a 
short time—if you will find it inhabitable. More money has 
been appropriated and spent on repairing certain cabins in 
the South Fork, due to bear damage alone, than the original 
cost of the buildings. Much money is required each year to 
replace signs destroyed by bears. It seems almost impossible 
to build something, within the limits of Wilderness construction, 
to prevent bear damage. Barricade the windows and doors, and 
they will come down through the roof. A special effort was 
made to make the Pendant cabin bearproof. But the first season, 
after the cabin was finished, a bear entered by tearing out 
one corner of the building. Perhaps we wouldn't like it either 
if someone established a homestead in one of our favorite 
fishing areas. 

Those of us who have spent many years in the back country do 
not consider bears particularly dangerous animals, but we do 
know that no bear can be trusted. People have suffered from 
unprovoked bears. A sow with cubs is the most dangerous. A 
wounded bear is always dangerous. Many hunters have been 
mauled or killed by bears that they had wounded. About 1957, 
near Basin Creek in the Upper South Fork, a young man shot 
and wounded a grizzly. Then the hunter's gun jammed. He was 
severely mauled and later died. 
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In 1928, Ralph Thayer (now retired, living in Kalispell) 
was locating trail alone in Canyon Creek, just east of 
the present site of the Big Mountain ski area. As he approach
ed a large windfall, a grizzly came over the log. Thayer 
started to climb a nearby tree. But the bear grabbed his 
leg in her teeth and pulled him out of the tree. He fell on 
his back on the bear's back, rolled off, and the bear con
tinued to chew his leg. Ralph still had his cruiser's 
axe in his hand and was laying on his back. He was able to 
strike the bear on the end of the nose with the flat side 
of his axe. The bear, slightly stunned, released Thayer 
long enough to permit him to climb a tree to safety. While 
up the tree, Thayer saw the sow had a cub with her. The 
sow and cub finally went away, and Ralph came down. With 
much difficulty and suffering he made the 8 miles down 
Canyon Creek to the North Fork road, where he was picked up 
and taken to Kalispell. He fully recovered. 

About 1913 Chance Beebe, who later became a successful Govern
ment hunter and trapper, was in the North Fork with a man 
named Link. They were staying in a cabin near the Canadian 
border. One day Beebe left his partner in the cabin while 
he went out to check his trapline. When Beebe returned a 
few days later, he found Link's body out in the yard; he 
had been killed by a bear. The details of the circumstances 
surrounding this case were never determined. No one knows to 
this day just what took place at this lonely cabin. 

It is unusual for any bear to eat its human victim. Many 
a hunter has had the exciting experience of returning to 
pick up an elk or deer he had killed the day before, only 
to find a grizzly bear has taken possession. The hunter 
may find this especially embarrassing should he be in an 
area closed to the killing of grizzly bear. The first elk 
that I killed in the South Fork (1929) was badly chewed by 
a bear the first night. 

Bears are sometimes involved in amusing incidents. One time, 
in the late 1920's, we were working trails and living in a 
tent on the Middle Fork of the Flathead. Occasionally, we 
had seen a large brown bear near camp and were concerned 
about the possibility of having our camp wrecked while we 
were out working. One morning, while we were eating 
breakfast, we saw this brown bear near our wood pile. Some
one suggested that we feed him some cayenne pepper we had in 
camp. We took two large hot cakes and put the four ounces 
of this hot pepper between them and stuck the hot cakes 
together with honey. We placed this concoction out on a 
log and watched the bear locate it by the smell of the hot 
cakes and honey. After one sniff, a big grab and about two 



swallows, it was gone. He started to smell around for more. 
We watched him a few minutes and had begun to comment that 
the fun was over. All at once the bear swung around, reared 
up on his hind legs, stroked his belly a couple of times with 
his paw, and then dropped down on all fours. All we could 
see was a brown streak going over the mountain amid the 
crashing of brush. We were camped at that location for some 
time after this, but we never saw any more of the big brown 
bear. 

All bears are not alike. What one will do under certain 
circumstances has no bearing on how another will react if 
treated the same way. I have had small mother bears charge 
me while I was on horseback because I was too close to her 
cubs. Then, at other times, I have chased mother bears 
away from their cubs. However, I advocate doing nothing to 
a mother bear and her cubs except to leave them strictly alone. 
I am afraid of all bears and give them as wide a berth as 
possible. I have had to kill two bears while I was still in 
my bedroll sleeping out in the forest. 

Some bears are quite smart. According to a story told by a 
crew at Schafer in 1938 (Schafer was then just a tent camp), 
they were having some difficulty in keeping their bacon 
away from the bears. In itself, this is not unusual. They 
put a long pole over a pivot in a fashion similar to a child's 
"teeter-totter." One one end of the pole, they attached a box 
for the bacon. On the other end, they attached a box of rocks, 
heavy enough to keep the bacon in the air. The box with the 
bacon in it had a rope attached; this enabled the crew to pull 
the bacon down when they wished. It worked good. They thought 
they had solved the problem, until a new bear came to camp. 
He would climb up the inclining pole and, as he passed over 
the balance point, the bacon box end came to the ground. The 
bear would then jump to the ground and immediately the heavier 
rock box dropped to the ground, raising the bacon up again. 
After several attempts of this kind, the bear left. Now, the 
men were more sure than ever that their contraption was a 
success. But the bear had not given up. He returned with 
another bear. The second bear stole the bacon out of the box 
as the other bear brought it to the ground. Of course, the bears 
got into a fight, but they had the bacon. 

"Casey" Streed (a retired Forest officer, now living in Whitefish) 
told me this story. "Casey," Harold Duffy, and a CCC boy from 
Brooklyn called "Spud" were working out of the old Emery Creek 
cabin in the lower South Fork. There was a bear that came 
around the cabin occasionally and sometimes chased the three 
into the cabin. The fellows looked upon such antics, by 
a comparatively small bear, as amusing and put up with it. 
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One evening "Casey" went out to empty the garbage and this 
bear started toward him. "Casey" let out a yell and started 
for the cabin with the bear close behind. Harold and "Spud," 
hearing "Casey," rushed to the open side window to see how 
things turned out. As "Casey" and the bear made the porch, 
at the end of the cabin, they both leaned out of the window 
for a better view around the corner of the building. The 
bear immediately reversed himself and suddenly appeared 
under the window from which Harold and "Spud" were leaning. 
Harold jumped back and pulled the window shut on "Spud's" 
neck. "Spud," who thought the bear had him for sure, was 
pulling back so hard trying to free himself that Harold 
couldn't open the window. "Casey" said when he got into 
the cabin that "Spud" was pulling so hard his neck was 
stretching and it looked as if he might pull his head off. 
The bear moved on and everything turned out alright. 
Harold Duffy said later that he didn't think any bear would 
attack anything that was uttering such bloodcurdling screams 
as the CCC boy with his head stuck in the window. 

Les Darling (now retired and living in Columbia Falls) told 
this story at Spotted Bear a few years back. Chasing smoke 
one time, Darling said he came down an open ridge and ended 
up face to face with a grizzly bear. Darling immediately 
turned and started down the side of the mountain and en
countered another bear. He reversed his direction of travel 
again and met a third bear. At this time he realized he 
was surrounded by grizzly bears, coming at him from every 
direction. About this time Les realized he had talked him
self into a position of impossible escape. He hesitated 
and one of the boys asked, "What happened?" Les said, 
"They ate me up, right on the spot." 

In a more serious vein, let's keep in mind what General 
Mathew B. Ridgeway said in 1958, after he had spent some 
time in the Bob Marshall Wilderness with his wife and 
9-year-old son. He said it was the safest place in the world 
for a family to vacation, with only one drawback, the pos
sibility of an attack by an unprovoked bear. 
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XXXIII 

MINERALS AND OIL 

Unrenewable resources have never been found in any great 
quantities in the Flathead National Forest. 

Placer gold has been found in many of the streams, but 
never in amounts sufficient to attract more than a few 
of the more ardent prospectors. Copper was found in 
several places around Java and in the Star Meadows area of 
Tally Lake. A few tunnels were dug into the mountains, but 
the veins of copper were too small to make the operation 
economical. There was quite a silver and lead boom on 
Logan Creek in the South Fork, but there was not sufficient 
ore. A vein of low-grade coal, near Logan Creek, was worked 
several different times. This coal vein is now covered by 
the Hungry Horse Reservoir. (The coal mining activities in 
the North Fork are covered in the Mike Berne story.) 

There have been prospecting stories and stories of strikes 
and lost mines floating around this area for years; but, 
aside from a few small veins of galena, copper, and gold 
colors in the streams, nothing of any significant value 
was ever found. No claims are being worked today in the 
Forest. 

A large vein of barite, on Black Bear Creek of the South 
Fork, has definite commercial value. This exposed vein is 
16 feet wide and is exposed for several hundred feet. It 
is of high grade, but is 27 miles from the nearest road; 
and the price of refined barite is less than $20 per ton, 
f.o.b. The demand at present is not sufficient to encourage 
the development of this deposit. The underground quantity 
has never been determined. This barite claim was filed 
late in the 1950's by Levi Gaustad of Kalispell. The claim 
was never patented, and no commercial ore was brought out. 

There has been considerable oil drilling activity in the 
upper North Fork for over 60 years. Millions of dollars 
have been spent by large companies, but no producing oil 
wells have ever been developed. This activity has been 
confined mostly to north of the Canadian line and in the 
area now within Glacier National Park. The moving force 
behind much of this activity is the fact that oil is 
actually seeping out of the ground in many places. The 
first well was drilled near the head of Kintla Lake in 
Glacier Park in 1900 and 1901. There was seepage present, 
but no oil was ever produced. 
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Si Ripley, a qualified geologist who was instrumental in 
the development of the oilfields around Cut Bank, told me 
that he had studied this area. He believed that this surface 
seepage was coming through faults in the formation from those 
fields east of the mountains and that there were no oil pools 
in the area. Ripley died 25 years ago. No oil has been 
produced in this area to date. 

During the middle 1950's, large oil companies secured gas 
and oil leases on the North, South, and Middle Forks of the 
Flathead River in the Forest and on private land. The leases 
covered about 600,000 acres of Forest Service laird. These 
companies, using modern seismographic equipment, have done 
much exploration work. No wells have been drilled to date. 
Most of these 5-year leases have expired. However, some 
seismographical work is still in progress. A few of the 
leases have been renewed. 

The desire of the Forest Service to protect the Wilderness 
was demonstrated at the time these companies were asking for 
leases. After these companies made the proper request to 
the Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior, for 
leases inside the Bob Marshall Wilderness, the Forest Service 
objected to this type of exploration in the Wilderness; and 
no leases were ever issued in the Bob Marshall Wilderness. 

Most of this information was gathered over the years by 
personal contact. Some facts are from Donald Robinson's 
Through the Years in Glacier National Park. 
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One of the largest early oil booms was in Swift Current Creek 
near Many Glaciers, where seepage was in evidence in several 
places. About 12 wells were drilled in this area prior to 
the establishment of Glacier Park in 1910. One company in 
this venture was capitalized at one and one-half million 
dollars. This oil boom, oddly enough, occurred at the same 
time as a mining boom in the same area. Some of the mine 
tunnels had oil seeping out on the floor. However, no oil 
or minerals were ever found in commercial quantities. A 
small amount of natural gas was found, but not in sufficient 
quantities to be of great value. One well in the Swift Current 
valley did produce a few barrels of crude oil. However, the 
operators were later accused of bringing in the oil from 
other fields to the east and dumping it into the well in 
order to "grease" the stockholder. These wells were all 
less than 2,000 feet deep. 



Danaher Basin, 1925, in the Bob Marshall Wilderness, 
(photo by Henry Thol) 

Ponderosa pine and larch timber in the. Swan Lake 
Valley. 
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XXXIV 

TIMBER HARVEST 

One of the Forest Ranger's many duties is growing, protecting, 
and harvesting timber in the National Forest. When the first 
Rangers were assigned to administer these areas in 1898, 
timber sales were small, and the timber was usually purchased 
for fuel, house logs, or for other homestead improvements. 
The first commercial timber harvests were for road ties and 
for small mills cutting lumber for the local market. 

One of the first mills of any size—for cutting and shipping 
lumber—was built by Lebert and Burns in 1898 on the Still
water River just north of Kalispell. It had a capacity of 
20,000 board feet per day. By 1905, production had reached 
70,000 feet per day before the mill was destroyed by fire. 
Most of their logs were driven down the Stillwater River. 
The last major log drive in Flathead County was in 1931. 

In 1900, the John O'Brien Lumber Company constructed a mill 
at Somers to cut 40 million board feet a year from logs driven 
down the Stillwater and Flathead Rivers to Flathead Lake, 
where they were caught in booms and towed to the mill. Some 
logs were shipped by rail. This mill was later sold to the 
Great Northern Railway Company and was known as the Somers 
Lumber Company. This mill has been removed. 

An interesting example of early-day sale negotiations is 
noted in the Flathead National Forest's files of 1907. It 
tells of an application by Edward Dickey of Kalispell to cut 
40,000 ties from an area west of the track at Paola siding 
above Nyack. This was an ideal logging chance due to the 
gentle terrain, proximity to the railroad, and good timber. 
Supervisor Page S. Bunker was in favor of making the sale, 
but the Forest Service's Washington Office turned it down 
because Dickey was only taking the timber of the proper size 
to be hued into ties and leaving the larger trees stand. 
There was considerable correspondence in regard to this sale, 
but the Washington Office held firm. However, in 1917 (10 
years later), the tie timber was taken out, and the larger 
timber remained until 1944 when it was sold. Eventually, 
it was cut by Rocky Mountain Lumber Company. 

The largest timber sale ever made by the Flathead was made 
to the Somers Lumber Company in 1913. The sale was for timber 
near the head of Swan Lake; a volume of nearly 90 million 
board feet. This sale created radical changes in logging 
methods, camp accommodations, and equipment. It was logged 
by railroad logging equipment, barged across Flathead Lake 
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from Somers and hauled overland to the foot of Swan Lake, 
then barged again to the sale area. Tracks were laid into 
the cutting areas; the logs were hauled to the lake, boomed, 
and towed to the mill at Somers. This was the first time 
logs had been brought out of the woods except by horses or 
oxen. Railroad logging was the prescribed method for the next 
15 to 20 years. Logging trucks took over the job in the early 
1930's. Most of the railroad logging was done on private 
holdings. 

This Swan Lake timber was cut over a period of 3 to 4 years 
and was the largest volume of any one sale ever made in the 
Forest. It did not bring the largest amount of money to the 
United States Treasury. This honor goes to the Sullivan 
Creek sale on the Spotted Bear District; in 1955, nearly 
$300,000 was paid for 21 million board feet. 

Timber cutting activities associated with the clearing of 
the Hungry Horse reservoir area should not be confused with 
timber sales in the Flathead Forest. Approximately 90 
million board feet of timber was removed from withdrawal 
lands administered by the Bureau of Reclamation, Department 
of the Interior. The county did not receive 25 percent of 
the revenue from this timber harvest, as is the case with all 
Forest Service receipts. 

Timber is harvested on Forest Service lands on a sustained-
yield basis: the annual average cut will not exceed the 
annual average growth. In the Flathead National Forest, 
this has been established at 127 million board feet for saw-
timber with an additional 8 million board feet for salvage
able dead and other wood products. Cutting of private timber 
supplied local mills until about World War II. This doesn't 
mean the Flathead hasn't been making timber sales since 1900, 
but it does mean the Forest did not sell the full volume of 
sustained yield. 

The annual cut started to increase on the Flathead following 
World War II. In July 1947, Gordon M. "Bud" Daugharty, who is 
now retired, came to the Flathead to head up timber sales pre
parations. This was the first time the Flathead ever reached 
the allowable cut, then set at 60 million board feet. Demands 
for timber increased steadily and after better inventories, 
better silviculture practices, and better utilization practices 
were employed, the annual allowable cut was set at 127 million 
board feet. The demand for timber for the past several years 
has increased, and no difficulty is experienced in selling any 
timber stand anywhere on the Forest at this time. 

Fiscal year 1963 saw more timber cut than any other year in 
the Forest's history. Around 141 million board feet was cut. 
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Lodgepole pine on the North Fork near Trail Creek. 
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As this was more than the Forest's allowable cut, it will be 
considered in the overall average throughout the years to come. 

The annual cut is now more than the combined total Forest cut 
during the first 45 years after the Forest was created. The 
method of sales preparations has advanced over the years and 
is keeping pace with modern logging methods. During World 
War I and for a few years later, Rangers went into areas to 
be logged, usually during the winter months, on snowshoes. 
They estimated the stand-per-acre, age, and quality of the 
timber, compiled a drainage map, and selected locations for 
log chutes to bring the logs to the bottom of the canyons. 

Some timber cruise maps included locations of flumes for log 
transportation, although I don't believe any Forest Service 
timber was flumed in the Flathead Forest. The ruins of old 
flumes can be found that were used to transport private timber. 
Sometimes splash dams were built in the smaller streams to 
hold back the water. These dams had floodgates that, when 
opened, caused sufficient flooding action to carry 16-foot 
logs downstream. Dickey Creek, just below Essex, had at least 
four splash dams to carry the logs to the mill near the rail
road crossing on Dickey Creek. Today, this system would be 
frowned upon as being detrimental to fish culture. 

Skidding was done with horses. Some logs were hauled to the 
mill on wagons or sleighs, but most of the logs were decked in 
the summer and hauled on sleighs in the winter. The Somers 
Lumber Company mill received many of its logs over the Great 
Northern Railroad, although there was an annual spring log 
drive down the Flathead and Stillwater Rivers. These logs 
were usually felled in the summer and fall and hauled to the 
riverbank on sleighs in the winter to await the spring runoff. 
The last river drive in the Flathead was in the spring of 1931. 
From this time on, logging trucks took over the job of deliver
ing the logs to the mills. 

Log hauling by trucks again changed the cruising methods some
what. Foresters forgot about river landings, log chutes, and 
flumes and started locating logging roads. Log hauling by 
trucks and skidding by "cats" changed logging. Long distances 
from the mill were not such a burden. The time saved, from the 
time the tree was felled until the log was in the mill, was one 
of the greatest advantages. Today, many trees are felled in 
the morning and are in the millpond by nightfall. Many trees 
standing in the Forest at daybreak are made into lumber and 
stacked for drying that evening under the present-day method 
of "cat" skidding and truck transportation. 

Sale preparation, including cruising, has also changed with 
the times. Aerial photos and plot cruising with prism has 
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lessened the fieldwork required in establishing cutting units. 
Most of the National Forest timber is now sold in clearcut 
blocks. This has eliminated the necessity of marking each 
individual tree as was done in earlier times. It would be 
impossible to prepare and administer a timber sale of 140 
million board feet a year with the present Forest personnel 
following methods employed even 20 years ago. 

Modern methods and better silviculture practices are employed 
in the Forests today. Thinning, pruning, and other methods 
to improve timber stands are today a "must." Also, tree 
planting has been stepped up in areas of old burns and in 
clearcut areas where natural reproduction is lacking or 
where there are less desirable species. The Flathead National 
Forest planted 400,000 trees in 1963. 
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XXXV 

GRAZING 

The Flathead National Forest is one of the major timber-
producing Forests in the Northern Region. There is little 
grazing. 

Homesteaders depended on the National Forest for grazing a 
few head of cattle near their holdings. The first permits 
for grazing in what is now the Flathead National Forest were 
issued in 1909. A total of only 88 head of cattle were grazed 
under permit that year. The largest number of cattle on per
mit for any one year was 2,000 head in 1953. In 1963, there 
were about 750 head of cattle grazing under permit. 

About 1,400 horses grazed in the Forest in 1924; this is the 
first record of the number of horses. The largest number was 
the 3,500 horses grazed in 1932. In 1963, there were 2,500 
horses; 1,700 head were under free use. 

Because of windfalls and the absence of desirable plants, gra
zing of sheep in this Forest has never been attractive to 
local ranchers. However, there were several sheep allotments 
in the Forest at one time: the Whitefish range; the Swan range 
east of Swan Lake, including Quintonkon Creek on the South 
Fork; an area between the Middle Fork and Bear Creek; and some 
others. The first recorded sheep grazing was in 1909, when 
250 sheep were grazed in paid permits. Sheep grazing reached 
a peak in 1917 with a total of 18,000 head. The last band of 
sheep to graze in the Flathead was 2,750 in 1943 in the area 
between Bear Creek and the Middle Fork. Today, there are no 
sheep grazed in the Flathead National Forest. 
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XXXVI 

FUR TRAPPING 

The abundance of fur brought the earliest white men into the 
Nor thwes t. 

The Hudson Bay Company, headed by John Jacob Astor, and the 
Northwest Fur Company entered this area by the Columbia River 
soon after the Lewis and Clark exploration. These companies 
explored the area, did some mapping of the general area, and 
established trading posts. Later came the prospectors and, 
eventually, the settlers. 
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The fur in this area was of unusually good quality. The 
marten in the North Fork of the Flathead today are of the 
dark variety and considered the best quality. Marten and 
beaver were the prime target of the early trapper. Otter, 
fisher, and bear skins were also in demand. There were no 
bag limits, game laws, or area restrictions to hinder these 
hardy people in trapping by any means they preferred. Trappers 
sought areas for themselves and worked alone, in pairs, or, 
sometimes, in groups. They built some kind of a shelter— 
a log cabin or a dugout in a bank—and would live off the 
land, except for essentials such as salt and flour. Trappers 
remained in the back country all winter and brought their 
"catch" out in the spring. 

John E. Lewis, a fur broker during the latter part of the 
19th century and later, told me of six Frenchmen who trapped 
the winter of 1896 and 1897 in the South Fork. That spring 
they built log rafts to bring their furs down the river. 
They lost one of the rafts in the Devil's Elbow, just below 
the present site of Hungry Horse Dam. One member of the party 
drowned and some furs were lost. The other five trappers 
proceeded on to Columbia Falls with 2,700 marten pelts, 
several bear skins, and other valuable furs. Lewis built 
the Gaylord Hotel in Columbia Falls; it burned in January 
of 1929. At one time he owned the land where the Sprague 
Creek Campground is now located in Glacier National Park. 
Lewis also built and operated the large Lewis Hotel at the 
head of Lake McDonald until he sold it to the Glacier Park 
Hotel Company. Lewis was the chief fur broker in the Flat
head area for many years. 

There is evidence of the remains of these old trapper cabins 
in nearly every drainage of the interior of the Forest. If 
their history had been recorded, each would be a chapter by 
itself. 



Fur bearers are still in plentiful supply in the Flathead today 
but the value of furs has declined and wages for other work 
has gone up until it is not considered a profitable undertaking, 
Very few animals are now being trapped. Most areas are open 
to trapping, subject to Montana Fish and Game Commission laws 
and Forest Service regulations. 
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XXXVTI 

FISHING 

At the time the Forest Service assumed the administration of 
the watershed, streams, and lakes of this area, there were 
only three natural species of game fish of any consequence; 
the Rocky Mountain spotted trout, or cutthroat; Dolly Varden 
(bull trout); and the native whitefish. They were plentiful 
in the rivers and streams leading into Flathead Lake and in 
other large lakes. 

In the early days, due to the laxity or nonexistence of game 
laws, fish were caught in nets and sold on the market. Many 
fish were wasted. The first bag limits were very high. 
Thirty-five years ago, the legal catch for trout was 40 fish 
per day. 

Fisherman today find good fishing in nearly all parts of the 
Forest. Many mountain lakes have been stocked. However, 
other species of game fish have been introduced: grayling, 
rainbow trout, German brown, various species of whitefish, and 
salmon, not including the warm-water species. For many years, 
the stocking of cutthroat trout was from spawn taken from 
Yellowstone Lake. "Rough" fish are more in evidence than in 
earlier times and are gradually moving farther up the rivers 
and have taken over some lakes. 

There are several lakes in the interior of the Forest that 
are void of fish. Such lakes as Argosy, Pot Lake, Dean Lake, 
Shadow Lake, and many others have never had any fish in them. 
They are seldom visited, and the demand for fishing has not 
reached a point to justify the expense of stocking. Some 
lakes that do not have sufficient spawning grounds for pro
pagation have been stocked. This requires constant stocking 
to provide continued fishing. Blue Lakes, above Limestone on 
the Spotted Bear River, and Spotted Bear Lake are lakes in 
which fish live and do well, but do not reproduce. 

Many fish migrate from the streams to larger bodies of water 
during the fall months. However, this is not true in all 
instances. White River above Needle Falls has not been 
stocked during the past 30 years; yet it is a very good trout 
stream. There are no whitefish or bull trout in the White 
River above Needle Falls because they leave and return the 
next season to spawn. Bull trout return to their spawning 
grounds in late August and the whitefish a little later. 

I do not believe the fish we catch today are quite as large 
as 30 years ago. One criterion for the size of trout to be 
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found in the streams of the interior is that they are generally 
in proportion to the amount of water in the creek; the smaller 
the stream, the smaller the trout. 

Hungry Horse Dam was built without a fish ladder or other means 
of fish migration. In my opinion, this has not been detrimental 
to fishing in the South Fork of the Flathead River. The 
fishing above the reservoir has not changed since the dam was 
built in 1948-53. The 34-mile-long reservoir provides much 
more fishing than did this stretch of the river before the 
reservoir was created. It may develop that "rough" fish will 
multiply in the reservoir and be in competition with the game 
fish. I did not see any suckers in the deep holes in the 
river at the Spotted Bear Ranger Station until after the 
building of the dam. 

The "rough" fish in the reservoir may have just as well de
veloped in Flathead Lake as in the reservoir. 

Apparently, not as many fish leave the reservoir and go over 
the dam through the pen stalks or overflow as was feared by 
some before the dam was built. 

Early-day users of the Forest (as well as some people today) 
depended on fish to supplement their diet while in the back 
country. I am sure fishing in the interior of the Forest will 
continue to be good for a long time. 
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Tri-motored Ford. These planes, built in the late 1920's, 
have been the work horses of the air for the Forest Service 
for more than 30 years. 
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XXXVIII 

HISTORY OF USE OF AIRCRAFT 

Air travel for administration and fire control is common
place in the Flathead National Forest. Use of aircraft for 
scouting fires in the Flathead dates back to the large forest 
fires of 1929. 

Nick Mamer piloted Regional Fire Chief Howard Flint over 
the Sullivan Creek fire on the South Fork in 1929. When 
Howard saw that the Spotted Bear Ranger Station was in the 
path of the fire, he used a Forest Service form 877 to write 
a message and drop it to Charlie Hash, Flathead fire control 
staff officer: "Save Spotted Bear Ranger Station at any cost." 
Hash pulled 600 firefighters into the area, set up 20 Pacific 
Marine pumps; and the Ranger Station was saved. This forest 
fire burned for 101 days. 

The first fire camp was dropped in the Flathead National 
Forest at Bunker Creek in 1939. The first smokejumpers (13) 
were dropped in Dean Creek in 1941. 

Flathead National Forest's first patrol plane for aerial ob
servation was stationed at Spotted Bear Ranger Station in 1946. 
First use of a helicopter for fire control and administration 
was at Spotted Bear in 1957. Chemical fire retardent (borate) 
was first used to bomb a Flathead Forest fire in 1958. The 
largest number of smokejumpers dropped on a fire in this 
Forest was the 75 during the Kah Mountain fire in 1947. 

There has been only one aircraft fatality involving a Forest 
Service employee. Gene Tuininga was killed September 11, 1955, 
when a fire patrol plane crashed in the Mission Mountains 
Primitive Area. 
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XXXIX 

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 

The CCC program, under the direction of the U.S. Army, 
was first initiated by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 
the spring of 1933. Major Evan W. Kelley, then Regional 
Forester, was called to Washington, D.C., and was instru
mental in setting up the program. 

The first camp in the Flathead was set up in 1933 on the 
Desert Mountain road just east of the checking station. 
Ranger Tom Wiles, of the Coram District, was the first 
camp superintendent. This camp, like all others in the 
Flathead, had a consignment of 200 men, exclusive of the ad
ministrative force. One of their accomplishments of the 
first summer was to locate and build a 12-mile road to 
Desert Mountain Lookout. Crews, often sent out in spike 
camps, did many jobs: trail maintenance, construction of 
buildings, water systems, fences, and telephone lines. 
After receiving training, these crews became dependable and 
efficient at fighting forest fires. They saved the day in 
many instances. 

There were a few local boys in these camps, but most of them 
were from the eastern states. The establishment of the CCC 
program often saw young boys riding the Great Northern 
freight trains and drifting aimlessly over the country in 
search of something to do and something to eat. The CCC 
program ended much of this; at last, they had found a place 
to sleep and eat and a chance to become useful citizens. 
Many of these young men stayed in the Forest Service. Many 
present-day Forest officers were first initiated into the 
Forest Service as CCC enrollees. 

In 1935, the camp on the Desert Mountain road was moved to 
Elk Park where they built the first west side road on the 
South Fork, the Spotted Bear landing field, and numerous 
other projects. In 1939, the Elk Park Camp was moved to the 
North Fork just north of Junkins Corner. 

During the summer of 1936, the Flathead and surrounding area 
were plagued with many forest fires. I had these men on 
several fires that summer, and I really believed they devel
oped into one of the most efficient crews I ever had. They 
were well-organized, ready to go, and knew how to fight fire 
when they got there. 

The Civilian Conservation Corps was discontinued in 1943. 
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XL 

HUNGRY HORSE DAM 

Hungry Horse Dam was built by the Bureau of Reclamation in 
five years, 1948 to 1953. 

Built in the Flathead National Forest, on the South Fork of 
the Flathead River, 4 miles above its confluence with the 
main Flathead River, this dam has a drainage basin of over 
one million acres. There is no private land within this 
drainage basin. 

The 34-mile-long reservoir covers 22,500 acres, and impounds 
approximately 3.5 million acre-feet of water. At the time 
of construction, plans called for diverting a million acre-
feet of water into this reservoir from the Middle Fork 
through an 8-mile tunnel from Spruce Park to somewhere near 
Devils Corkscrew Creek. 

Hungry Horse Dam is 2,100 feet long and 564 feet high, and 
contains approximately 250 million cubic yards of concrete. 
It has four generators with a combined capacity of over 285 
thousand K.V.A. It cost approximately $100 million to build. 
This money is rapidly being returned to the U. S. Treasury 
from the sale of electric power. Waters of the South Fork 
are now regulated to control the flow of the Flathead River, 
thus preventing floods in the valley and contributing to 
flood control all the way to the Pacific Ocean. Flood damage 
in the Flathead Valley alone has exceeded a million dollars 
in a single year. 

The structure was built by a combine known as General Shea 
Morrison. Clearing of debris from the flowage area was a 
$10 million project in itself. Timber covered the area except 
where it had been destroyed by forest fires. Ninety million 
board feet of timber was removed, mostly in the form of saw-
logs and poles. A few mills were set up to saw railroad ties. 
After commercial timber was removed, the debris was piled and 
burned. J. J. Reese had the first contract; Wison and Crow 
and John Trisdale were the other contractors. Trees and snags, 
left after the logging, were pulled down by dragging a 1 1/2-
inch cable, about 200 yards long, between two bulldozers. At 
first, the cable slipped up the trees, thus passing over the 
smaller trees. A heavy weight was fastened in the center of 
the cable to hold it down. But this caused the cable to catch 
all the stumps left from logging. John Trisdale, one of the 
clearing contractors, designed a hugh steel ball, eight feet 
in diameter, made of one inch boiler plate, weighing about 
8,000 pounds. Cables were fastened to a shaft running through 
the center of the steel ball. This proved a great success. 
By putting this ball in the center of the cable between the 
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two bulldozers, it held the cable four feet above the ground, 
thus clearing the stumps. Five of these 8-foot steel balls 
were used on this job. One of the balls is now on display 
in the roadside park in the town of Hungry Horse. 

John Trisdale also experimented on brush piling by hitching 
two bulldozers together, side by side. Removing the inside 
tracks the machine was propelled by the two extra-long, extra-
wide outside tracks. It was operated by just one man; con
trols were fastened together into a single unit. The brush 
blade on the front of this machine was 22 feet wide. It 
could push a tremendous load and pile lots of brush; however, 
this arrangement was not a success on steep slopes. Steep 
slopes and banks were cleared by running the bulldozers 
straight up and down the slopes, controlled by a large cable 
and winch mounted on the back of another tractor. They were 
run up and down these slopes like a "Yo-Yo", pushing all 
debris to the bottom. When the brush was all piled, it was 
burned. Larch butts and other unburned debris left after 
burning was buried. Stumps were left. 

During the clearing on the flat near the mouth of Sullivan 
Creek, Trisdale and I were going over the area one day to 
review burning plans when we noticed a golden eagle on her 
nest atop a large larch snag that had the top broken off 
about 70 feet above the ground. Trisdale told his foremen 
to clear all around the snag, but to let the snag stand. All 
of the brush was piled and burned, but the lone snag—with 
its nest of eagles--remained until the fall. When the 
young eagles had left the nest, Trisdale sent a crew back 
to remove the larch snag. To John Trisdale, this nest of 
eagles was of sufficient importance to alter the plans of 
a multi-million dollar clearing operation. 

While the reservoir capacity is greater than the annual 
runoff of the river, drawdown is controlled so that the 
reservoir is filled by the time high water is over, usually 
around July 1st. The reservoir then remains full and the 
shores resemble a natural lake during the summer months. In 
late fall, when downstream power demands increase, the gen
erators are stepped up and the lake begins to fall. 

During the summer months, fishing is good and there is a 
lot of area for boating. The Flathead Forest has four camp
grounds and a site designated exclusively for summer homes 
on the reservoir. This 34-mile-long lake is also used to 
boom logs from the upper end to a point at the lower end 
where they are taken out and hauled to the mills. 

After Hungry Horse Dam was finished and the construction 
force moved, the Flathead National Forest secured many of 
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the Department of the Interior buildings for administration 
and housing. Included in this transfer were 13 dwellings, 
a dormitory, a conference hall, a cement-testing laboratory 
(now used for a Forest Service warehouse), and a large ad
ministration building. This large building is now used as 
the headquarters and warehouse for the Coram and Hungry 
Horse Ranger Districts. During the winter, the Spotted 
Bear and Big Prairie Districts also make their headquarters 
in this building. 
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Roosevelt Memorial Obelisk, built in 1931. Photo taken in 
1932 by Charlie Shaw. 
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XLI 

ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL OBELISK 

The Roosevelt Memorial Obelisk was built at Marias Pass on 
the Continental Divide in 1931. Congress appropriated 
$25,000.for the monument; Representative Scott Leavitt 
introduced the bill. 

William H. "Slippery Bill" Morrison, claimed "squatter's 
rights" to the land at Marias Pass. Through diplomatic 
negotiations by the Columbia Falls Chamber of Commerce 
and others (including Supervisor Hornby of the Flathead 
National Forest), Morrison agreed to donate his rights to 
this land for building a monument to Theodore Roosevelt. 
Morrison stipulated that no concessions, "hamburger stands" 
as he referred to them, would be built on any of this pro
perty during his lifetime. 

He also agreed to relinquish his right to the rest of his 
land at the time of his death. He died in March 1932 and 
is buried in the Conrad Memorial Cemetry. This land now 
belongs to the Federal Government. 

The memorial was first planned as a granite arch over the 
highway. In August 1930, a cornerstone for this arch was 
laid on a concrete slab on the southeast side of the 
highway. There were speeches and band music from an im
provised platform. The cornerstone was of rough-cut granite, 
2\?„ by 2h? feet square and weighed about 1,500 pounds. It was 
lifted into place on the concrete slab with a handpowered 
winch. Eleanor Roosevelt, a distant cousin of 
Theodore Roosevelt participated in the program.. She is 
best remembered as the wife of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
After the cornerstone was in place, Mrs. Roosevelt placed a 
small, sealed copper box in a hole in the cornerstone and 
covered it over with cement. The copper box contained a 
copy of Congressman Leavitt's bill and some other documents. 
In 1931, it was decided to build an obelisk rather than the 
arch over the roadway. Bids were invited, and Kirkpatrick 
Brothers (Ross, Warren, and Hugh) of Kalispell was awarded 
the contract. 

The obelisk is 60 feet high and extends 19 feet into the 
ground. It has a tapering cement core covered on all sides 
with 7-inch slabs of Montana granite quarried near Helena. 

The cement core has a 5/8-inch copper cable, running from 
the seven short platinum points at the apex through its 
center to the bottom of the structure for lightning protection. 
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When the hole for the shaft was excavated, before any cement 
was poured, the cornerstone containing the copper container 
was placed in the bottom of the hole and the copper cable 
wrapped around it. The obelisk was completed in the summer 
of 1931. 

The first travel over Marias Pass on U.S. Highway No. 2 was 
in July 1930. The last barrier was a large rock cut about a 
mile west of the monument. Traffic was first allowed over 
the Divide on July 4, 1930. There had been a road to the 
Summit from the east for some time. The Roosevelt Memorial was 
dedicated in October 1931. Participants on the program included 
Representative Scott Leavitt; Governor Erickson of Montana; 
Regional Forester Evan W. Kelley; Fred Thieme, regional engineer, 
who was in charge of construction of the obelisk; Kenneth Wolf, 
Forest Supervisor; and Fred J. Neitzling, District Ranger. 
The Forest Service fed a crowd of about 500 people from a fire-
camp-type kitchen. Jack Clack, an early-day Forest officer, 
now living in Phoenix, Arizona, was chief cook. 

In 1950, the Montana Highway Department, using special engi
neering instruments, determined the obelisk had a slight list, 
but due to its construction (19 feet in the ground), it is 
doubtful that it will ever lean enough to be detected without 
ins truments. 

In the summer of 1932, the Forest Service placed a large 
boulder on a concrete slab just south of the obelisk as a 
memorial to William H. Morrison. The boulder was trucked 
from near Lubec Lake. This work was done by a bridge crew, 
under the supervision of Harold Townsend, an engineer from 
the regional headquarters in Missoula. 

Joe Tucker mounted a memorial bronze tablet on the boulder. 
The bronze tablet was donated by the Anaconda Copper Mining 
Company. The obelisk today is in need of maintenance. As 
there was no provision in the original Congressional bill for 
maintenance funds, it will take an act of Congress before 
any money can be spent on repairs. 
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XLII 

THE BATTLE OF BELTON 

By Jack Clack 

The Montana Supreme Court, in the winter of 1909, ruled on 
the question of ownership of Sections 16 & 36 within the 
boundaries of the National Forests, surveyed after the lands 
were withdrawn for National Forests. Prior to the court 
decision, the State of Montana claimed these sections for 
school purposes and the Forest Service claimed them as part 
of the National Forests. 

Section 36, adjoining the townsite of Belton, was one of 
these controversial sections. In the summer of 1909, the 
Great Northern Railway Company decided to build chalets at 
Belton. They purchased forty acres out of this section from 
the State of Montana. The land adjoined the railway right-
of-way, directly south of the Belton depot. 

When Flathead National Forest Supervisor Bunker heard of 
this sale, he notified the regional headquarters in Missoula 
and requested $200 to fence the area as a visible assertion 
of the National Forest claim to the land. His request was 
granted. I took a crew to Belton, fenced the 40 acres, and 
stationed a fire guard at the spring on this tract of land. 
Bunker notified the railway company that the land they had 
purchased from the State was National Forest land. 

While traveling from Kalispell to Essex, Bunker read in the 
SPOKESMAN-REVIEW on September 27 that the Governor of Montana 
had decided to send a company of militia from Helena to 
take possession of the controversial area at Belton. War 
had been declared! 

Bunker wrote a note on a page of his notebook and sent it 
by special messenger to Coram where I was surveying a trail 
route up the South Fork River: 

Columbia Falls 
Sept. 27, 1909 

"Clack:-
Take Kruse to Belton tonight and the trail 

crew on No 4 tomorrow. Rustle all the pickhandles, 
firearms, and ammunition available and use every 
man to see that no unauthorized person enters the 
enclosure at Belton. Use force if necessary, but 
do not shoot unless you have to. Move all night if 
necessary. Am going to Essex after Bradley and 
Manary. Make this stick. 

(signed) Bunker" 
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When I received this message about 7 p.m., I told the crew 
foreman to arm all his men with pick handles and to meet 
me at Coram the next morning in time to take No. 4. In the 
meantime, Ranger Kruse had hitched a team to a light spring 
wagon loaded with enough grub to run us for a day. With a 
couple of rifles and supply of ammunition, Kruse and I 
started over the old toll road to Belton. In the darkness, we 
couldn't make fast time. We were likely to find a tree across 
the road at any place. About 10 o'clock that night, we got 
to Belton. 

I knew that the only train we would have to watch was No. 43, 
the Burlington, due in Belton about 11:30, westbound to the 
coast via Great Falls and Shelby. About 11 o'clock, we went 
down to the gate to the enclosure. From here, we could see 
the depot platform. We got behind a pile of logs that had 
been rolled together for burning. With rifles loaded, we 
waited to stand off a company of militia. The first man to 
get off the train was an Army officer in uniform. He was 
followed by a private. "Well," I thought, "Here they come!" 
But no more appeared. And as soon as the train pulled out, 
the officer and the soldier went to the hotel. 

Bradley and Manary had come down from Essex on the same train. 
They told us they were the only men on the train. I left my 
rifle with the boys and walked over to the hotel. There 
I found an Army lieutenant and his "dog robber" planning 
a trip through Glacier National Park. 

We remained at the enclosure fortification the remainder of 
the night. When I boarded No. 3 the next morning to go to 
Coram to get the rest of my army, I met Bunker. He said he 
had wired the Governor asking if he intended to take forcible 
possession of the tract. The Governor replied that he 
intended to await the Montana Supreme Court's decision. 

So ended the battle of Belton. Not a drop of blood was shed. 
But there was plenty of excitement for a short time. 
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XLIII 

CONCLUSION 

This concludes the history of the Flathead National Forest 
as I have known it or have been able to determine from other 
sources .. 

All known sources were tapped for information. Oldtimers 
were contacted in person or by letter in order to obtain 
the most accurate and complete historical record. Undoubt
edly, many interesting events have been lost. 

It has been suggested that the Forest now keep a current 
historical file of each year's events. Then, periodically 
every 5 or 10 years, the file should be edited and incor
porated into a permanent Forest record. 

As an example, the "Flood of 1964" is an important chapter 
in the history of the Flathead Forest. Facts, such as 
heights of crests, newspaper clippings, cubic-feet seconds 
of stream flow, pictures, enumeration of specific damage, 
and human interest stories, should be recorded now for 
future reference. The accelerated Public Works Program 
accomplishments on the Flathead is another interesting 
chapter in the Forest's history. 
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